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Abstract
Demand side management is regaining attention because of the integration of
intermittent renewable energy sources such as wind and solar power. Accurate
electrical load data are needed to estimate the potential and the impact of
demand response. Data itself is hard to grasp. Analytical techniques are
required to describe the data in a comprehensive way. Privacy laws prevent
data usage in certain contexts. Data modelling gets around the privacy problem
and allows for Monte Carlo simulations.
First, residential electricity demand is described. The demographic properties
describing the electricity demand in Belgium are determined with the use of
machine learning techniques. Residential electricity consumers are grouped
based on timing of and amount of electricity demand with clustering techniques.
Measurement data from a project are scaled up by employing the groups found
to get an impression of electricity demand of wet appliances.
Then, residential electricity demand is modelled. The combination of electricity
consumer groups together with Markov models allow for an electricity demand
model. Wet appliance load cycles are detected and parametrised according to
the previously defined consumer groups. The first is able to regenerate load
data at the household connection point, the latter is able to regenerate load
cycles of appliances.
Finally, the models are applied to estimate potential and impact of direct
appliance control and corresponding privacy issues.
iii

Beknopte samenvatting
Het beheer van de vraagzijde komt meer onder de aandacht door de integratie
van intermitterende hernieuwbare energiebronnen, zoals wind- en zonne-energie.
Accurate data met betrekking tot elektrische last zijn nodig om het potentieel
en de impact van vraagrespons in te schatten. De data zelf zijn moeilijk
te interpreteren, daarom zijn analytische methoden nodig om data op een
verstaanbare manier te beschrijven. Wetten met betrekking tot privacy beperken
het gebruik van dergelijke data in bepaalde contexten. Het modelleren van de
data vermijdt privacyproblemen en laat toe om ‘Monte Carlo’-simulaties uit te
voeren.
Eerst wordt de residentiële elektriciteitsvraag beschreven. De demografische
eigenschappen die de residentiële elektriciteitsvraag in België bepalen, worden
bepaald aan de hand van technieken voor machinaal leren. Residentiële
elektriciteitsgebruikers worden met clusteringstechnieken gegroepeerd aan de
hand van het tijdstip en de grootte van de elektriciteitsvraag. Metingen van een
project worden opgeschaald, door gebruik te maken van de gevonden groepen,
om een indruk te krijgen van de elektriciteitsvraag van wasmachines, droogkasten
en vaatwassers.
Daarna wordt de residentiële elektriciteitsvraag gemodelleerd. De combinatie
van de groepen elektriciteitsgebruikers, samen met markovmodellen, laten
toe om een model van de elektriciteitsvraag op te stellen. De lastcycli van
wasmachines, droogkasten en vaatwassers worden gedetecteerd en gegroepeerd
en geparametriseerd aan de hand van de groepen elektriciteitsgebruikers. Het
eerste model is in staat om lastprofielen van huishoudens te genereren. Het
tweede kan lastprofielen van toestellen produceren.
Ten slotte worden de modellen toegepast om het potentieel en de impact van
directe laststuring van bovenstaande toestellen in te schatten en de mogelijke
privacyproblemen aan te duiden.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Smart grids are defined as reliable and more efficient electricity networks which
allow for environment friendly electricity generation and distribution [1]. The
implementation of smart grids is done by monitoring-, communication- and
control technologies.
Linear [2] is a smart grid project that studies the possibilities to better align
electricity demand and generation. The alignment is called demand response.
Information related to changes in the market price and the electricity demand
of the customer is presented to the customer for the demand response. Active
demand goes one step further, the appliances are directly controlled, i.e.
automatically started, switched off or their electricity demand is curtailed
or expanded, within the boundaries set by the customer. The main difference
with other European projects, such as ADDRESS1 and EU-Deep2 lays in the
automation of demand response, the execution of a field trial, the inclusion of
smart meters and a collaboration between a manifold of partners from industry
and academia.
The research questions of the project are related to the technical and economical
potential of active demand response. Simulations are executed to determine
the possibility to shift, curtail or expand electricity demand of appliances
and electrical vehicles and to calculate the grid impact thereof, requiring
1ADDRESS website: http://www.addressfp7.org
2EU-Deep website: http://www.eudeep.com
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measurement data and models. The target of the project is the residential
sector, a sector where privacy regulations are strict.
To technically or economically control appliances, knowledge of the residential
electricity demand is required. Describing residential electricity demand helps to
understand results of simulations. A selection of measurement data with related
demographic information has to be made for specific simulations. Grouping
customers based on electricity demand aggregates their data into representatives
for the group, limiting the specific information of the individual customers.
However, aggregated data is not always sufficient for simulations, therefore
electricity demand is modelled, in a privacy friendly way, according to the
found customer groups. The description, selection and modelling of residential
electricity demand by using a data analysis approach is the focus of this thesis.
1.2 Data, information and knowledge
Data is situated at the bottom of the “data, information and knowledge”-
hierarchy [3] and represents facts or observations. Information is interpretable
and meaningful data.
The purpose of this thesis is to convert data into information and to add
interpretation to the information when possible. Information describes the main
properties of data and makes it easier for others to work with the data. The
information systems help to interpret and may generate data. The interpretation
is needed to understand the original data and to be able to draw conclusions.
Data is the starting point for simulations and decision making. However, data
isn’t always available because of privacy concerns or because of the possible
commercial or strategic information they might provide. Data providing parties
often opt to deliver aggregated instead of raw data. Aggregated data is useful
in some studies, but when detail is important, aggregation can only be used up
to a certain level or cannot be used.
1.3 Scope and objectives
To compare smart grid strategies and to find their impact, simulation need to
be executed, requiring representative data to operate. Privacy laws prevent the
use of residential data in certain contexts. The goal of the thesis is to describe,
select and model residential electricity measurements and to check the potential
for active demand response of the wet appliances in a privacy friendly way.
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The focus is on residential electricity demand, more specifically the electricity
demand at the connection point (the point of common coupling) of a house and
the electricity demand of wet appliances.
Electricity demand in Belgium needs to be described based on demographic
properties and based on groups of similar electricity consumption.
• Describe electricity demand and demographic parameters related to the
total electricity demand of households in Belgium, making it possible to
select customers in a non-representative set and to interpret results of
simulations.
• Group households with a similar electricity demand pattern, in terms
of timing and magnitude of demand, to create group representatives.
Representatives consist of aggregated data, removing customer specific
information. The grouping algorithm has to enable scaling up data,
spreading customer information over the found groups.
• Determine wet appliances’ electricity demand of those groups to get
insights about how they use their appliances. Appliance electricity demand
and usage is required to find the impact of appliances on residential
electricity demand and to model appliances for simulations.
Measurements of the electrical power demand reveal information on households.
Find privacy issues related to monitoring total electricity demand and the
electricity demand of wet appliances. The questions to be answered are: ‘Is
it possible to find appliances’ cycles in smart meter data (15’ resolution)?’
and ‘What information can be derived from fifteen minute resolution appliance
sub-metering data?’.
Residential load data is needed for simulations to estimate the technical and
economical potential of active demand response. Information systems that select
customers and model residential electricity demand based on the findings of the
electricity demand description are needed.
• Customers interested in their electricity consumption over-respond in
surveys and field test. Select a subset of customers from a biased set
(due to non-response) based on both electricity demand and related
demographic properties.
• Model electricity demand of households, enabling the generation of
electricity demand of fictive households. Aggregating simulated load
profiles of a customer group needs to result in the load of the group
representative.
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• Model electricity demand of wet appliances, enabling the generation of
load cycles. Aggregating the simulated load cycles needs to again result
in the wet appliances’ electricity demand of the group representative.
Estimations about the potential for flexibility, the amount of electricity demand
that can be shifted by the households that are willing to allow those shifts,
based on the description of wet appliances’ electricity demand are needed to
determine the potential impact of active demand. The effect of using flexibility
has to be assessed by using the models of the wet appliances, giving insights
about what to expect from active demand response simulations.
An information system needs to be created to facilitate the above analyses. Its
criteria are security and functionality, i.e. the ease of use.
1.4 Outline
Chapter 2 describes the data and the data sources for the analyses. The data
consists of residential load measurements and survey data. The data sources are
the Linear project and the distribution system operators Eandis3 and Infrax4.
Chapter 3 presents techniques and algorithms for selecting, describing and
modelling. The ‘knowledge discovery and data mining’ process is explained.
Machine learning techniques to fit and to describe data are elaborated upon. A
short overview of Markov chains is given and sampling techniques are explained.
Chapter 4 gives an overview of the literature related to this thesis. The literature
describing the following chapters is elaborated upon.
Chapter 5 describes the residential electricity demand in Belgium. A supervised
machine learning algorithm is used to find the demographic parameters related
to total electricity demand of households. An unsupervised machine learning
algorithm groups households with a similar electricity demand. The wet
appliance electricity demand is determined thereafter for those groups.
Chapter 6 discusses privacy issues related to measuring the electricity demand of
households and their appliances. The most important factors are the resolution
of the measurements. The working principle of wet appliances is explained and
used to detect load cycles.
Chapter 7 explains how demand description is incorporated in models. Sampling
load profiles from a dataset is done according to demographic parameters.
3http://www.eandis.be/
4http://www.infrax.be/
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Electricity demand of households and the electrical load of wet appliances are
modelled based on the groups of households with similar demand.
Chapter 8 presents the potential of shifting wet appliances and the impact
shifting has on their demand. The electricity demand of wet appliances of the
groups of households is combined with the attitude towards shifting to find the
potential. The impact is tested with the help of models.
Chapter 9 deals with software infrastructure to perform the analyses described
above. The infrastructure handles security, while the software adds the
functionality.

Chapter 2
Data description
An overview of data and data sources required for the analyses is presented.
First, the difference between load curves and load profiles is explained. The
synthetic load profiles of the regulator, used to describe the residential electricity
demand, are elaborated upon. A set of residential load profiles representative for
Flanders are the basis of the synthetic load profiles. Such a load profile represents
the electricity demand over a year of a household. The measured households are
interviewed for a survey to determine their demographic properties. Finally, the
data of the Linear project is described. It contains measurements to calculate
first estimates for active demand, as well as preliminary measurements of the
field test.
2.1 Load curves vs. profiles
A load profile is the variation of electrical power per time step for a period in
time. The higher the resolution, i.e. the smaller the time step, the larger the
load profile becomes. A common time step for measuring electrical power by
distribution system operators is fifteen minutes, also being the time resolution
used in the balancing market. A typical load profile describes the active power
demand of a year in a detailed way. Other durations are possible as well. The
load profile of a customer is the electricity demand measured at the connection
point of the house. For the remainder of the dissertation, load profiles consist
only of load, excluding embedded generation. Load profiles can also be measured
for appliances and districts.
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Figure 2.1: Load profile and load curve
Load curves are aggregated forms of load profiles. A load curve depicts the
average power demand for a given period in time. The aggregation is done
over different days. An example of a load curve is the electricity demand of an
average day in January.
Figure 2.1 shows the difference between a load profile and a load curve. The
load profile is the power demand of a customer at a Monday in February of
2008. The load curve represents the power demand at the average Monday in
February of 2008. The load curve is a smoothed version of the load profile:
peaks are lower, but the trend is very similar. A load curve captures the general
behaviour of the customer, while a load profile represents the detailed behaviour.
The disadvantage of load curves is the inability to represent load of customers
with large variations on power demand an the timing thereof.
Load curves are a way of handling data gaps. If a load profile misses a power
measurement, the gap is not taken into account to determine the load curve.
The same result would be obtained if the missing value is replaced by the average
value of the other power measurements at that time of the day. Replacing
missing values with averages is a common way to handle them [4].
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Figure 2.2: Synthetic load profiles of the residential electricity demand for 2012
2.2 Synthetic load profiles
Synthetic load profiles (SLP) describe the general electricity demand of groups
of customers. The profiles are used in the settlement process between various
market parties when no measurement data of the customer is available. An SLP
consists of a series of 35040 numbers or fractions. The fractions describe how
the total electrical energy demand at a connection point is spread over a year.
The resolution is fifteen minutes and the sum of all the fractions is one [5].
The electricity demand during the year of a customer is estimated by multiplying
the total yearly electricity consumption of the customer with the fractions. The
confidence level of a synthetic load profile is 95 % with a precision of 5 % [5]. A
synthetic load profile is not representative for one, but for a group of customers.
The impact on a distribution grid of one household or the potential for demand
response cannot be determined with a synthetic load profile, but requires
measured load profiles.
Six types of synthetic load profiles are defined for the electricity market: two
residential, two non-residential, a flat consumer and public lighting [6]. The
focus is on the residential sector, only those types are discussed.
The synthetic load profiles for electricity are based on measurements at the
connection point of a representative set of at least 2400 industrial and residential
customers [5]. Measurement data of over 1200 residential customers (1363 in
2008) are the basis for the residential electrical synthetic load profiles.
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The two residential types are night and day consumers. Night consumers have an
electricity demand during the night and weekends that is higher than or equal to
1.3 times the demand during the day (Enight/Eday ≥ 1.3). The other customers
are day consumers (Enight/Eday < 1.3). Figure 2.2 shows both synthetic load
profiles. Seasonal effects are clearly visible. The electricity demand in January
is more than double (2.29 times) that in July for the night consumer. The
difference between winter and summer is less explicit for the day consumers,
where electricity demand in January is 1.48 times the demand during the July.
The distinction of day and night consumers is because of the tariff schemes in
Belgium. The tariffs schemes are day tariff (between 6h and 21h or 7h and
22h, depending on the distribution system operator), night tariff (during the
weekend and when not day) and exclusive night tariff (8 to 9 hours during the
night, only for electric heating and hot water purposes). A flat tariff also exists
with a price in between day and night tariff.
A season is a quarter of a year long. Databases are not designed to work with
seasons. However, databases have functionality to work with quarters of a year.
The first quarter year starts at the first of January and ends at the last day
of March. The period differs 11 days from winter, 22nd of December until 21
of March. Considering the small difference in days and the ease to work with
quarters of a year, quarters are preferred over seasons in this thesis.
2.3 Residential load data of Flanders
Synthetic load profiles of electricity are calculated on a set of over 1200 residential
customers, as explained in Section 2.2. The same set of data forms the basis for
analysis. The data are provided by the distribution system operators Eandis
and Infrax via the Linear project [7, 2].
The dataset consists of a total of 1693 measured connection points for electricity,
spread around Flanders, the Dutch speaking northern part of Belgium. 1363 of
the 1693 connection points are measured in 2008. Every year, some households
are dropped from the set and others are added. At each connection point, the
average fifteen minute power is measured [8].
The installed base of small (< 10 kW) photovoltaic (PV) systems was only
around 15080 at the end of 2008 [9]. With 2.6 million households in Flanders:
about 0.6 % of the total population had a PV installation, hence load profiles
are regarded as electricity demand only. The number of small PV installations
increased a lot afterwards, to 216516 (8.3 %) in July 2012 [10].
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Table 2.1: Age distribution of total population, sample and weighted sample
Age Population [%] Sample [%] Weighted sample [%] Sample size
18 - 34 23.4 4.8 14.0 20
35 - 44 19.1 10.3 15.3 43
45 - 55 19.0 23.0 21.1 96
56 - 64 15.6 28.2 20.5 118
≥ 65 22.9 33.7 29.1 141
2.4 Survey data
Surveys are a useful method to describe the characteristics of a population. The
requirements are a probability sample and a data collection method. The list
of households measured for the synthetic load profiles, is the sampling frame
(i.e. the set to sample from). 1326 households of Flanders are called upon via
letter and telephone to make an appointment for a face-to-face interview. 500
households responded [11], 416 of which have been measured in 2008.
The data collection method is a questionnaire conducted in-home. The questions
are close-ended: the respondent only has to indicate the appropriate answers.
The questionnaire includes demographic, building, mobility, insulation, energy
demand, heating, ICT, appliance, ecological and directly controlled appliance
related questions [11].
An over-representation of certain population groups was found in the survey data.
The demographic properties ‘number of inhabitants’ and ‘age’ are correlated to
electricity demand (Section 5.1). In the survey, elderly persons and households
of two persons over-responded (Tables 2.1 and 2.2) [12]. To adjust for the
over-representation, the sample is weighted according to both ‘age’ and ‘number
of inhabitants’. The combined weight is the average of both. Weighing each
member relative to the joint probability of age and number of inhabitants would
be more suitable, however the Belgian Directorate General for Statistics and
Economic Information does not provide such information.
Each sample member is weighted according to its combined ‘age’ and ‘number of
inhabitants’ weight. In comparison to the original sample, the weighted sample
is closer to the real population. The description of demographic parameters of
the survey in the rest of the text refers to the weighted sample.
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Table 2.2: Distribution of the number of inhabitants of the total population,
the sample and the weighted sample
Inhabitants Population [%] Sample [%] Weighted sample [%] Sample size
1 29.8 17.5 22.3 73
2 34.2 47.9 36.6 200
3 15.8 17.9 19.4 75
4 13.7 10.8 14.2 45
≥ 5 6.6 6.0 7.6 25
2.5 Project data
The source for appliance data is the ‘Linear’-project. The electricity demand at
the connections point and at appliance level is measured for a set of households.
Amongst the different metered appliances are washing machines, tumble dryers,
dishwashers, freezers, fridges, boilers, ovens and air-conditioning systems. The
focus for appliances is on washing machines, tumble dryers and dishwashers
because those appliances are considered to be good candidates for active
demand [13]. They have a relatively high maximum power, are easily controllable
(start or delay) and have a high penetration level.
Two types of project data are used: measurements for the first estimates and
field-test data. The measurement data for the first estimates contains appliances
and measurements at the connection point of the home. The field-test data has
the same types of measurements and contains action loggings such as appliance
configuration. Additional households are monitored for the field-test. Three
months of field-test data is available when writing the thesis text.
2.5.1 Dataset 1
The measurement data for the first estimates is called ‘dataset 1’ and consists
of measurements at the connection point of households and of appliances.
Measurements of both are only available for a limited set, in most cases only
appliances are measured.
56 households are measured at the connection point, of which only 42 are
considered reliable. The reliability criteria are: at least half a year of
measurement points and the measured power should be at least 8 W (i.e.
the power consumption of the measurement unit). A wireless connection (WiFi)
is used for communication between measurement unit at connection point and
home gateway [14]. The home gateway is a device that collects measurement data
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Table 2.3: Number of reliable measurements series for appliances
total load curve load curve& conn. point
Washing machine 88 63 30
Tumble dryer 69 50 27
Dishwasher 53 41 21
sends the data to the back-end system. The measurement units at connection
point do not have a buffer. Each time the connection fails, measurements aren’t
tracked. An extra reliability criterion is the possibility to make a load curve of
the average week for each quarter of the year. In this way, seasonal effects are
captured. A load curve of the average week for each quarter of the year could
be constructed for 39 of those 42 households.
The appliance measurements are much more reliable [15]. The connection
between the measurement unit at the appliance and the home gateway is
provided by Zigbee [14]. A buffer at the measurement unit ensured no data
got lost. However, some households unplugged the measurement units for some
period in time. 88 washing machines, 69 tumble dryers and 53 dishwashers were
equipped with a metering unit. For 63 washing machines, 50 tumble dryers and
41 dishwashers, a load curve of the average week for each quarter of the year
could be constructed.
Reliable measurements at connection point and at appliance level combined,
allow for a hierarchical view on electricity demand. The combination of
measurements at connection point and appliance level are available for 30
households with a washing machine, 27 households with a tumble dryer and 21
households with a dishwasher. An overview of the total number of measured
appliances, the number of appliances with enough data for load curves and
number of appliances with both enough data for load curves at appliance level
and at connection point is presented in Table 2.3.
2.5.2 Dataset 2
The field-test data contains data from March 3, until June 20, 2013 and
is called dataset 2. The electricity demand at the connection point and of
various appliances, together with the appliance’s configurations are logged.
The measurements at the connection point aren’t used because of the limited
duration of the measurements: no load curves of the average days of the week
for the quarters of the year could be made. The appliances’ measurement data
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together with the appliances’ configuration logging enable to validate appliance
cycles and appliance settings detection algorithms.
The appliance logging data consists of the selected programme, a time stamp
of when the programme was selected and a deadline for the appliance’s start.
The latter is required for the active demand of the field test. The programme
settings couldn’t be logged because of compatibility issues.
The field test has an installed base of 169 washing machines, 154 tumble dryers
and 120 dishwashers, which are logged. The measurement data is checked for
cycles of the appropriate appliances by verifying whether the appliances are
used and whether the profile matches the appliance. 104 dishwashers, 98 tumble
dryers and 67 dishwashers are detected in the data up to June 20, 2013.
2.6 Conclusions
An overview of the data sources is given. The differences between load curves
and load profiles are explained. The residential electricity demand is presented
from the point of view of the regulator. The data used by the regulator is
described and will be used further on. A large part of the households that
participated in the measurements of the regulator, responded to a survey. A
description of the survey and the answers to the survey is given. Also project
data is used in the thesis. The measurements for the first estimates and the
field-test measurements are described.
Chapter 3
Knowledge discovery and
representation
Knowledge discovery and representation refer to selection, analysis and
interpretation of data. The ‘knowledge discovery and data mining’-process
describes how to get useful knowledge out of a data set. The process is the
basis for machine learning. Both supervised as unsupervised machine learning
techniques are explained. Markov chains are a special way to represent a random
process: describing transitions between states. The sampling section gives more
information on ways to select data. The methods are introduced as they have
been considered or used in the subsequent chapters.
3.1 KDD process
The concept of ‘Knowledge discovery in databases’ dates from the so-called
workshop of the ‘International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence’ in
1989 [16]. However, because of the incorporation of data mining in the process
and the naming of journals such as ‘Advances in Knowledge Discovery and Data
Mining’, the KDD acronym is also referred to as ‘Knowledge Discovery and
Data mining’. Nevertheless, the KDD process is still defined as [17],
The nontrivial process of identifying valid, novel, potentially useful,
and ultimately understandable patterns in data.
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The term ‘KDD’ is mainly used to refer to the process of useful knowledge
discovery from data sets [18]. The KDD process depicted in Figure 3.1 has the
different steps [17]
data selection, creating a target set, a subset of the data,
data preprocessing, removing noise and outliers, handling missing and
unlabelled data,
data transformation, finding features more efficient to represent the data,
usually involving dimension reduction and data projection,
data mining, choosing and applying an appropriate algorithm to find patterns
and relationships in data,
interpretation, consolidating discovered knowledge.
Data
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Figure 3.1: Knowledge discovery and data mining (KDD) process
The KDD process allows for iterations between the different steps: if the outcome
of a certain step is insufficient, changes in previous steps can be made.
The data mining step relies on machine learning and/or statistics. Statistical
analysis assumes a stochastic model for the data to predict or describe the data.
Machine learning on the other hand uses an algorithm that operates on the
data to predict or describe the data [19].
3.2 Machine learning
Machine learning is the capacity of a computer program to improve its
performance at solving a problem after receiving information about the
problem [20], or more formal [21]
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Given a task T , a performance criterion C, and experience E, a
system learns from E if it becomes better at solving task T , as
measured by criterion C, by exploiting information in E.
The learned model is a function f : x → y which predicts the outcome y
based on input x. Machine learning algorithms are subdivided into supervised,
unsupervised and semi-supervised learning. Supervised learning algorithms
learn function f based upon given x and y vectors. Unsupervised learning
algorithms on the other hand learn only from x, the y vectors are not given.
Semi-supervised learning is in between supervised and unsupervised learning: y
is given for certain instances, but not all of them.
3.2.1 Supervised learning algorithms
The focus of supervised learning algorithms is prediction rather than description.
The learned function or model is considered a generalisation of mapping between
input and output. When a new input is presented, the function is able to predict
the outcome [20].
Within supervised learning, three algorithm groups stand out: artificial neural
networks (ANN), support vector machines (SVM) and decision trees (DT).
The most common algorithms ([4]) of those groups are selected and compared.
Multilayer perceptron (MLP) is the algorithm of choice for artificial neural
networks. For support vector machines, sequential minimal optimization (SMO)
is chosen. C4.5 [22] is selected as decision tree algorithm.
Artificial neural networks
The principle of artificial neural networks is based on biological networks of
neurons. A biological neuron has different inputs. If the nonlinear ‘sum’ of
the inputs is higher than a threshold, the neuron ‘fires’. An artificial neuron is
the mathematical description of a biological neuron: it takes the weighted sum
of its inputs and applies the neuron activation function g to the result. The
result of the activation function is 1 (fire) or −1. An artificial neural network is
composed of a number of interconnected neurons.
Figure 3.2 shows how neurons are interconnected in case of a multilayer
perceptron. The connections between layers of a multilayer perceptron are
directed, which makes the structure a feedforward artificial neural network [20, 4].
Layer 1 is the input layer, layer 2 is the hidden layer and layer 3 is the output
layer in Figure 3.2. y is the final result. Each connection between neurons is
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Figure 3.2: Multilayer perceptron
weighted. The weighted sum is expressed as vln, with l as layer number and n
the number of the neuron in the layer. Equation 3.1 gives v12 as example.
v12 =
nx∑
i=1
wxi,v12 · xi (3.1)
A step function is required to get a 1 or −1 as output of a neuron. However,
gradient descent is used to determine (learn) the weights of the neurons, which
makes it impossible to use a step function because of its indifferentiability. A
sigmoid function (3.2) is an approximation of a step function, with a simple
differential (3.3). The substitution of v by the weights w and inputs x results
in the differentiation to w (3.4).
g(v) = 11 + e−v (3.2)
dg(v)
dv
= 0− e
−v
(1 + e−v)2 =
1
1 + e−v ·
(1− e−v − 1)
1 + e−v
= g(v) · (1− g(v)) (3.3)
dg(v)
dwi
= dg(v)
dv
· xi (3.4)
The direction in which a function propagates is called the gradient of the
function and is equal to the vector of partial derivatives of the function. The
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partial derivative of the squared error (E) according to the weights is
Err = 12 · (y − g(v))
2 (3.5)
dErr
dwi
= (y − g(v)) dg(v)
dwi
(3.6)
Substitution of Equations (3.3) and (3.4) in (3.6) shows how the weight is
adapted according to changes in the error
dErr
dwi
= (y − g(v)) · g(v) · (1− g(v)) · xi (3.7)
The change in error is not directly applied to the weight, a step size s controls
the speed of change in the weights
∆wi = s · dErr
dwi
(3.8)
The above reasoning assumes just one neuron. Updating weights for multiple
layers of neurons is similar. The equations of the output layer are substituted
into the equations of the hidden layer and those equations are substituted into
the equations of the input layer. The algorithm to change the weights is called
backpropagation.
Training of multilayer perceptrons goes as follows. The weights of the neurons
are first initialized randomly. For each instance, i.e. learning example, the
backpropagation algorithm is executed. If the output error is still too large, the
algorithm takes the first instance again until the error is reduced sufficiently or
until the maximum number of iterations is reached.
Support vector machines
Perceptrons, as presented above, try to find a hyperplane which separates
positive (1 or ‘fire’) and negative (−1) instances. More than one hyperplane
might satisfy the separation of training instances. However, the hyperplane
might not perfectly separate unseen instances. Support vector machine
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Figure 3.3: Training examples, support vectors (circled), linear hyperplane (line)
and margins (dashed line)
algorithms try to maximise the distance between hyperplane and training
instances. The closest positive and negative training instances are kept at the
same distance from the hyperplane and are called support vectors. Figure 3.3
illustrates training instances, support vectors, hyperplane and equidistant
margins.
The simplest form of hyperplane is a linear one. The output y is expressed as a
linear combination of the support vectors s and the input x
y = b+
nsi∑
i=1
αicl(si)si · x (3.9)
Each support vector si has a corresponding output cl(si) which is 1 or −1. b
determines the offset of the hyperplane and αi the slope corresponding to the
support vector. The support vector machine algorithm tries to maximise the
margin between hyperplane and support vectors, by adjusting offset and slope
parameters. The linear combination of support vectors and input vectors can
be described as a linear kernel Kl.
Kl(s,x) = s · x (3.10)
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thus
y = b+
nsi∑
i=1
αicl(si)Kl(si,x) (3.11)
Support vector machines use this linear model to implement non-linear
hyperplanes by replacing the linear kernel function by a polynomial
Kp(s,x) = (s · x)n (3.12)
In general, the degree n of the polynomial function is not known in advance.
The support vector machine algorithm starts with a linear kernel and increases
the degree until the distance between training instances and the hyperplane
ceases to increase. Another possible kernel is a radial basis function
Kr(s,x) = e−
||s−x||2
2σ2 (3.13)
The support vector machine algorithms adjusts the standard deviation σ of the
Gaussian distribution in order to determine the correct hyperplane.
Sequential minimal optimization is an iterative algorithm for optimizing the
kernel parameters to determine the hyperplane separating positive and negative
instances.
Decision trees
A decision tree is a graph mapping inputs x onto an output y. Decision trees
consist of internal nodes and leaves. A leave is an end node and contains an
output value. Multiple leaves allow for multiple output values. Internal nodes
have a test function (yes/no questions), the outcome of the test determines the
next node to go to (Figure 3.4).
Decision trees are built using a divide-and-conquer approach. A root node, i.e.
the top node of the tree, is selected first. The training instances are divided
amongst two branches of the root node. New nodes are placed at the end of
the branches, again subdividing training instances. Once a pure subset of the
data is found, the procedure stops for that branch and a leaf node is placed at
the end.
The measurement of purity in decision trees is entropy. Entropy is the number
of bits needed to represent missing information. The entropy s(S) of a set S is
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Figure 3.4: Decision tree representing an xor function
calculated based on the probability p of each class cl.
s(S) = −
ncl∑
c=1
p(cl) log2 p(cl) (3.14)
A partition S of sets Ss has an average class entropy which is the weighted
average of the entropies of its sets.
s(S) = −
ns∑
s=1
|Ss|
|S|
ncl∑
c=1
ps(cl) log2 ps(cl) (3.15)
The information gain G of a test τ is the difference between the entropy of the
total set S and the average entropy of the partition S of sets Ss created by the
test τ .
G(S, τ) = s(S)− s(S) (3.16)
A decision tree algorithm calculates the information gain of multiple tests τ .
The test with the largest information gain is selected and becomes an internal
node. The sets Ss resulting from the test are placed at the branches of the
newly created node.
The above described decision tree algorithm is called ID3. C4.5, the algorithm
used to determine the properties that predict demand, is based on ID3, but
adds methods to work with numerical input, missing values and noisy data [4].
C4.5 is considered to be a benchmark algorithm [20].
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3.2.2 Unsupervised learning algorithms
The main goal of unsupervised learning is to describe a data set. Clustering is
the most prominent unsupervised learning algorithm and refers to the task of
finding patterns in a data set [20].
Clustering algorithms group various instances based on a similarity or
alternatively a dissimilarity measure. Dissimilarity measures are easier to
define as they can be expressed as a distance metric d, where the outcome is a
positive real number (d : x× x→ R+).
The first distinction within clustering algorithms is the difference between flat
and hierarchical clustering. In flat clustering, clusters are formed on a single
level and are disjoint. Hierarchical clustering on the other hand divides the
data set in different levels, into clusters with sub-clusters.
k-means (KM) and Expectation Maximisation (EM) clustering are described in
this section. The considered algorithms are flat clustering algorithms, because
hierarchical clustering is prone to outliers [23], as explained in Section 4.1.1.
k-means clustering
k-means (KM) clustering is an algorithm which groups instances based on the
Euclidean distance between them. The number k is the only parameter of the
algorithm and refers to the resulting number of clusters the algorithm has to
find. Data normalisation before clustering ensures a better performance [24].
The clustering algorithm works iteratively. First (at step t = 0), k instances
(i.e. training examples) are randomly selected. The selected instances cl are
called seeds or cluster centres. An empty set S is associated with each seed.
For each new instance i in the data set, the Euclidean distance d between the
point xi and each seed mcl is calculated,
d
(t)
i,cl =
∥∥∥xi −m(t)cl ∥∥∥ (3.17)
Each instance xi is added to the next (t+ 1) set S of the closest seed cl,
S
(t+1)
cl =
{
xi : d(t)i,cl ≤ d(t)i,j ,∀1 ≤ j ≤ k
}
(3.18)
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The seeds are updated for the next step and receive the value of the mean of
the set:
m(t+1)cl =
∑
xk∈S(t+1)cl
xk∣∣∣S(t+1)cl ∣∣∣ (3.19)
The process of calculating distances, adding to seed sets and updating the seeds
of the set is repeated until all instances remain within their set. An optimal
clustering is not guaranteed with KM clustering, the initial seeds influence the
resulting clusters, but it works well in general [20].
Expectation Maximisation clustering
The Expectation Maximisation algorithm is an iterative method for learning
mixture models [20], representing the distribution of a population by a mixture
of various sub-population distributions. EM clustering tries to estimate the
likelihood that an instance belongs to a sub-population. Each sub-population is
a cluster.
The Expectation Maximisation clustering algorithm requires knowledge of the
number of clusters nc. KM clustering starts at an initialisation step in the EM
clustering algorithm. After initialisation, the algorithm alternates between its
two main steps:
Expectation, calculate for each instance i the probability of belonging to the
different clusters,
Maximisation, calculate the cluster centres mean and standard deviation.
Bayes’ theorem is the basis of the algorithm. The probability of an instance i
belonging to a cluster cl is
P (Scl|xi) = P (Scl) · P (xi|Scl)
P (xi)
= P (xi ∈ Scl) (3.20)
where P (Scl) is the probability of the cluster (the prior), P (xi|Scl) the likelihood
of xi given Scl and P (xi) as a normalizing constant, defined by,
P (xi) =
nc∑
j=1
P (Sj) · P (xi|Sj) (3.21)
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The model to describe the data distribution is a Gaussian distribution, calculated
for each dimension d of the data set. The likelihood of an instance i being
taken from the Gaussian distribution of a cluster cl in dimension d is defined
by the probability density function value pdf which relies on the mean µ and
the standard deviation σ in the dimension d of cluster cl,
pdfi,cl,d =
1√
2piσcl,d2
e
− (xi,d−µcl,d)
2
2σcl,d2 (3.22)
To make the calculation numerically more stable, the log-likelihood is calculated,
log pdfi,cl,d = − log
√
2pi − log σcl,d − xi,d − µcl,d2σcl,d2 (3.23)
Assuming Naive Bayes, i.e. the individual dimension probabilities are
independent, the overall likelihood of instance i belonging to cluster cl is
obtained by multiplying the different probability density values,
P (xi|Scl) =
nd∏
d=1
pdfi,cl,d = exp
(
nd∑
d=1
log pdfi,cl,d
)
(3.24)
The numerator of Bayes’ theorem (3.20) is called the density and can be rewritten
as,
P (Scl) · P (xi|Scl) =
nd∏
d=1
pdfi,cl,d · P (Scl) = exp
(
nd∑
d=1
log pdfi,cl,d + logP (Scl)
)
(3.25)
The logarithm of the density is,
log densi,cl =
nd∑
d=1
log pdfi,cl,d + logP (Scl) (3.26)
The EM algorithm can be executed as classifier (hard) or fuzzy (soft). In the
hard case, the instance is assigned to the cluster with the highest likelihood, i.e.
the probability of the most likely cluster equals one. The (soft) probability of
belonging to a cluster is calculated by combining (3.25), (3.21) and (3.20). To
make the calculation numerical more stable, the probabilities are normalized.
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Equation (3.25) is replaced by subtracting the maximum log density from all
densities,
P (Scl) · P (xi|Scl) = exp
(
log densi,cl − arg max
cl
log densi,cl
)
(3.27)
The Gaussian models are updated during the Maximisation step. Each cluster
cl has a Gaussian model in every dimension d, which consists of a mean µ,
µcl,d =
ni∑
i=1
P (xi ∈ Scl) · xi,d
ni∑
i=1
P (xi ∈ Scl)
(3.28)
and a standard deviation σ,
σ2cl,d =
ni∑
i=1
P (xi ∈ Scl) · (xi,d − µcl,d)2
ni∑
i=1
P (xi ∈ Scl)
(3.29)
The algorithm stops iterating between Expectation and Maximisation when the
overall likelihood stops changing significantly between iterations. Significance is
expressed as a threshold:(
nk∑
k=1
ncl∑
cl=1
log dens(t+1)k,cl −
nk∑
k=1
ncl∑
cl=1
log dens(t)k,cl
)
≤ threshold (3.30)
The threshold is defined experimentally at 10−10 for 10 successive iterations.
3.3 Markov chains
A discrete-time stochastic process describes the evolution of random variables
{X(0), X(1), . . . , X(t), . . . }, where X(t) is the value of the system characteristic
at time t. [25] A Markov chain is a type of discrete-time stochastic process,
where the outcomes of the random variables are a set of finite states [25].
Markov chains consist of states and transitions between them. Each transition
has a certain probability. Figure 3.5 depicts a Markov chain with two states, A
and B. The probability of the transition from A to B is written as P (B|A) is
read as the probability of B given A.
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A B
P (B|A)
P (A|A)
P (A|B)
P (B|B)
Figure 3.5: Two state homogeneous first order Markov chain
A Markov chain fulfils the Markov property: the next state X(t+ 1) is sampled
from a distribution P (X(t + 1)|X(t)) depending only on the current state
X(t), [25, 26]
P (X(t+ 1) = it+1|X(t) = it, . . . , X(1) = i1, X(0) = i0) = (3.31)
P (X(t+ 1) = it+1|X(t) = it)
The distribution P (X(t + 1)|X(t)) is called the transition kernel. A Markov
chain is time-homogeneous if the distribution P (X(t + 1)|X(t)) remains the
same at each time step. [26] The probability to go from state i at time step t to
state j at time step t+ 1 for homogeneous Markov chains is called the transition
probability and has value pij ,
P (X(t+ 1) = j|X(t) = i) = pij (3.32)
The transition probabilities are described by an nst × nst transition matrix P ,
with nst the number of states,
P =

p11 p12 . . . p1nst
p21 p22 . . . p2nst
...
...
...
pnst1 pnst2 . . . pnstnst
 (3.33)
For every state i at time t, there is a state at time t+ 1:
nst∑
j=1
P (X(t+ 1) = j|X(t) = i) = 1 (3.34)
or
nst∑
j=1
pij = 1 (3.35)
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The probabilities of the start states P (X(0) = i) = qi are defined by the initial
probability distribution of the Markov chain,
q =
[
q1 q2 . . . qnst
]
(3.36)
Sampling states from a Markov chain is done by randomly picking a transition
based on its probability. The selected state is the starting position to select the
next state.
The above description explains first-order, homogeneous Markov chains. In
non-homogeneous Markov chains the transition probabilities change in time.
Higher order Markov chains include memory. For example, the state of the next
step in a second-order Markov chain depends on the current and the previous
step P (X(t+ 1)|X(t), X(t− 1)); X(t− 1) is kept in memory.
3.4 Sampling
Sampling is a technique to select individuals from a population. The purpose
is to study the sample, obtain results and summary statistics, generalised for
the whole population. Only part of a population is required to study the whole.
The more individuals included in the sample, the better the summary statistics
are [27, 28].
The population the sample is taken from, is called the sampling frame, with size
indicated by N . The samples are the selected individuals, number n [27, 28].
Two different approaches to sampling exist: probability and non-probability
sampling. Probability sampling uses random selection and allows statistical
theory for examining the results. Non-probability sampling is cheaper and more
convenient, but does not allow for statistical theory [29, 27, 28].
3.4.1 Probability sampling
Probability sampling uses random selection. Each individual has a known
non-zero probability of being included. These techniques are theoretically
sound [27].
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Simple random sampling
Simple random sampling is a scheme with the property that each individual
from the total population has the same probability of being selected. A simple
way to sample randomly is to assign a random number (computer generated) to
each individual, sort the population by the random number and pick the first
n individuals. The method cannot be used if the individuals are not labelled
prior to sampling [27, 29, 28].
Systematic sampling
To reduce the effort of selecting individuals, systematic sampling is applied.
Each individual is numbered from 1 to N . The interval between draws k equals
N/n. Starting from individual j < k, each individual which equals j + (a · k)
(with a, a number from 0 to n− 1) is selected [27, 28].
Stratified sampling
Stratified sampling requires stratification of the population, i.e. the population
needs to be divided into L mutually exclusive and exhaustive strata. In
general, a uniform sampling fraction is used: the sampling size of a stratum
is proportional to the corresponding population stratum, called proportionate
stratification. Disproportionate stratification is used to maximise the precision
of the population mean estimator. The sampling fraction is then chosen to
be proportional to the standard deviation of the stratum. The advantage
of stratification is a greater precision (lower variance) compared to random
sampling [27, 29].
Cluster sampling
Cluster sampling requires all individuals to be part of one cluster, just as in
stratified sampling. The difference between stratified and cluster sampling lies
in the selection of individuals. Stratified sampling requires sampling from all
strata, while with cluster sampling, the whole cluster is selected. The method
is cheaper than other random sampling techniques, but has a higher sampling
error [27, 29].
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Multi-stage sampling
Multi-stage sampling uses combinations of the above sampling schemes. Multi-
stage cluster sampling uses a hierarchy of clusters: first large clusters are
selected, small ones within them and so on. An example of cluster sampling is
selecting certain schools, within those schools select classrooms and select all
students from the classroom. The multi-stage cluster sampling can be combined
with simple random sampling where students are randomly sampled [27, 29].
3.4.2 Non-probability sampling
Non-probability sampling does not rely on random selection. The major
disadvantage of non-probability sampling is that no statistical theory to examine
the properties of the sampling estimators can be developed. Despite this
theoretical weakness, non-probability sampling is widely used because of cost
and convenience [29, 28].
Convenience sampling
Convenience sampling is also called accidental or haphazard sampling.
Individuals are sampled by coincidence, examples being ‘man on the street’
interviews and patients available for a clinical trial. There is no evidence that
they are representative of the population [29, 28].
Modal instance sampling
The mode of a distribution is the most frequently occurring value. Modal
instance sampling uses this information to sample the ‘typical’ or the most
frequently occurring case. The problems with modal instance sampling are the
knowledge, or the not knowing, what the mode of the distribution is and the
representativeness of the modal individual [28].
Heterogeneity sampling
Heterogeneity or diversity sampling is the opposite of modal instance sampling:
diversity rather than typical individuals are selected. The purpose is getting a
broad spectrum of individuals, i.e. including a large number of outliers. The
selection of outliers is useful when extremes need to be tested [28].
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Snowball sampling
Snowball sampling is used to reach populations otherwise inaccessible or hard
to find, not to find a representative sample. First, an individual meeting the
selection criteria, is selected. The person is asked to recommend (select) other
individuals who also meets the criteria, who are on their turn encouraged to
find persons that meet the criteria [28].
Expert sampling
A ‘representative’ sample is chosen by one or more experienced persons.
In practice, different experts do not always agree on what constitutes a
‘representative’ sample. The bias of the survey estimators increases with the
sample size: higher sample sizes lower the variance of a probability sample
estimator, while the bias of the expert sampling estimator decreases only
little [29, 28].
Quota sampling
The two different types of quota sampling are proportional and non-proportional
quota sampling. A minimum number of sampled individuals are required for
non-proportional quota sampling: there have to be enough individuals of each
quotum, the selection of more individuals in comparison to the quotum is not
a problem. Proportional quota sampling on the other hand requires that the
selected number of individuals is proportional to the quotum. The quota are a
way to reduce the selection bias. However, the bias of the survey estimators
increases with the sample size [28].
Quota groups are related to strata: both representing population groups from
which samples are taken. However, quota sampling requires distributions over
the whole population whereas stratification sampling requires mutual exclusive
groups of the population [29].
3.5 Conclusions
An overview of the techniques required to perform the analyses in the thesis is
given. First, the ‘knowledge discovery and data mining’-process is explained.
The process is the basis for machine learning. The supervised learning techniques
‘support vector machines’, ‘artificial neural networks’ and ‘decision trees’ are
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elaborated. k-means clustering and Expectation Maximisation clustering are
the explained unsupervised machine learning techniques. Markov chains are
described and are used to model load profiles. The various sampling techniques
are enlisted in the final part of the chapter.
Chapter 4
Literature review
An overview of the literature related is given in this chapter. The literature is
used as basis, as a way to identify gaps in research and to position the work.
Each section is related to a specific chapter in the thesis. The topics in the
literature review handle electricity demand description, appliance detection and
privacy, load profile selection and modelling, the potential for active demand
management and tools to perform analyses on electricity data.
4.1 Demand description
The description of electricity demand helps to understand how people consume
electricity. Understanding electricity demand enables to make statements on
electricity consumption. Electricity demand at the connection point of a house
as well as the electricity demand of wet appliances are described.
4.1.1 Electricity demand at connection point
Electricity demand at the connection point is described by two methods:
demographic parameters influencing total annual electricity demand and
grouping similar customers.
The literature review of demographic parameters mainly focuses on Dutch
research, as it is considered closest to the Belgian/Flemish situation. The
studies are based on questionnaires.
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The algorithms to group customers focus solely on electricity demand. No
specific country is targeted in the literature overview of electricity clustering.
Demographic properties
Research [30] from 2001 concludes that appliance ownership and usage together
with surface area and household size determines electricity demand. The
ownership and the frequency of using a washing machine, a dryer, a dishwasher,
electrical cooking plates and a pump for central heating are of most determining
regarding appliances. Households size and surface area are less determining for
electricity demand than appliance ownership.
A later study indicates that the residential electricity demand increased between
1990 and 1995 due to a lower number of persons per household (and hence
a larger number of households), a larger hot water demand per person, more
electric drying, freezing and cooling and a higher penetration of appliances [31].
Simultaneously, research is published which relates energy demand with net
household income, household expenditure, age and the number of persons per
household [32].
De Groot et al. describe an internal report of TNO in which number and age of
occupants, duration of being at home, income, shower and bath usage frequency,
heating and ventilation behaviour, use of devices and motivation to save energy
are regarded important factors [33].
Mansouri et al. found that income, appliance ownership, persons per household
and occupancy patterns were of importance for electricity consumption [34].
Another UK study suggests that floor area, number of occupants, number and
type of appliances and occupancy patterns are key [35].
Groups based on electricity demand
Electricity demand can also be described by grouping similar electricity demand
patterns. The Flemish Regulator for Electricity and Gas (VREG) describes six
groups of electricity consumers of which two are residential. The groups are
defined using a statistical analysis [5].
Cluster analysis is, next to statistical analysis, a popular way to define customer
groups. The most common algorithms to cluster electrical loads are k-means
(KM) [36, 23, 37, 38], fuzzy k-means (FKM) [36, 23, 37, 38], hierarchical
[36, 23, 37], modified-follow-the-leader [36, 23] and Expectation Maximisation
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(EM) [39] clustering, self organizing maps (SOM) [36, 23, 38, 40, 41, 42] and
ISODATA [43].
Chicco et al. [36, 23] compare KM, FKM, hierarchical, modified follow-the-leader
and SOM clustering. Hierarchical and modified-follow-the-leader clustering
score better in validity indicators (cluster dispersion indicator, modified Dunn
indicator, scatter index and Davies–Bouldin index) than KM and FKM [36, 23].
Both are better at isolating outliers, resulting in smaller cluster dispersion
and reduced scattering. KM and FKM keep the cluster population relatively
uniform and detect outliers to a much lesser extent [23]. Zhang et al. [38]
compare k-means, FKM and SOM and found that KM performed slightly better
than FKM in the stability index. FKM on its turn performed better than
SOM. Coke et al. [39] pointed out that mixture models are better in smoothing
random effects and used a modified Expectation Maximisation clustering to
group electrical load series.
Various data transformation techniques for load profiles are described in the
literature. The most common transformations are harmonics analysis [44] and
principal component analysis [45], Fourier series analysis [41], representative load
patterns (i.e. normalised load profiles of one day) [46, 36, 23] and normalised
load curves [38, 37, 42]. The normalisation techniques are dividing the powers of
the load profile by the maximum value [46, 36, 23, 42], Z-score normalisation [38]
and min-max normalisation [37].
Load curves are according to the number of publications the most common
ones. A load profile represents detailed electricity demand information and
randomness, as explained in Section 2.1. A load curve on the other hand
describes the behaviour or pattern of electricity demand. Grouping customers
with a similar behaviour or pattern is hence preferred.
4.1.2 Appliances
The electricity demand of wet appliances is described extensively by Stamminger
et al. [47]. The sources for the work are European [48, 49] and German [50]
studies. A representative load cycle profile (15 minute resolution) is created for
various appliances. The load cycle profiles are coupled with the probabilities of
starting during a certain period of the day and the average number of cycles
during a week. The result is a load curve of the wet appliance electricity demand.
The start probabilities for an appliance are derived from a survey of 2500
customers from 10 countries. Customers could indicate the frequency of starting
the appliances during different periods during the day. The periods during the
day are ‘morning’, ‘midday’, ‘afternoon’, ‘evening’ and ‘night’. Frequencies vary
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between ‘always’ (100%), ‘often’ (75%), ‘sometimes’ (50%), ‘rarely’ (25%) and
‘never’ (0%). The selected frequencies are thereafter normalised per household,
and smoothed by calculating the moving average over three hours.
Washing machine
An average electricity consumption of 0.89 kWh per load cycle is assumed for
washing machines in [47]. The load cycle profile is based on measurements [47,
50]. The interpolation of two studies [50, 48] resulted in a total annual electricity
demand of 150 kWh per year per household, i.e. approximately 170 cycles per
year.
Washing machines are most often started in the morning, in the late afternoon
and in the early evening. The average power demand is lowest during the night
(14 W on average) and highest (approximately 52 W) in the morning and the
early evening.
Tumble dryer
The start probabilities of the tumble dryers are assumed to be the same as the
ones for washing machines, but shifted 2 hours in time. A load cycle profile
with an electricity demand of 2.46 kWh is assumed. The value is calculated
by dividing the total annual electricity demand from tumble dryers in fifteen
European countries [49] by the total number of households in the region, by
assuming a penetration level of 34.4 % and that 60 % of the washing cycles are
accompanied by a tumble dryer cycle.
The average power demand during the night is lowest (40 W). Two peaks of
approximately 150 W are found. The peaks occur two hours after those of the
washing machine.
Dishwasher
The load cycle profile of dishwashers is determined in a similar way. The total
electricity demand of dishwashers in fifteen European countries is divided by
the total number of households of those countries, resulting in 251 kWh per
household per year. The average number of cycles per week (4.06) is determined
by a questionnaire [48]. Each load cycle profile requires 1.19 kWh per cycle.
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During the night, the average power demand is lowest (27 W). The average
power demand rises during the afternoon until the peak after dinner at 20h.
The average power demand during the peak is 87 W.
4.2 Privacy
Cambridge Dictionaries defines privacy as ‘someone’s right to keep their personal
matters and relationships secret’. When data is collected from people, it is
harder for them to do so.
Distribution system operators are encouraged by governments to implement
smart meters [51] to measure the electricity demand of households and
communicate the information. Dutch law researchers already pointed out
possible privacy issues [52]. Home energy management systems are getting
popular as well, which means more data collection.
4.2.1 Appliance detection
Non-intrusive appliance load monitoring techniques allow detection of appliances
in the measured electricity demand at the connection point of the household.
With home energy management systems, no algorithms are required as
appliances are measured individually.
The use of appliances and other detailed electricity demand provide insights
in the lifestyle. Data is stored at the distribution system operator or at the
provider of the home energy system. The customer hence loses control over
their own data.
Non-intrusive Appliance Load Monitoring
The detection of appliances at the connection point of a house is called non-
intrusive appliance load monitoring (NIALM), introduced by Hart [53], who
used 1 Hz monitored data to detect appliances by active power. The method
got improved by adding median filters [54].
Another method that works on a 1 Hz resolution is presented by Zeifman [55].
A probabilistic approach is used to detect on/off appliances such as toasters,
washing machines, etc. Finite state appliances (e.g. a fan with multiple rotation
speeds), variable power devices (e.g. dimmers) and permanent devices (always
on) aren’t detectable by this approach.
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Lisovich et al. [56] are able to detect large distinctive appliances in a 1 or
15s resolution data. However, the overall ability to identify appliances is
limited because of the high number of false positives and the low detection rate.
‘Presence and sleep’ schedules of the occupants are highly detectable.
In fifteen minute data, Powers et al. [57] are able to detect high load appliances
such as water heaters and air-conditioners using appliance specific rules,
considering the time of use and the power demand to determine the correct
appliance.
Farinaccio et al. [58] work with a lower measurement resolution: 16s. Large
devices such as refrigerators, washing machines and dishwashers are detected
with appliance specific decision rules. The downsides of the approach is the need
for one week training and appliance specific rules. The method got improved [59]
using pre-processed changes in active power instead of signatures.
Another attempt to detect appliances in 15 minute basis data is made by
Kolter et al. [60]. A sparse coding algorithm is used to train basis functions
and activities of k classes of appliances (a class per type of appliance). The
combination of the basis functions and the activities results in the electricity
demand of the appliance class. To detect appliances, the reverse logic is applied:
the activities of appliances are determined from the load at the connection
point of the household using the basis functions. The electricity demand of an
appliance class is reconstructed by combining the activities of the appliance
class with the basis functions. However, the algorithm is only able to achieve at
most 59 % classification accuracy.
Other ways to detect appliances use more than only active power or have a high
measurement resolution. Harmonics and Fourier transformations are amongst
the most popular ones [61, 62, 63]. I-V curves [64] and combinations of other
techniques [65] are also used. A more detailed overview of NIALM methods
can be found in [66]. The main conclusion of Zeifman [66] is that there isn’t a
complete NIALM solution for all types of appliances.
Submetering
No non-intrusive appliance load monitoring is suitable to monitor all types of
appliances as mentioned earlier. Therefore, submetering, i.e. metering every
appliance, is considered to be a viable solution.
Ueno et al. [67] shows that energy demand information systems yield an average
reduction in electricity demand by 9 %. Their home energy management system
used appliance specific measurements. Park et al. [68] use smart sockets, socket
watt meters with communication capabilities, to create a simulation framework
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that models a network of home appliances and smart meters. Han et al. [69]
propose a home energy management system with smart sockets using ZigBee
and infra-red remote controls.
4.2.2 Concerns
Lisovich et al. [56] state that particularly law enforcement agencies, marketing
firms and criminals are interested in in-home data. According to Quinn [70],
there are seven concern types related to privacy: nefarious uses, insurance
adjustments, target marketing, inquiries regarding disputes, inquiries regarding
regulated activities, discrimination and profiling and medical questions.
McKenna et al. [71] reduced the groups of privacy concerns to: illegal,
commercial, law enforcement, other party legal purposes and co-inhabitants.
The illegal use mainly focusses on burglaries: checking whether a house is
unoccupied [70, 56, 72] and detecting the possession of certain appliances [56].
Commercial usage is split in marketing and insurance companies and mainly
considers the lifestyle of the inhabitants [72]. Advertisers are interested in
milestones of a person’s life, as they involve major changes in buying behaviour,
amongst their milestones becoming a parent, moving homes, getting engaged and
going through a divorce [73]. Eating habits, TV and computer use and whether
or not you sleep well [70], together with the detection of specific appliance
brand and malfunctioning appliances are also of interest for advertisers [56].
Insurance companies would like to know your lifestyle: do you arrive at home
when bars close, do you get enough sleep, are appliances left on when leaving
the house [70].
The detection of illegal activities and the verification of claims in court, e.g.
was the person at home during the evening, are useful for law enforcement [56].
Other legal uses are an employer who checks if the employee is at home when
reported to be sick [70]. Co-inhabitants checking each others behaviour [74] is
also a use of smart metering data which compromises privacy,
4.3 Electricity demand for simulations
The description of electricity demand mostly focusses on aggregated data.
However, for some problems, more detailed data is required. Section 4.3.1
describes techniques to select customers in pilot projects. Section 4.3.2 focusses
on how electricity demand is modelled.
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4.3.1 Selection
The preferred way to sample customers for a pilot project is using random
sampling, because it allows for a comparison between control and treatment
groups [75]. A sufficient number of customers is needed to draw conclusions.
A trade-off between the information value and the cost of sampling has to be
made.
A Swedish study selected 500 households as part of a time of use pilot [76].
The study didn’t indicate how the households were selected. A set of 40
households was selected in a demand response pilot project in Norway [77]. The
participants were recruited by means of a local news paper. The voluntary
basis for participation suggests that people interested in demand response,
over-responded.
Random selection is very costly (Section 3.4). The approach taken in [77] is
convenience sampling. The technique is easy and less costly than simple random
sampling, but comes with an over-representation of people willing to participate
in such a project and who are interested in demand response. This problem is
also addressed in the ‘Linear’ project (Section 7.1).
4.3.2 Modelling
Two strategies exist to model residential low voltage electricity demand: bottom
up and top down. Bottom up approaches model electricity demand of each
individual appliance. The sum over all appliances results in the electricity
demand at the connection point. Top down approaches on the other hand start
with the electricity demand at connection point and try to model it without
knowledge of appliances.
The advantage of bottom up approaches compared to top down is that the
electricity demand of the various appliances is known. Demand response and
active demand strategies can be tested more easily. The downsides of bottom
up approaches are the intensity of modelling and the risk of missing appliances
to model [78].
Bottom up
Capasso et al. [79] base their household load model on two types of functions:
‘behavioural’ and ‘engineering’. The ‘behavioural’ functions include a probability
of being at home, home activities, appliance ownership, appliance use and human
resources. Appliance’s mode of operation, the maximum power at connection
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point and technological penetration are ‘engineering’ functions. The sum of the
individual loads of the appliances make up the electrical power demand. The
time resolution is 15 minutes.
A dataset of 1200 homes where 175 households were equipped with appliance
monitoring infrastructure, is the basis of the load modelling done by Stokes [80].
The electricity demand during the year of each appliance is modelled by sinus-
functions. The appliance use is scaled by a weight determined by the number of
inhabitants. Daily patterns ensure that appliances are started at the appropriate
time. Appliance load cycles with a resolution of 1 minute are used to build
electricity demand. The washing machine model for example uses 3 load cycles
selected at random each time a washing machine is started. Both active and
reactive power are modelled.
Energy demand (thermal and electrical) in households have two determinants
according to Yao et al. [81]: behavioural and physical. The approach is hence
similar to Capasso et al. [79]. The composition of the household and the
occupancy pattern together with appliance ownership and usage constitute the
behavioural determinant. The physical determinants are energy consumption
of the various appliances and the energy consumption of domestic hot water
and heating.
Widén et al. [82] use activity schemes to model electricity and hot water demand.
An activity describes what a person is doing, vacuum cleaning for instance.
The model for daily household activities is based on a diary of 431 persons in
169 households, filled in for one weekday and one weekend day between August
and December by each person. An average power demand (on an hourly basis)
is associated with each activity. The results are validated against two data
sets: five households measured in a 10 minute interval during autumn and the
aggregation of a dataset of 217 submetered households.
Markov chains are used to model the occupancy in households [83]. The
occupancy models are combined with daily activity patterns to generate switch-
on events [84]. The events trigger appliance load cycles. Most appliances have
an assumed constant power, except for those with time-varying demand such as
washing machines. No explicit explanation of the specific load cycles of time-
varying appliances is given. The sum of the power demand of all appliances is
the power demand at the connection point of the dwelling. The model is tested
against 22 households, shows a slight underprediction of the variation between
dwellings, an annual mean daily demand comparable to typical household
profiles and an aggregated load duration curve similar to that of the measured
profiles.
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Top down
McLoughlin et al. have a top down approach to model residential electrical
power demand [85]. The electricity load profiles of five households are modelled
by a homogeneous Markov chain. The model is able to recreate the distribution
of the electrical power. However, the autocorrelation, common in load profiles,
could not be reproduced.
4.4 Flexibility
Flexibility in this thesis refers to the amount of shiftable or curtailable electrical
load. The term is related to demand response, which is described by the U.S.
Department of Energy as [86],
Changes in electric use by end-use customers from their normal
consumption patterns in response to changes in the price of electricity
over time, or to incentive payments designed to induce lower
electricity use at times of high wholesale market prices or when
system reliability is jeopardized.
However, lower electricity use is not essential for demand response. A more
recent definition, from the European University Institute, focusses more on the
active part and goes as follows [87],
Changes in electric usage implemented directly or indirectly by
end-use customers/prosumers from their current/normal consump-
tion/injection patterns in response to certain signals.
The driving factors and uncertainties with respect to demand response are
described first. An overview of studies and field tests is given thereafter. The
attitude towards active demand has been investigated in the Linear project.
4.4.1 Driving factors and uncertainties
Various reasons exist for the implementation of demand response. The
advantages are related to better operating markets, reduction of blackouts
and a more efficient grid use. The downsides of demand response are mostly
related to costs.
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More efficient markets and competitive electricity markets, together with a
better allocation of economic resources are the main advantages of demand
response according to Kirschen [88]. The uncertainties are related to costs. New
equipment is required to facilitate demand response. The installation of the
equipment and the modification of the production schedules will often not be
cost efficient according to Kirschen [88]. The recurring communication cost
of metering systems for smaller consumers will often outweigh the potential
economic savings.
Saele et al. [77] mention the avoidance of blackouts as one of the main reasons
to implement demand response. However, consumers see electricity as a ‘low
interest’ product and might not be interested in demand response. The cost for
the installation of the demand response equipment is also a concern in [77].
The advantages of demand side management according to Strbac [89] are less
back-up generation capacity, a higher efficiency of the transmission grid, less
transmission and distribution grid investments and the balancing of renewables.
The lack of ICT infrastructure connected to the power grid is considered to be
a disadvantage. Demand side management is also not competitive to traditional
approaches in most cases. The complexity of operating the grid will increase
for the system operators.
The main concerns for policy makers are the limited knowledge of potential
savings and expected costs [90]. Customers also lack means and incentives to
participate in demand response [90]. A comprehensive representation of the
price and the incentives is therefore required [91]. The incentives will have to
be high enough for them to care [91, 92].
The lack of bidirectional communication, an ICT problem, was a problem in
New Bern, North Carolina, USA. 30 % of their switches to directly control
load failed over the years: the utility did not know which appliances were
connected [93].
4.4.2 Studies and field tests
Early demand response programmes focussed on the industrial and the
commercial sector [94]. Álvarez Bel et al. [95] divided the commercial sector into
categories in order to identify the potential for demand response. Universities,
hospitals, shopping malls, hotels and large offices were regarded as most
promising.
The interest of customers in green electricity in Canada is tested by Rowlands
et al. [96]. The study found out that 45 % of the respondents were willing
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to pay $10/month, the other options were nothing (6 %), $5/month (21 %),
$25/month (24 %) and $50/month (5 %). Education, age and income were the
most determinant factors, but the significance was low. It was also noted that
willingness to pay does not mean that the people would actually pay.
Faraqui et al. quantified customer response to dynamic pricing in California,
USA. The study found that air conditioning ownership has a significant influence
on demand response. Persons per household and electrical cooking on the other
hand, have a negative correlation with demand response [97].
Baltimore Gas and Electric (U.S.) offered customers 10$/month during summer
to be able to control air conditioning systems and residential water heaters
via a VHF signal (unidirectional) [93]. The programme had 250 000 enrolled
customers after 20 years.
Studies have been conducted in Europe as well. Pepermans estimated the
willingness to accept power outages in Flanders [98]. Only a relatively small
share of the population is willing to switch to a lower reliability level in exchange
for a small decrease in the electricity bill. Households are willing to pay €30
per year on average to have outages during off-peak in stead of peak periods.
The responses to time of use tariffs are measured in various studies, the response
itself varied from study to study [99]. 40 households, with a higher than
average interest in electricity consumption, participated in a demand response
programme in Norway [77]. The study found a 1 kWh/h demand response for
customers with an electrical water heater [77].
A shift to off-peak periods was found in a Swedish programme with 50
participating households. The shifts increased at the end of the study, indicating
a growing awareness of the participants [76].
The wind energy gains, financial savings and peak-time load reductions by
directly controlling dishwashers on a fifteen minute scale have been tested in
Ireland [100]. An optimisation algorithm shifted dishwashers in time. The
minimise cost optimisation on market predictions resulted in 17.5 % financial
savings and the highest reduction in peak demand. The wind generation demand
increased by 26 % in the maximise wind optimisation on market predictions.
A field test in Italy found a higher average electricity demand and lower customer
payments after implementing a time of use tariff scheme. The morning peak
shifted in time, but the evening peaks remained [90].
Simulations based on Chinese data are conducted by He et al. [92]. The authors
found a demand response of 8.41 % when prices are increased by 20 % and a
response of 21.26 % if the increase is 40 %.
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4.4.3 Attitude towards active demand
Stragier et al. determined the attitude of customers towards active demand
with respect to appliances described in Section 2.4 [11]. In contrast to the
weighting in Section 2.4 (age and inhabitants), the data is weighted according
to the age of the respondent.
The basis for the attitudes is the Technology Acceptance Model [101, 102], using
four dimensions to describe attitudes: perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness,
attitude towards using and intention to use. Next to the four dimensions of
the Technology Acceptance Model, five other dimensions are considered: safety,
control, comfort, environment and price.
The attitude segments or groups are found by applying k-means clustering to
the nine dimensions. The resulting attitude segments are
advocates having a positive perception of and a positive attitude towards
smart appliances. (36 % of the weighted survey)
supporters having a more balanced though positive perception of smart
appliances. They are sceptical about the level of control over the appliances
and question safety. (27 % of the weighted survey)
sceptics having a sceptical perception of smart appliances: their attitude is
only slightly negative. (25 % of the weighted survey)
refusers having a negative perception of and a negative attitude towards smart
appliances. (12 % of the weighted survey)
4.4.4 Control strategies
Several approaches have already been proposed for demand response: central,
decentral and hierarchical control strategies [103, 104].
The electricity demand of individual appliances are centrally scheduled in a
centralised approach; in decentralised approaches, the appliances make their
own decisions. A hierarchical approach combines both: optimisations are not
done by one central system, but by multiple interacting central systems. Each
appliance communicates with one of the central systems.
In the literature, the control strategies mainly focus on plug-in (hybrid) vehicles.
An overview of control strategies for electric vehicles is given by Leemput et
al. [103].
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A comparison between a central (quadratic programming) and a hierarchical
approach by Mets. et al [105], concluded that a central approach gets closer
to the optimum. Atenzi et al. [106] compared optimisation on household level
and global optimisation and noticed that the results of both approaches are
equivalent.
Centralised
Brooks et al. [13] described the use of electric vehicles and appliances for
balancing. The TSO sends a dispatch signal, the aggregator gets the signal,
decomposes it in order to control individual appliances or electric vehicles.
Logenthiran et al. [107] defined load shifting as an optimisation problem using
a heuristic based genetic algorithm.
Chen et al. [108] compared stochastic optimisation to robust optimisation in
a real time price scenario. Mixed integer linear programming is used for both
optimisation approaches. The stochastic approach is computationally more
expensive, but yields lower costs.
Decentralised
Pipattanasomporn et al. [109] proposed a muti-agent system to control a
microgrid using a control agent, an agent responsible for the distributed energy
sources (DER), a user agent and a database agent.
Pedrasa et al. [110] used particle swarm optimisation algorithm to schedule
appliances. The local optimisation is done centrally in home. However, the
local optimisation can be seen as an agent in the electricity system as a whole.
A multi-agent system based load shedding algorithms is proposed by Xu et
al. [111]. The agents are only able to communicate with their neighbours
to decide which load to shed. However, an offline central particle swarm
optimisation algorithm needs to determine the information to be communicated.
The approach is hence only usable for a system that seldom suffer from power
losses in the distribution lines.
Hierarchical
Powermatcher [112] was the first market-based hierarchical multi-agent system
to control devices. Local market agents send price signals to devices, able to
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bid for the electrical energy they require. The local market agents communicate
with a higher level market agent to distribute the prices.
Vandael et al. [104] combined distributed constraints of plug-in (hybrid) electrical
vehicles with centralised optimisation. Vehicles send their constraints to a
concentrator agent aggregating them. The concentrators send the aggregated
constraints to an auctioneer agent, which minimises the overall cost. The
electricity is distributed over the vehicles, based on their constrains, i.e. the
price over time they are willing to pay.
The above approaches work with time slots. In [113], a comparison of working
with intervals and operating in real time was made. Compromises had to
be made in the real time system to reduce the communication. However,
vehicles can be controlled faster. The method got improved later on with better
optimisation algorithms, resulting in a better cost optimality [114].
4.5 Toolset
A software infrastructure is required for the data analysis. An overview presented
in the literature is therefore given, together with an overview of security patterns,
ensure confidentiality, integrity, availability and accountability.
4.5.1 Infrastructure
The work of Rusitschka et al. [115] proposed a cloud computing model able
to manage real-time streams of smart grid data. The communication with
the ‘smart grid data cloud’ is done via a web based application programming
interface (API), more specifically representational state transfer (REST). ‘Put’
APIs allow sensors to place data into the cloud, while market actors are able to
retrieve data using get APIs. The data management is done in a distributed way
and data is processed in parallel. They refer to three approaches for protecting
confidentiality: separate databases, separate schemas and shared schemas [116],
but do not choose one. Pseudonymisation and aggregation are proposed as
privacy protection measurements.
A data analysis architecture for power grids companies is proposed by Bâra et
al. [117]. The grid database is coupled with a central data warehouse which
supports online analytical processing (OLAP) and allows access for data mining
techniques. A portal gives users access to the OLAP and the data mining
frameworks.
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Liu et al. [118] describe an infrastructure for grid models. Dispatchers, security
engineers, planners, etc. are able to collaborate on modelling the grid.
An important factor is data analysis is data cleansing. Chean et al. [119] present
techniques to handle locally and globally corrupted data by using smoothing
techniques.
4.5.2 Security patterns
Security patterns are solutions to recurring information security problems [120].
Several security patterns exist in the literature. However, not all of them are
well supported [121]. The most common security properties are: confidentiality,
integrity, availability and accountability [122, 123].
Yoder et al. [124] already presented architectural patterns for application security
in 1997. Seven security patterns are discussed in the work: single access point,
check point, roles, session, full view with errors, limited view and secure access
layer.
The security pattern repository of Kienzle et al. [120] describes two groups of
security patterns. Structural patterns are comparable to design patterns [125].
They provide a simple and elegant solutions to security problems in the form
of diagrams of structure and descriptions of interactions. Procedural patterns
on the other hand are designed to improve the process of developing secure
software.
A more extensive overview of security patterns is given by Yskout et al. [126].
Three categories are distinguished: application architecture, application design
and system. 35 security patterns are described in total.
Heyman et al. [121] give an overview of the number of security patterns, the
domains they operate in and the quality of the patterns. They state that
there are too many patterns, whilst not every pattern fits the definition of a
security pattern. The quality of the documentation of security patterns is often
lacklustre and privacy and non-repudiation aren’t supported well by security
patterns.
Yoshioka et al. [122] gave a survey on security patterns. Security patterns
are categorised according to software development phases: the requirement
phase, the design phase and the implementation phase. The ease of use, the
effectiveness and the sufficiency of security patterns of patterns are discussed as
well.
Yautsiukhin et al. [123] defined a quantitative metric for security patterns
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to measure how well an architecture is protected against relevant security
threats. The severity sev of a threat is computed as the normalised sum or the
reproducibility, the exploitability and the discoverability. The threat protection
is calculated as one minus the multiplication of the coverage of the implemented
patterns. The protection against an attack is the summation over all threats of
the multiplication of the severity of the threat by the protection against the
threat.
4.6 Conclusions
The literature related is presented in this chapter. Topics are description of
electricity demand of households and appliances; the possibilities to detect
appliances in load profiles and the potential privacy issues; ways to model
electricity demand; driving factors for demand response, studies and field tests
related to demand response, the attitude of customers towards active demand
and control strategies for active demand; and software to perform data analyses
on electrical load data.

Chapter 5
Electricity demand description
The development of smart grid integration strategies requires knowledge about
electricity demand. Aggregated demand as total electricity demand [127] and
average load profiles [128] is sufficient when focus is on global results. Detailed
electricity demand profiles are required for the simulation of voltage problems
caused by vehicle charging [129] and micro-grids [130] or to estimate the potential
of battery storage in a distribution grid [131]. Two ways exist to deliver input
for simulations: data selection and data generation.
Data selection requires a thorough description of demand, both in terms of the
distribution of annual electricity demand as well as demographic parameters
related. Annual demand only expresses the total demand, while demographic
properties have an influence on the timing of demand and allow for the
construction of districts. The demographic properties found are compared
to those described in the literature.
Customers are clustered into groups based on timing and magnitude of demand
to allow for load profile generation (Section 7.2). The number of groups is
limited to double the number of customer types defined by the regulator, to
reduce the risk of outliers. The group or cluster centre found after analysis,
represents the average consumption pattern of similar customers and allows for
data up-scaling.
Electricity demand of wet appliances is described according to the found groups.
The measurement data of Linear is scaled up for the description, given the
limited number of households with measurements at both connection point and
of appliances. The scaling up process consists of spreading the data over the
customer groups.
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5.1 Demographic description
Knowledge of the total annual electricity demand and the correlated demographic
parameters make it easier to understand trend and volume patterns, not being
the focus of this section but described in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 and Chapters 7
and 8.
The distribution of the total annual electricity demand for Flanders is explained
in Section 5.1.1. Customer types described by the Flemish regulator for
Electricity and Gas (VREG) are listed and with measurement data from
distribution network operators. Probability density functions are to parametrise
the histogram.
An expert is needed to find patterns in large amounts of data. Machine learning
algorithms are expert systems which are able to decide which parameters are
relevant. Here, they are used to determine the demographic parameters for
Belgium/Flanders from responses to a questionnaire and measurement data
from distribution system operators. The common supervised machine learning
algorithms are explained in Section 3.2.1.
The algorithms are applied to measurement data and questionnaire to find the
demographic parameters related to the total electricity demand (Section 5.1.2).
Evaluation criteria to find the best performing machine learning algorithm
are explained as well. Different demographic parameters are the input for
the different machine learning algorithms. The input parameters for the best
performing algorithms are regarded the relevant demographic parameters. The
algorithm with the highest receiver operating curve area under curve, true
positive rate and precision and with the lowest false positive rate for each class
to predict is regarded best performing.
5.1.1 Total annual electricity demand
The Flemish Regulator for Electricity and Gas (VREG) describes consumer
types according to their total annual electricity demand (Table 5.1) [132]. The
corresponding relative number of households for each type is derived from
measurement data from distribution network operators and is validated (by
comparing distributions) against a retailer’s customer data [133].
A more detailed view on the total annual electricity demand is obtained by
presenting the measurement data in a histogram. Figure 5.1 depicts the
distribution of the total yearly electricity demand. The mean of the distribution
is 4.9 MWh, the mode is 2.8 MWh and the median is 3.6 MWh.
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Table 5.1: Consumer types according to the Flemish regulator
Type Total annual electricity Households [%]demand [kWh]
Small d < 900 4.7
Relatively small 900 ≤ d < 2350 18.8
Average 2350 ≤ d < 5500 47.5
Relatively large 5500 ≤ d < 13750 23.5
Large 13750 ≤ d 5.5
Three curves are fitted through the histogram to parametrise the distribution
using a non-linear least-squares solver. Only skewed functions were considered
because of the skewness of the distribution. The tested probability density
functions with their respective parameters are Weibull (5.1), Rayleigh (5.2) and
Log-normal (5.3) [134].
pdfweibull = k · x
k−1
λk
· e−( xλ )k (5.1)
with
∣∣∣∣ k = 1.7831λ = 4.4418
pdfrayleigh =
x
σ2
· e− x
2
2σ2 (5.2)
with
∣∣ σ = 3.0751
pdflog−normal =
1
x · σ · √2pi · e
−(ln x−µ)
2σ2 (5.3)
with
∣∣∣∣ µ = 1.3604σ = 0.6854
To verify which distribution fits the data best, the goodness of fit is tested
with the Pearson’s Chi Squared test [135]. The χ2-test prescribes that a fit is
accepted if the χ2-error is lower than the critical value of the required confidence
level. The critical value itself depends on the degrees of freedom for the fit. The
degrees of freedom are determined by the number of classes, i.e. the number of
histogram bars with more than five elements, and the number of parameters
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Figure 5.1: Distribution of total yearly electricity demand and curve fits
of the probability density function. The critical values based on the degrees of
freedom and the confidence level are described in tables in books [135].
The χ2-error is the squared sum of the difference between observed (O) and
expected (E) outcome frequencies divided by the expected frequencies as for all
classes with more than five elements (N).
χ2 =
N∑
i=1
(Oi − Exi)2
Exi
(5.4)
The first five element class is the 38th class, meaning that the last non five
element class is the 37th. The Log-normal function has two parameters, the
degrees of freedom are (37−2) = 35. Rayleigh has only one parameter, resulting
in 36 degrees of freedom. An overview of the χ2-errors is to be found in Table 5.2.
Both Weibull and Rayleigh are accepted as fits, even with a confidence level
of 99 %. Log-normal on the other hand is rejected because the χ2-error is
much larger than the critical value of the 95 % confidence level. The Weibull
distribution fits the data slightly better than Rayleigh based on the χ2-error.
However, the Weibull distribution underestimates the number of high consuming
customers (Figure 5.1).
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Table 5.2: Pearson χ2 test results
Distribution χ2 Critical value for confidence of95 % 99 %
Weibull 0.24 22.46 18.51
Rayleigh 0.41 23.27 19.23
Log-normal 259.8 22.46 18.51
5.1.2 Mapping properties to electricity demand
To find the demographic properties related to the total annual electricity demand,
a function is mapped between various demographic parameters and the total
annual electricity demand. The performance of the function depends on the
relevance of the input parameters with respect to the output. To determine
the best function, multiple combinations of input parameters are tried with
various functions. The better the function is at predicting the outcome, the
more relevant the input parameters are.
Data selection and preparation
Two data sources are used: the questionnaire described (Section 2.4) and the
corresponding measurement data (Section 2.3). The answers to the questionnaire
represent the demographic properties of the respondent. Each question is thus
an input parameter, the electricity demand is the output parameter. Only the
respondents with measurement data of 2008 (416 in total) are considered.
Data transformation
The answers of the respondents to the various questions need to be converted
into a useful form for the machine learning algorithms. The machine learning
algorithms (Section 3.2.1) work with numerical values as input. Hence, the
answers to the questions need to be converted in numbers. This translation in
natural numbers ensures order in the answers, for example a surface area range
of 0 to 50 m2 gets number 1, 50 m2 to 99 m2 gets number 2, etc. The number
of inhabitants is already a natural number and doesn’t need conversion. Other
translations are less straight forward, e.g. there is no order in heating sources
(gas, electricity, fuel oil, butane).
The use of natural numbers poses no problems for decision trees. Decision
trees accustom their node tests to work around differences in inputs. However,
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support vector machines and neural networks require normalisation: the input
has a value between and 0 and 1.
The outcome needs to be transformed as well. A floating point number is
harder to predict with machine learning techniques than classes. The total
annual electricity demand is made discrete according to the customer type of the
Flemish regulator (Table 5.1). However, the class ‘average’ consumer consists
of 47.5% of the data. Small classes as ‘small’ and ‘large’ consumer are regarded
as outlier, grouped together with respectively ‘relatively small’ and ‘relatively
large’ resulting in three classes: ‘small’, ‘average’ and ‘large’.
Mining
Machine learning techniques have their own way of fitting a function mapping
input to output. The best performing technique of creating a function that
maps input to output is preferred. Various machine learning techniques are
therefore compared in the mining step of the KDD process.
Only supervised machine learning algorithms are selected for data mining
as inputs and output are known. Three supervised learning algorithms
are compared: Sequential Minimal Optimization (Support Vector Machine
technique), Multilayer Perceptron (a Neural Network approach), and C4.5 (a
Decision Tree algorithm) (Section 3.2.1). To get the maximum out of the data
set, the algorithms are executed with ten-fold cross validation. For ten-fold cross
validation, data is divided randomly in ten different equally large sets. The
machine learning algorithm is executed with nine of the ten sets, the remaining
set is used to calculate the error rate. This is performed ten time so that each
set is used once as validation set. The average of the ten error estimates is the
overall error.
In order to find the best input parameters for the output wanted, different
inputs are combined. Questions of the questionnaire are added and/or removed,
based on the evaluation of the fitted function.
Interpretation
Sensitivity, false positive rates, precision and receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) area under the curve are used to verify how well each algorithm performs.
The basis for these metrics is the confusion matrix (Table 5.3). The columns of a
confusion matrix capture the actual class of the instances, which can be positive
(P ) or negative (N). The rows indicate the predicted class and are marked
with a prime. The true positives (TP ) in the confusion matrix is the number
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P N
P’ TP FP
N’ FN TN
Table 5.3: Confusion matrix
of instances correctly classified positive. The other elements of the confusion
matrix are false positives (FP ), false negatives (FN) and true negatives (TN).
Sensitivity is the true positive rate (TPR) and expresses to which extend an
instance is correctly considered positive (5.5). The false positive rate (FPR) on
the other hand shows the degree at which a negative is classified positive (5.6).
Precision or positive predicted value (PPV ) is the rate of positively classified
instances that are actually positive (5.7).
TPR = TP
P
= TP
TP + FN (5.5)
FPR = FP
N
= FP
TN + FP (5.6)
PPV = TP
P ′
= TP
TP + FP (5.7)
Sensitivity and false positive rate are picked because these metrics also exist in
statistics. A type I error is a false positive error, while type II errors are false
negative errors, the rate is expressed as 1− TPR.
A receiver operating curve depicts the performance of a binary classifier by
plotting the true against the false positive rate. For each positively classified
instance, the correctness of the prediction is checked. The curve goes up one
step, if the prediction is correct and to the right by one step if it is not. The
more the curve lays in the upper left corner, the better the algorithm performs.
As ROC curves take a lot of space, the area under the curve (AUC) is calculated,
representing the curve by one number. A perfect classifier has a ROC AUC of
1. An ROC AUC of 0.5 indicates predicting as good as a random model.
The goal of the algorithms is to predict each class as well as possible. The ROC
AUC, TPR and PVV need to be as high as possible for each class, while the
FPR needs to be as low as possible. ROC AUC, TPR and PVV values are
considered to be good if they are greater than 0.7, FPR values need to be lower
than 0.3.
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Table 5.4: Evaluation of machine learning algorithms.
TPR FPR Precision ROC AUC Class
SMO
0.067 0.000 1.000 0.708 small
0.937 0.791 0.573 0.574 average
0.298 0.047 0.720 0.684 large
MLP
0.253 0.079 0.413 0.788 small
0.806 0.653 0.583 0.606 average
0.364 0.071 0.677 0.722 large
C4.5
0.307 0.038 0.639 0.767 small
0.829 0.607 0.607 0.611 average
0.438 0.088 0.671 0.708 large
In initial test, it was clear the the ROC AUC for each class was lowest for SMO,
the ROC AUC of MLP and C4.5 were comparable. C4.5 performed best because
the type I (FPR) and the type II (1− TPR) errors and precision (PV V ) were
lower compared for each class to SMO.
To compare the three algorithms, the best input parameters of C4.5 are also
tested with SMO and MLP. The difference in performance of the algorithms is
presented in Table 5.4. SMO with a second order polynomial kernel shows the
worst performance: the algorithm labels most instances as ‘average’, little as
‘large’ and almost none as ‘small’. MLP performs better, more instances are
labelled ‘small’ and ‘large’. However, C4.5 has a larger true positive rate, a
better precision and a similar ROC AUC. The results in italic show where C4.5
performs best compared to the other techniques: 6 of the 12 criteria.
When using normalized units, the area under the curve (AUC) is equal to the
probability that a classifier will rank a randomly chosen positive instance higher
than a randomly chosen negative one (assuming ’positive’ ranks higher than
’negative’). This can be seen as follows: the area under the curve is given by
(the integral boundaries are reversed as large T has a lower value on the x-axis)
Knowledge
The most discriminating parameters according to the C4.5 model are
• age of the respondent,
• number of inhabitants,
• number of inhabitants at home during the evening,
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• surface area for a business,
• owning a freezer,
• owning a dishwasher,
• housing type.
No order could be determined in the parameters. The results are similar to the
literature (Section 4.1.1).
5.2 Groups based on electricity demand
Demographic properties only describe electricity demand partially (Sec-
tion 4.1.1). Quantifying similarities amongst demand of customers is another
way of defining electricity demand. As described in the literature (Section 4.1.1),
statistical and cluster analysis are capable of finding similarities.
The objective is to find groups of customers with a similar electricity demand
pattern. As for the SLP profiles, day and night consumers have to be found.
The inclusion of business consumers is regarded as a plus. The number of
customer groups should be limited to 10, double the number of of customer
types defined by the regulator (Table 5.1), limiting the number of outlier groups.
The group or cluster centre found after analysis, needs to represent the average
consumption pattern of similar customers and need to allow for data upscaling.
5.2.1 Data preparation
The input data for the clustering analysis is the residential measurement
data delivered by the distribution network operators (Section 2.3). The data
transformation is the conversion of the load profiles into load curves (Section 2.1).
Selection and pre-processing
The distribution network operators ensure that measurements are performed
on a representative sample of the Flemish population by means of random
sampling. From those measurements, the active power for one year (2008) is
selected, resulting in a load profile for each customer. The distribution network
operators cleaned the data before delivery.
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Transformation
The load profiles consist of fifteen minute measurements for one year, this results
in 35040 measurement points for a normal and 35136 in a leap year. The number
of points are regarded dimensions in the proposed clustering algorithms. More
dimensions result in more difficulty for the clustering algorithm to reject an
instance from the cluster and hence a higher computational cost [136]. Moreover,
the clustering algorithm could find more clusters by finding similarities in less
relevant dimensions.
Various electricity load profile transformation techniques are described in
the literature. Amongst them are Harmonics [44], Principal Component
Analysis [137], normalized daily load patterns [46] and normalized load
curves [38]. The normalization in [46] consists of dividing each dimension
of a load profile by the maximum value in that load profile. The approach has
a big disadvantage: the magnitude of consumption is lost, only variations in
electricity consumption are considered. Z-score normalisation (the number of
standard deviations an observation is above the mean) is used in [38].
The load profiles are converted into load curves as a dimension reduction
technique. A load curve of the average days of the week for the different
quarters of the year, i.e. the average power every fifteen minutes of the day, for
every day of the week, for an average week every quarter, consist out of 2688
dimensions, lower than the initial 35040. Weekdays are correlated as indicated
by autocorrelation plots (Figure 7.3). However, the autocorrelation might not
be true for all households and information about holidays is lost when applying
the data dimension technique.
The load curves are not normalized for the EM-clustering (observations are
projected on Gaussian functions, which standardises the errors in clustering),
but normalized for the KM clustering within the EM-clustering algorithm.
Min-max normalization scales the values in each dimension, the normalized
value in dimension d of vector i is represented by ai,d.
ai,d =
xi,d −min xi,d
max xi,d −min xi,d (5.8)
The value of instance i in dimension d, i.e., xi,d is reduced with the minimal
value over all instances in that dimension and divided by the range between
the minimal and the maximal value over all instances in that dimension [4].
For the KM clustering algorithm, min-max normalisation is used. Min-max
projects values linearly onto a value between 0 and 1. Z-score on the other
hand, projects the data around 0 and mostly not in a range between 0 and 1.
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5.2.2 Pattern detection and interpretation
The applied mining algorithm is Expectation Maximisation clustering. The
algorithm found 10 clusters, containing customers who mainly consume during
the day, the night and with a business at home.
Mining
A clustering technique with weights is preferred, used to scale the data up
(Section 5.2.3). In Section 4.1.1, load profile and load curve clustering techniques
from the literature are described. The clustering techniques involving weights are
FKM and EM clustering and SOM. SOM is not considered, because it had the
worst performance in other work (Section 4.1.1). FKM clustering is a centroid
based technique, while EM clustering is density based. Distribution based
techniques model the data in distributions, making the theoretical foundations
more sound. better at handling randomness in data. The technique also captures
correlation and dependence of attributes. Therefore, EM clustering is selected
as clustering algorithm.
According to the literature, KM and EM clustering are the amongst the best
algorithms to cluster load curves: they have the lowest cluster dispersion.
EM clustering incorporates KM clustering in its initialization step. After
initialization, a normal distribution of each dimension of the data is calculated
for each cluster. The distributions are updated until the overall likelihoods
stop changing significantly. The complete algorithm and the KM clustering
algorithm are both explained in Section 3.2.2.
Groups of customers
Expectation maximisation clustering is applied to customers’ load curves and
found 10 clusters with corresponding centre mean and standard deviation per
dimension. The different clusters are named afterwards according to the total
electricity demand on an annual basis, the timing of electricity demand during
the day and the possibility of having a business at home (Table 5.5). The latter
is derived by linking answers to questionnaires (Section 2.4) to the clusters.
The percentage of customers in a cluster is the prior probability of the cluster
P (Scl) (3.20). The estimated total annual electricity demand of a cluster Ecl,est
is derived from the average power values of the cluster centre, the number of
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Table 5.5: Groups of customers
Type Sub-type Total yearly [kWh] prior [%]
Day
small 800 14.1
relatively small 2 500 25.9
average 4 250 27.8
relatively large 6 650 15.4
large 11 600 7.7
Night average 6 200 3.2large 8 750 2.9
Business
average 28 350 2.3
relatively large 70 000 0.5
large 189 600 0.1
days in a year and the number of hours in a day,
Ecl,est =
nd∑
d=1
mcl,d
nd
· 365 · 24 (5.9)
The most important clusters are these with the highest probability. Relatively
large and large business are considered to be outliers. The consumers are
more spread over the customer groups compared to the customer types of the
regulator (Table 5.1): there are no groups with more than 30% of the consumers
and within the day consumer groups, there are no groups representing less than
5%.
5.2.3 Clusters as weighting model
The number of dimensions after the data transformation remains high (nd =
2688). The probability that an instance i belongs to a cluster is influenced by
every Gaussian distribution around the cluster centre: the probability density
values are multiplied with each other and with the probability of the cluster
(the prior). An instance closest to a cluster centre, is included in the cluster
centre with a high probability because of the multiplication of the probability
density values. However, each dimension adds to the cluster representation, e.g.
the difference between day and night consumers.
The reduction of the number of dimensions relaxes the attraction of the instances
towards the closest cluster centre. Two different relaxations are considered:
reducing the dimensionality of both likelihoods and priors or reducing only the
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dimensionality of the likelihoods. The former corresponds to the assumption
that the model is correct and checks the probability that the instance was
created by the model. The latter corrects the previous assumption by adding
information which states that some clusters are more probable than others.
Relaxed model
The reduction of the dimensionality of both the likelihoods and the priors is
done by taking the (nd + 1)’th root of the multiplication of both. A numerical
more stable method which accomplishes the same is dividing the logdensity of
Equation 3.26 instead,
log densi,cl =
logP (Scl) +
nd∑
d=1
log pdfi,cl,d
nd + 1
(5.10)
The probability of a cluster P (Scl) is negligible compared to the probability
density function values pdf because of the high value for nd (5.10). The equation
can thus be interpreted as the average of the likelihoods,
P (xi|Scl) ≈ exp (log densi,cl) ≈ exp

nd∑
d=1
log pdfi,cl,d
nd
 = Pr(xi|Scl) (5.11)
The probability of an instance belonging to a cluster is hence approximately the
normalized likelihood that the instance is drawn from the considered cluster,
Pr(xi ∈ Scl) = Pr(xi|Scl)ncl∑
j=1
Pr(xi|Sj)
(5.12)
The denominator needs to be constant to have normalisation, which means
that in (5.12), it is indirectly assumed that the probability of each cluster is
equal. The idea behind the assumption is that the cluster models are assumed
to be correct when building with them. The result of the relaxation is that data
from clusters with high probability will enter clusters with a lower probability.
Clusters with higher demand for electricity have their average demand lowered,
while clusters with a lower demand for electricity see the opposite. Extremes
are pulled more towards the mean.
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Corrected relaxed model
The spread of instances over different clusters can be damped by compensating
the equal probability of clusters. The corrected relaxation is accomplished by,
instead of projecting both likelihood and priors to one dimension, projecting
only the likelihood on one dimension: averaging the loglikelihood only over the
Gaussians,
log densi,cl =
nd∑
d=1
log pdfi,cl,d
nd
+ logP (Scl) (5.13)
The likelihood of being drawn from cluster Sc becomes,
Pr(xi|Scl) = exp

nd∑
d=1
log pdfi,cl,d
nd
 (5.14)
The probability of an instance belonging to a cluster is hence the original Bayes’
theorem where the likelihood of being drawn from a cluster P (xi|Scl) is replaced
by the nthd root of that likelihood.
Pcl(xi ∈ Scl) ≈ P (Scl) · Pr(xi|Scl)ncl∑
j=1
P (Sj) · Pr(xi|Sj)
(5.15)
Trade-offs
In each of the three approaches, for each instance, the most probable cluster to
belong to is the same. If the original cluster membership approach indicates
that e.g. the average day consumer cluster is the most probable for the instance,
the cluster is most probable in the other approaches as well. The difference in
the approaches is the magnitude of the probability.
The sum over all instances of the probabilities belonging to a given cluster
represents the probability of the cluster (the prior). The priors for every
cluster are calculated for the original cluster membership, the relaxed cluster
membership and the corrected relaxed cluster membership (Table 5.6).
The relaxation spreads the membership of one cluster over multiple clusters, in
general the neighbouring clusters, as can be derived from the correlation plot
over the different types of customers (Figure 5.2 (a)). The ‘d’ in the correlation
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Table 5.6: Prior cluster probabilities for the different cluster membership
approaches
Type Sub-type Prior [%]Original Relaxed Corrected
Day
small 14.1 8.8 7.7
relatively small 25.9 16.8 22.3
average 27.8 20.6 31.4
relatively large 15.4 18.6 19.3
large 7.7 13.3 9.9
Night average 3.2 3.1 2.3large 2.9 10.5 3.3
Business
average 2.3 6.7 3.2
relatively large 0.5 1.5 0.5
large 0.1 0.2 0.1
plot stands for ‘day’, ‘n’ for ‘night’ and ‘b’ for business. The subtypes are ‘small’
(s), ‘relatively small’ (rs), ‘average’ (a), ‘relatively large’ (rl) and ‘large’ (l).
Because of the equal probability assumption, a threshold can be placed to find
the most corresponding cluster. When a threshold is placed at a probability
of 1/3, 86.94 % of the instances (1185) have the same cluster as the original,
7.12 % (97) have a double label and 5.94 % (81) have none.
The corrected relaxation corrects the spread of the cluster membership
and makes the correlation between clusters with a high probability weaker
(Figure 5.2 (b)). The correlation is higher in the clusters with a low probability
because of the correlation between the low numbers.
The electrical power distribution of the different approaches are visualised in
Figure 5.3. The middle bar represents the power distribution in the original
case, left is the relaxed and right the corrected relaxed model. Minimum and
maximum value are the 5th and the 95th percentile, the box boundaries are
placed at the 25th and the 75th percentile and the line in the box represents
the median or the 50th percentile.
The spread of the cluster membership due to the relaxation results in higher
electrical powers for the clusters with low and lower electrical powers for the
clusters with high electrical power. Both high and low powers regress to the
mean. The correction on the relaxation limits this regression, but does not fully
compensate for it.
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d-s d-rs d-a d-rl d-l n-a n-l b-a b-rl b-l
d-s 1.00 0.44 -0.41 -0.77 -0.55 0.22 -0.02 -0.32 -0.10 0.04
d-rs 0.44 1.00 0.42 -0.58 -0.82 -0.20 0.04 -0.68 -0.38 -0.07
d-a -0.41 0.42 1.00 0.40 -0.36 -0.49 0.00 -0.60 -0.49 -0.15
d-rl -0.77 -0.58 0.40 1.00 0.61 -0.39 -0.16 0.12 -0.15 -0.10
d-l -0.55 -0.82 -0.36 0.61 1.00 -0.14 -0.31 0.73 0.30 0.01
n-a 0.22 -0.20 -0.49 -0.39 -0.14 1.00 0.27 0.07 0.14 0.12
n-l -0.02 0.04 0.00 -0.16 -0.31 0.27 1.00 -0.21 -0.10 0.01
b-a -0.32 -0.68 -0.60 0.12 0.73 0.07 -0.21 1.00 0.74 0.09
b-rl -0.10 -0.38 -0.49 -0.15 0.30 0.14 -0.10 0.74 1.00 0.14
b-l 0.04 -0.07 -0.15 -0.10 0.01 0.12 0.01 0.09 0.14 1.00
(a) relaxed
d-s d-rs d-a d-rl d-l n-a n-l b-a b-rl b-l
d-s 1.00 0.49 -0.42 -0.67 -0.32 0.11 0.00 -0.05 0.05 0.08
d-rs 0.49 1.00 0.26 -0.82 -0.76 -0.25 -0.32 -0.43 -0.23 -0.10
d-a -0.42 0.26 1.00 0.09 -0.60 -0.47 -0.46 -0.61 -0.43 -0.23
d-rl -0.67 -0.82 0.09 1.00 0.56 -0.12 0.00 0.02 -0.10 -0.05
d-l -0.32 -0.76 -0.60 0.56 1.00 0.16 0.23 0.54 0.23 0.11
n-a 0.11 -0.25 -0.47 -0.12 0.16 1.00 0.55 0.29 0.26 0.19
n-l 0.00 -0.32 -0.46 0.00 0.23 0.55 1.00 0.35 0.28 0.18
b-a -0.05 -0.43 -0.61 0.02 0.54 0.29 0.35 1.00 0.67 0.19
b-rl 0.05 -0.23 -0.43 -0.10 0.23 0.26 0.28 0.67 1.00 0.21
b-l 0.08 -0.10 -0.23 -0.05 0.11 0.19 0.18 0.19 0.21 1.00
(b) corrected
Figure 5.2: Correlation plot customer types for relaxed and corrected model
Conclusions
The most theoretically sound clustering algorithm described in the literature,
together with the most common data reduction technique (Section 4.1.1) has
been applied to the load profiles of 1363 customers (Section 2.3).
The clustering algorithm was able to distinguish day and night consumers and
also business consumers were found. The number of clusters allowed has been
limited to ten, which is also the number of clusters found. More clusters results
in a higher overall likelihood, but increases the number of outlier clusters. Large
business consumers is considered to be an outlier, as well as the relatively large
business consumer but to a lower extend. The inclusion of both in the average
business consumer would have a large impact on it, given the high electricity
demand of them.
The customers are more spread over the customer groups compared to the
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Figure 5.3: Distribution of electrical power for original (centre), relaxed (left)
and corrected (right) cluster data.
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consumer types of the regulator (Table 5.1): the regulator’s ‘small consumer’
only represents 4.7% of the customers while ‘the small day consumer’ here
covers 14.1%, also no customer group represents more than 30%.
The cluster centre is a load curve consisting of the weighted average values per
dimension of the load curves with standard deviation. The load curve represents
the average days of the week per quarter with a resolution of fifteen minutes
and is the average electricity demand within the customer group.
5.3 Appliance electricity demand description based
on group membership
Electricity demand at the connection point of a household is composed of
the demand of the different appliances. The decomposition of the electricity
demand improves the understanding of electricity demand patterns. The focus
is on appliances with a high power demand, which can easily be controlled
for active demand: only wet appliances (washing machines, tumble dryers and
dishwashers) are considered.
Measurements at the connection point of a household, are translated into the
probability that the household is part of a customer type. The relaxed cluster
membership algorithm of Section 5.2.3 is applied to calculate the probability,
used to weight the load curve of the appliances of the household in the appliance
load curve of the cluster.
5.3.1 Data preparation
Appliance measurement data and the corresponding measurements at the
connection point from the Linear project (Section 2.5.1) are used to describe
electricity demand by appliances. The number of households with both
appliance measurements and measurements at the connection point is limited:
30 households with a washing machine, 27 with a tumble dryer and 21 with
a dishwasher. Most of those households have an electricity demand varying
between average relatively large. The number of households per customer group
is limited if crisp cluster memberships are applied. To spread the measurements
over the various customer groups, fuzzy cluster memberships are used, resulting
in data up-scaling.
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The relaxed clustering model of Section 5.2.3 (5.12) has to be applied to scale-up
data. Therefore, the load profiles at the connection point, as well as the load
profiles of the appliances, are converted into load curves.
Selection and pre-processing
The first requirement for the measurement data is having both appliance mea-
surements and measurements at the connection point. Without measurements
at the connection point, it isn’t possible to determine the probability of being
part of a cluster.
The second requirement is the reliability of the active power measurements.
Measurements at the connection point are not always reliable (Section 2.5.1):
only 42 of the 56 households have reliable measurements. The reliability criteria
for a measurement at the connection point is a power of minimal 8 W. If the
power is lower, the measurement is discarded because the point could not have
been measured: the power demand of the measurement equipment is more than
8 W. For household to be included, at least a half year of reliable measurement
points is required. The measurements of the appliances are more reliable because
of the buffering properties of the measuring plugs.
Transformation
The load profiles at connection point and of the appliances are converted into
load curves, representing the electricity demand during average days of the week
for the different quarters of the year. The data transformation is the same as for
the clustering (Section 5.2.3) because the clustering model is used to estimate
the probability of households belonging to a customer type. Load profiles which
cannot be converted into load curves are omitted.
5.3.2 Pattern detection and interpretation
The load curves at the connection point are translated into the relaxed
probability of belonging to the various customer groups. The data of one
household is hence spread amongst difference customer groups, which results in
more data per customer group.
The customer group load curves of the wet appliances are constructed by
combining the household’s probability of belonging to the customer group with
the appliance load curve of the household.
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Finally, the resulting wet appliance load curves are compared to the literature
values for validation purposes.
Scaling data up
The electricity demand of an appliance for a customer group is derived from
the appliance electricity demand of multiple households. The probability that a
household is part of a given customer group (or cluster) determines the weight
that a load curve of the appliance has in the load curve of the customer group.
The relaxed cluster model of Section 5.2.3 calculates the probability that a
customer is part of a given cluster or customer group P (xi ∈ Scl). The load
curve of the appliance xai gets weighted by the probability. The sum of the
weighted load curves is normalized to obtain the load curve of the customer
group xappcl ,
xappcl =
ni∑
i=1
P (xi ∈ Scl) · xappi
ni∑
i=1
P (xi ∈ Scl)
(5.16)
A household with a probability of belonging to a customer group of more than
0.2 is considered to have a large weight in the customer group. Table 5.7 shows
the sum of the probabilities given the customer group (
∑ni
i=1 wi,cl) and the
number of probabilities higher than 0.2 for that group (#wi,cl > 0.2).
Various customer groups are under-represented as a result of the lack of
customers with a (heigh) weight in the group. Insufficient information is
available for small day-, average night-, relatively large business- and large
business-consumers. No load curves are built for those customer groups.
Appliance load demand
The appliance load curves are smoothed to reduce outlier impact. A data point
of the smoothed appliance load curve is calculated by taking the average of
previous, current and next data point of the original appliance load curve.
The mean, median and maximum values of the smoothed load curves of the
various wet appliances for each customer type are shown in Table 5.8. The mean
is an approximation for the total electricity consumption on a yearly basis. The
median divides the distribution of the power of the load curve in two: power is
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higher than the median fifty percent of the time. The upper bound of the load
curve is indicated by the maximum value. Higher maximum values mean more
coinciding electricity demand.
Dishwashers consume more electricity than tumble dryers, which in turn consume
more than washing machines according to the average powers in Table 5.8.
The mean power demand of washing machines and tumble dryers is slightly
higher when the total electricity demand is higher in the case of day-consumers.
The exception is large day-consumers, where the average power demand of
washing machines and tumble dryers is almost the same as for relatively large
day-consumers. Relatively small day-consumers’ dishwashers’ average power
demand is lower compared to the other day-consumers, where the average power
demand of the devices is about the same.
The appliance load curves of the average weekday, the average weekend day
and the average day of the year for the average day-consumer are depicted in
Figure 5.4. The electricity demand of all wet appliances is higher during a
weekend than during a weekday. The influence of night tariff (see Section 2.2) is
clearly visible in the load curve of the dishwasher. Another trend is the seasonal
effect. The power demand of wet appliances is higher during winter compared
to summer.
Validation
The load curves are validated by comparing the smoothed load curves of the
average day consumer with these in [47]. The work of Stamminger et al. is
based on surveys (Section 4.1.2). The average day-consumer is the largest
group and the estimated total electricity demand is close to, but slightly lower,
than the average total electricity demand of all customers. Because of the
under-representation of small customers, the average day consumer is here used
as representative for all customers.
Shape and the size of the washing machine load curve are comparable to the
findings in [47], but shifted in time: the start in the morning is at 8 am compared
to 4 am in [47]. The average power in [47] is higher, 37 W compared to 26 W
(Table 5.8), a relative difference more than 40 %.
The average power demand of tumble dryers is around 103 W in [47], which
is three and a half times higher than the average power demand of Table 5.8
(30 W). The shape of the load curves however, are almost identical. The
difference in average power is mainly due to the ownership rate (34 % assumed,
while 73.8 % [11] is more likely) (Section 4.1.2). 103 W on average means an
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(a) Washing machine
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(b) Tumble dryer
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(c) Dishwasher
Figure 5.4: Wet appliance load curves for the average day-consumer
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electricity demand of around 900 kWh on a yearly basis, while around 250 kWh
(29.4 W on average) seems more realistic.
The shape of the dishwasher load curve differs from [47]. The dishwasher is
often started after every meal and mostly at the start of night tariff as shown in
Figure 5.4c. However, in [47], dishwashers are mainly started on late afternoon
and on evening. The average power demanded by a dishwasher is around 49 W
in [47], while the dishwasher of the average day-consumer demands 39 W. The
relative difference is around 25 %.
5.4 Conclusions
Electricity demand is described according to the total annual electricity demand
and the demographic properties related. The distribution of the total annual
electricity demand makes it possible to compare a customer to the whole
population. Multiple distributions have been tested to fit the distribution and
a Weibull function performed best, i.e. lowest χ2-error. The mean total annual
electricity consumption is 4.9 MWh. Most people, i.e. the mode, have an
electricity consumption of 2.8 MWh. The median (3.6 MWh) is used by the
regulator to indicate the ‘average’ consumer.
The mapping of demographic properties to electricity demand is done by
applying machine learning algorithms. The combination of demographic
properties predicting electricity demand best, i.e. highest receiver operating
curve (ROC) and lowest type I and type II errors, are regarded the most
discriminating factors. Three machine learning algorithms are applied to map
various combinations of properties onto demand. The algorithm with the best
performance, again highest ROC and lowest errors, is used for the mapping.
The decision tree approach (C4.5) performs better than the neural network
(Multilayer Perceptron) and the Support Vector Machine (Sequential Minimal
Optimisation) approach. The discriminating factors are found to be age, number
of inhabitants, number of inhabitants who are at home during the evening,
surface area for business, ownership of a freezer, ownership of a dishwasher and
housing type.
Customers with a similar electricity demand are grouped to find the trends in
demand. Expectation maximisation is a theoretically sound clustering algorithm
that can be adapted to scale data up. The data up-scaling is required to spread
customer data over the various found customer groups. The number of clusters
has been limited to ten, double the number of day consumer types defined by
the regulator and low enough to limit the number of outlier groups. Ten groups
(the maximum number allowed) are found, with three subgroups: day, night
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and business consumers, distinctions also made by the regulator. Each group is
named according to timing and magnitude of their consumption and whether
or not the group contains business consumers.
The clustering algorithm is adapted to obtain fuzzy cluster membership, is
called the relaxed cluster membership. The advantage of the relaxed cluster
membership is the possibility to scale up data. Households are part of multiple
clusters instead of just one cluster, hence more households per cluster. The
disadvantage is that the distributions change slightly and customer type
probabilities differ. The relaxed cluster membership is corrected by including
the original cluster probabilities. The corrected results produce distributions
and cluster probabilities closer to the original ones.
The electricity demand of wet appliances is important for the estimation of
the potential for active demand of those wet appliances. Load curves of the
wet appliances’ electricity demand per customer type are created from the
measurements for the first estimates (dataset 1). The relaxed EM clustering
algorithm determines the cluster membership based on the electricity demand
at the connection point. The weights are used to scale the electricity demand
of customers and to build the appliance electricity demand per customer type.
The resulting load curves of the average day-consumer have been compared to
the literature. The shape of the load curves of washing machines and tumble
dryers are similar to these described in the literature. The load curves of
dishwashers on the other hand are influenced by the tariff structure in Belgium
and hence differ from these in the literature (Germany and France combined).
Dishwashers consume more electricity than tumble dryers, which on their turn
consume more than washing machines according to the average power demand
of the wet appliances. The total demand for electricity is correlated with the
average power of wet appliances. More inhabitants results in more overall
electricity demand and also in a higher usage of the wet appliances, which
explains the relation between total electricity demand and electricity demand
by wet appliances.
Chapter 6
Privacy
An overview of a household situation can be derived from a limited number of
appliances, mainly those with high power rating. The average number of washes
per week is for example correlated with the number of household members.
The time at which appliances are used gives insight on the life pattern of the
household. To obtain a detailed view of the household situation, multiple
detected appliances are required [138].
The detection of appliances in the electricity demand at the connection point
is explained in Section 6.1. High resolution data makes it possible to detect
appliances. With the resolution decreasing, the difficulty to detect appliances
increases.
Certain households have submetering infrastructure, for individual appliances.
Detailed appliance setting can be derived from submetering data with a
resolution as low as 15 minutes, as presented in Section 6.2.
6.1 Appliance detection in household demand
Each appliance has its own load signature, depending on the components [53].
The detection of the components of an appliance enables the appliance detection.
Variations on the load signature of appliances can be detected if the data
resolution, i.e. frequency of measurements, is high enough.
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6.1.1 High resolution data
The apparent power at the connection point of an apartment is presented in
Figure 6.11. The resolution of the data is 6 seconds, considered a relatively
high resolution for non-intrusive appliance load monitoring (Section 4.2). Three
high power appliances are detected in the 4 hour time frame: washing machine,
instant coffee machine and oven.
The components to distinguish a washing machine from other appliances are
the heating resistor and the motor. The power of a washing machine heating
resistor ranges from 1.8 kW up to 2.5 kW typically being 2 kW. The power of a
drum motor of a washing machine ranges from 300 to 700 W. In 2005, 94 %
of the drum motors were universal motors [139]. The ‘speed’ of the universal
motors are controlled using phase cutting, with a TRIAC (triode for alternating
current), resulting in distortion in active and reactive power. Other possible
motors are three phase induction motors (1 % in 2005) and brushless DC motors
(5 % in 2005) [139]. The combination of 2 kW active power combined with
distortion means the use of a washing machine. However, currently, the share
of brushless DC motors is higher.
The washing machine cycle is indicated in Figure 6.1. The jump in electrical
power indicated by number 1 is combined with distortion, which indicates the
use of a washing machine. The second jump in electrical power (number 2)
points again to the use of a heating resistor. The first jump in electrical power
is most likely to be a prewash because of the combination of small electrical
energy demand in the first jump and the length of the cycle. Thus the second
jump in electrical power is part of the washing machine cycle. More information
about the operating principle of a washing machine is given in Section 6.2.1.
Coffee machines have a heating resistor with a power of 0.6 up to 2 kW. The
thermal inertia is low, which results in a high frequency of switching on and
off [53]. A coffee machine remains off for a longer period than it stays on:
heating only restarts when the water gets cold. Instant coffee makers have a
different load signature. The water in the small reservoir gets preheated when
the device is switched on. The next jump is when the programme gets executed,
which is in general not long after the device is switched on. When the coffee is
made, the machine starts heating the reservoir again (Figure 6.1).
Electrical ovens have a power demand of 1.8 to 6.5 kW, differing from stoves in
the on/off time. An oven remains on and switches off in several minutes as time
frame. Stoves on the other hand switch on and off in several seconds [53]. The
jumps in power in Figure 6.1 could have been from a tumble dryer. However,
1The data is measured at the point of common coupling of the apartment of a friend, using
a Flukso-meter.
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Figure 6.1: Apparent power at the connection point of an apartment
tumble dryers have a power demand at the end of the cycle to cool down the
laundry, which is not observable in the load profile of Figure 6.1. Both jumps
in power (numbers 3 and 4) are caused by an oven.
6.1.2 Lowering the resolution
The impact of lowering the data resolution is shown in Figure 6.2. The presented
measurement intervals are 30 seconds, 5 minutes and 15 minutes. Appliances
with a high on/off switching frequency become undetectable. For instance, the
instant coffee machine is undetectable in the 5 minute data.
The washing machine is still visible in the 5 minute data, but the distortion is
gone. Washing machines are hence hard to distinguish from tumble dryers for
example. The same holds for the oven.
Figure 6.2 visualises what is explained in Section 4.2: the difficulty in detecting
appliances rises when the resolution becomes lower. On a fifteen minute
resolution, detecting appliances becomes very hard: maximum accuracy is
59 % in [60], other work reported the detection of air conditioners [57]. However
no follow up studies were found.
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Figure 6.2: Measurement data with various resolutions
6.2 Appliance settings detection in sub-metering
data
The detection of appliances in sub-metering data helps to model use and
corresponding electricity demand of appliances. The operating principles have
to be understood first, helping to create cycle and settings detection algorithms,
enabling to estimate private information.
The appliances’ metering data has a resolution of 15 minutes (Section 2.5).
Cycle detection and settings estimation algorithms are applied to the project’s
dataset 1 (Section 2.5.1). The appliances’ measurements and programmes’
logging of the field test (Section 2.5.2) help to make privacy estimations.
6.2.1 Washing machine
The electrical load of a washing machine cycle depends on the programme,
the load and the energy class. The programme itself is determined by the
selected temperature, the (extra) water demand and the spinning speed.
The operating principles, together with the cycle detection and the settings
estimation algorithm for the basis to estimate privacy information such as
‘expensive’ clothing and household expansion.
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The cycle detection algorithm detects the start and the end of a cycle in the
load profile of a washing machine. The stand by power of washing machines is
low (approximately 5 W). The cycle detection algorithm performs well if the
sum of the electricity consumption of the cycles plus the consumption in stand
by is equal to the total.
The found cycles are the input for the settings estimation algorithm. The
settings to be estimated are programme, amount of water to be heated, laundry
weight, and temperature. The described algorithms will be used to model
washing machines in Section 7.3.2.
Operating principle
A typical washing cycle starts by passing water through the detergent tray and
letting the water into the drums of the washing machine. The water is heated
to the required temperature. The inner drum of the washing machine rotates
the laundry back and forward to remove all dirt. Once the laundry is clean, the
water is let out of the machine and fresh water is taken in. The fresh water
rinses the detergent, by rotating the inner drum back and forward. The water
is let out of the machine before swinging the laundry dry [48].
The most energy intensive part of a cycle is heating the water to the required
temperature. The water inlet temperature is typically 15 ℃. The power of
the heating resistor ranges between 1.8 kW and 2.5 kW and is usually 2 kW.
About 15 litres of water needs to be heated for 7 kg of laundry. The amount of
water scales with the laundry weight. Some programmes, for example delicates,
require double or triple the normal amount of water to be heated. The efficiency
of heating is around 85 %, though the efficiency varies between energy classes.
The temperature settings of a washing machine are 30 ℃, 40 ℃, 60 ℃ and
85 ℃.
The rated power of the drum motor ranges from 300 W to 700 W. In 2005,
94 % of the motors were universal motors, three phase motors were used in 5 %
of the washing machines and brushless DC motors were found in the remaining
1 % [139]. However, the latter is gaining popularity.
Washing machines have a base load during the execution of a cycle, the base
load varying between 100 W and 120 W, depending on the washing machine
type and brand. The duration of a cycle scales with the amount of laundry: a
6 kg programme takes around 2 h, a 3 kg programme only requires 1 h. Half of
the heating time needs to be added to the respectively 2 and 1 hour: a cycle
with a 60 ℃ temperature setting takes longer than a cycle with a setting of
30 ℃.
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Cycle detection
A washing machine cycle has four different states: switched off, base load,
heating and spinning. The states are based on the operating principle. Spinning
is hard to distinguish from base load in fifteen minute data: the drum motor
only spins for some minutes at full speed or spins at lower than rated power.
Therefore, the spinning state is discarded in the cycle detection.
The threshold for the base load state is set at 30 W. The value is smaller than
the 100 W of power demand during base load, because ‘base load’ is often
demanded for less than 15 min. 30 W corresponds with 4 min of base load.
The heating state is found at the beginning of a washing machine cycle. The
detection of a cycle is hence done by the heating state. For certain programmes,
the duration of heating is short. The threshold for the heating state is therefore
set at 400 W (300 W heating, which corresponds with 2 min 15 s of heating,
plus 100 W base load). The value (400 W) is high enough to not confuse with
spinning.
Algorithm 6.2.1: CycleDetect(profile)
started← false ; step← 0; cycles← new Array
for each state in profile
do

step← step+ 1
if state is heating
then

if started and not previous state is heating
then
end← stepcycles.append((start, end))
start← step
else if previous state is base load
then
{
start← (step− 1)
else
{
start← step
started← true
if state is off and started
then
end← stepEstimateSettings(start, end)
started← false
return (cycles)
Algorithm 6.2.1 describes how washing machine cycles are detected. The two
most important control points are the ‘heating’ and the ‘off’ state. A ‘heating’
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state indicates a possible cycle start, while an ‘off’ state refers to a possible
cycle ending.
If the washing machine is already started when encountering a new ‘heating’
state and the previous state was not ‘heating’, but ‘base load’, the previous
cycle is parsed, a new cycle is started and the new start is set at the current
step.
Otherwise, a cycle is started without having to parse a previous one. The start
depends on the previous state: if the previous state was ‘base load’, the cycle is
started at the previous state.
A cycle is ended and parsed when a new cycle is found or when an ‘off’ state is
detected during the current cycle.
Settings estimation
The energy required to heat the water to the required temperature depends on
the amount of water and the required temperature. Therefore, an estimation of
the amount of water to be heated and the temperature is needed to parametrise
the electricity demand of washing machines.
The settings estimation algorithm works iteratively. An estimation of the
laundry weight and the amount of water to be heated is made based on the
total duration of the cycle. The weight and the corresponding water together
with the heat demand is used to calculate the temperature offset. The closest
temperature setting given the water inlet temperature and the temperature
offset is selected. The amount of water to be heated and the corresponding
weight of the laundry is updated according to the new temperature. Most of
the settings detection is done experimentally.
The cycle detection algorithm passes the start and the end of a cycle to the
settings estimation algorithm. The duration (in hours) of a cycle is the end-step
minus the start-step divided by four (a step is 15 minutes long). The duration
is slightly corrected for starts and ends that occur half way the fifteen minutes:
if the power of the first or of the last step is less than 40 W, the duration is
reduced by 0.1 hour (6 minutes).
A first estimate of the weight of the laundry (ml) is done by multiplying the
duration (in hours) by 3, given that a 3 kg programme generally requires 1 hour
to finish. The amount of water to be heated scales with the weight of the
laundry: 15 litres of water are needed for 7 kg of laundry. The weight multiplied
by 15 l and divided by 7 kg results in the initial guess of the amount of water
to be heated (mw).
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Some programmes require a higher amount of water: ‘delicates’ (likely to be
the selected programme if 2 kg ≤ ml < 3 kg), requires double the amount of
water to be heated. Also if the calculated weight is lower than 1.5 kg, wool is a
likely programme, hence the initial amount of water to be heated is tripled.
The electrical energy used to heat the water to the appropriate temperature
(Eh) is determined by subtracting ‘base load’ electricity demand from the
total electricity demand during heating steps. The effective heat (Qh) is lower
than the electrical energy (Eh) because of the efficiency (ηeff ) of 85 %. The
heating energy is the basis to estimate the temperature setting (Test): the inlet
temperature of the water of 15 ℃ is raised by the temperature increase of
heating up the water (∆T ). The temperature increase is determined by the
specific heat coefficient (c) of water (4200 J/kgK ≡ 7/6 Wh/kgK),
∆T = Qh
mw · c =
Eh · ηeff
mw · c (6.1)
The temperature setting (Tsel) closest to the estimated temperature (Test) is
chosen as the selected temperature. Based on the selected temperature, the
water demand (mw) and the laundry weight (ml) are recalculated,
mw =
Eh · ηeff
(Tsel − 15) · c (6.2)
Some corrections are needed. If the temperature is higher than 80 ℃, the
amount of water is doubled because a cycle with more water demand and lower
temperature is more likely. If the newly calculated temperature is higher than
60 ℃ and the weight is lower than 4 kg, the amount of water to be heated is
set to be three times the initial water demand: double water demand and high
temperatures are less likely again.
Next to the temperature check, a weight check is done. If the estimated weight
of the laundry is higher than 7.7 kg, the temperature is raised (for example from
30 ℃ to 40 ℃); except, if the temperature is already 85 ℃, then the amount of
water is increased.
To check whether the results are good, the recalculated is compared to the
measured electricity demand. If the relative difference between both is more
than 20 %, the amount of water to be heated is raised (from normal to double
or from double to triple) and the settings are recalculated. The new settings
are considered to be the correct ones when the newly calculated is closer to the
measured electricity demand.
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Validation
Project’s dataset 1 (Section 2.5.1) contains measurements of 88 washing machines
with cycles detected in 82 of those load profiles. 10 of those profiles are randomly
selected to validate the cycle detection and the settings estimation algorithm
(Table 6.1).
The measured load profiles of the washing machines contain gaps. For only
63 washing machines, a load curve of the average week for each quarter of
the year could be constructed (Section 2.5.1). Therefore, the percentage of
time without measurements is included and indicated as ‘no data’. The total
measured electricity demand of the load profile is shown in the ‘total’ column.
If the average power during in the fifteen minute step data is below 5 W, the
washing machine is considered to be in ‘stand by’. The total demand during
‘stand by’ is also expressed in the table.
To validate the cycle detection algorithm, the electricity demand during the
detected cycles is calculated and compared to the total demand minus ‘stand
by’. The detected electricity demand is close to the difference between ‘total’
and ‘stand by’. The threshold of the ‘base load’ state in the cycle detection
algorithm is set to 30 W, which differs from the 5 W ‘stand by’. For washing
machine 32 for example, the electricity demand for power between 5 and 30 W is
1.80 kWh. However, this means that for washing machine 32, 7.47 kWh remains
unallocated. For washing machine 67, there is even 9.07 kWh unallocated. At
certain moments in time, average power demand during 15 minutes is higher
than the ‘base load’, but lower than the ‘heating’ threshold.
The settings detection algorithm is validated by comparing the original electricity
demand of the cycles with the calculated using the found settings. As Table 6.1
shows, the largest relative difference between the total of the detected and
calculated cycles is in the case of washing machine 66, namely 3.28 %.
Not only the total demand is relevant, but also the difference per cycle. To
compare those, the root mean square deviation (RMSD) and the coefficient
variation of the root mean square deviation (CV(RMSD)) are calculated. The
RMSD is calculated by taking the summation of from calculated values uˆ
subtracted from measured values u, divided by the number of values n (6.3)
and represents the standard deviation of the differences between calculated and
measured values. CV(RMSD) is determined by dividing the RMSD value by
the average of the sample u (6.4) and expresses the inverse of the signal to noise
ratio SNR (6.5).
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Household size 1 2 3 4 5 ≥ 6
Washes per week 2.1 3.4 4.9 6.4 6.3 7.0
Table 6.2: Relation between household size and average number of washes per
week.
RMSD =
√√√√√ n∑j=1(uˆj − uj)
n
(6.3)
CV (RMSD) = RMSD
u
(6.4)
SNR = 1
CV (RMSD) (6.5)
The absolute error (RMSD) is small (less than 50 Wh per cycle for the washing
machines in Table 6.1) and comparable for the various customers. The relative
error (CV(RMSD)) is small as well. Signal to noise ratio expresses the ratio of
useful versus irrelevant data. A ratio value of more than one corresponds to
more signal than noise, one of more than five is regarded to be good. Customer
42 has the highest (25.0) and customer 32 the lowest (12.9) signal to noise ratio.
Privacy
The size of a household influences the number of washing machine cycles per
week. Table 6.2 shows how the two are related [48]. An increase in the number
of washes per week hence indicates an increase in the number of persons in the
household. If the increase is combined with more activity during the night it
is possible that the inhabitants became parents. As mentioned in Section 4.2,
becoming a parent is one of the major interest points for advertisers.
An adaptation of the settings detection algorithm makes it possible to detect
‘special’ programme cycles such as ‘delicates’, ‘woollens’ and ‘shirts’. The
programmes are used for more expensive clothes. To show the possibilities of
detecting privacy sensitive information, two rules are added to the algorithm
to detect ‘special’ programmes. A cycle is detected as ‘delicates’ or ‘shirts’ if
the weight (ml) in the initial loop is in between 2 kg and 3 kg. A laundry
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TPR FPR Precision Accuracy
53.57 % 10.20 % 50.00 % 84.00 %
Table 6.3: Evaluation of special programme selection.
weight smaller than 1.5 kg indicates ‘woollens’. In between the ‘delicates’ and
the ‘woollens’ programme, the cycle is considered to be ‘express’.
The ‘special’ programmes are marked in a set of randomly washing machine
profiles. 104 washing machine load profiles are available in the project’s dataset
2 (Section 2.5.2). 48 profiles have at least one special programme marked in the
configuration logging and accompanying data. 10 profiles are randomly selected,
resulting in 175 cycles with accompanying programme information.
Table 6.3 shows how the two simple rules perform in the detection of ‘special’
programmes. In total 28 of the 175 cycles are special programmes. The rules
are able to find 15 of them, the 13 others are not marked. Also 15 other cycles
are marked as special by the rules while they are not. The accuracy is of the
algorithm is high because of the high number (147 in total) of ‘non-special’
programmes. The false positive rate FPR (5.6) is low. The true positive rate
TPR (5.5) and the precision (5.7) are mediocre.
The results are influenced by one load profile with 25 cycles where the rules
performed badly. Neglecting this profile, the accuracy would have been 90 %,
the true positive rate 65.2 %, the false positive rate 5.5 % and the precision
68.2 %, being good to very good results. Cycles started directly after the
previous one are harder to distinguish. The algorithm sometimes misses cycles
with a ‘heating’ step with an average power during fifteen minutes which is
smaller than 400 W. Also, the two rules do not capture all possibilities of
‘special’ programmes.
Extra rules should be added to improve the detection of special programmes.
However, the aim was to show that privacy information could be obtained from
measurements with a low resolution (15 minutes) and simple additional rules.
6.2.2 Dishwasher
The programme, the plate settings and the energy class are the determining
factors of the electrical load of a dishwasher cycle. The programme can require
extra water and has a temperature setting for washing and hot rinsing. Income
and other privacy information can be estimated with the help of the detection
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and the number of cycles of the appliance. The cycle detection and the settings
estimation algorithm are used in Section 7.3.4.
Operating principle
Dishwashers work in three steps: washing, cold and hot rinsing. The tub of the
dishwashers gets filled with fresh water in each of the steps. The water gets
heated to the required temperature during washing and hot rinsing. Rotating
spray arms ensure that the water is spread around on the dishes.
A dishwasher with a 12 plate setting (A class) has a water demand of around
15 up to 22 litres [47, 48]. The water demand scales with the plate setting. A
dishwasher with 6 plate setting only consumes half of the water of the 12 plate
setting. Half of the heated water is used for washing, the rest for hot rinsing.
Water heating is, just as for washing machines, the most energy intensive part of
a cycle. The power of the heating resistor varies between 1.8 and 2.5 kW, with
2 kW as most frequently used [47]. The heated water heats the dishes as well,
which results in an efficiency of only 55 % for the heating of the water. The
temperature during washing is often 5 to 10℃ lower than during hot rinsing.
However, for simplicity of the model, this is not taken into account.
The washing step starts directly after the device starts, except if pre-rinsing
is selected, taking about 10 minutes to finish. The heating resistor does not
operate constantly: the resistor is switched on and off in pulses of several
minutes. The average power demand during washing is around 1.5 kW, but
varies between manufacturers.
Cold rinsing ensures the further cleaning of the dishes and takes, in general, a
half hour. However, some programmes have up to 1 hour of cold rinsing. The
electricity demand is the base load of approximately 100 W.
Hot rinsing is required to get the dishes dry. The hot water sprayed onto the
dishes, heats the dishes. The temperature inertia of the dishes ensures that the
dishes dry. The disadvantage of this approach is that plastic does not dry as
well as glass, ceramic or metal. Some dishwashers blow therefore air through
the heating resistor and the dishes for a short while. The latter is not included
in the model.
Cycle detection
Dishwasher cycles have four different states: ‘washing’, ‘cold rinsing’, ‘hot
rinsing’ and ‘off’. The states are translated into the detectable states ‘heating’,
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‘base load’ and ‘off’. Heating covers ‘washing’ and ‘hot rinsing’, while ‘base load’
is mainly intended for ‘cold rinsing’.
The thresholds for the different states are the same as the ones used for the
washing machine. If the power demand during 15 minutes is higher than 30 W,
the dishwasher is considered to be in ‘base load’. The threshold for heating is
set at 400 W.
Algorithm 6.2.2 represents the dishwasher cycle detection algorithm. ‘Off’
and ‘heating’ states are again the most important ones for detection purposes.
‘Heating’ indicates a possible cycle start, while ‘off’ means a possible cycle end.
If the dishwasher has not been started yet and a ‘heating’-state is encountered,
the dishwasher is started. The exact start depends on the previous state: if it
is ‘base load’, the start occurs during the previous state, otherwise the start is
at current state.
The algorithm could miss a new cycle start which occurs directly after another
state. However in practice, people do not start their dishwasher less than 30
minutes after the end of the previous cycle [48].
Algorithm 6.2.2: CycleDetect(profile)
started← false ; step← 0; cycles← new Array
for each state in profile
do

step← step+ 1
if started
then

if state is off
then
end← stepcycles.append((start, end))
started← false
else

if state is heating
then

started← true
if previous state is base load
then
{
start← step− 1
else
{
start← step
return (cycles)
Settings estimation
Heating water is energy intensive and requires most energy during a dishwasher
cycle. The amount of energy depends on the amount of water and the
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temperature setting. The water demand varies with the plate setting.
Dishwashers with a plate setting of 12 are most frequently sold, their market
share is 83.3 %. The second and the third most frequently sold have 9 and 8
plate settings, with a respective market share of 8.5 % and 4.1 % [140]. Thus,
95.9 % of all dishwashers sold, have a plate setting of 12, 9 or 8. Therefore,
only those plate settings are considered.
The amount of water that needs to be heated (both washing and hot rinsing) is
assumed to be 13 litres for a 12 plate setting. The water demand scales with
the plate setting: a 9 plate setting requires 9.75 l to be heated and a 8 plate
setting 8.7 l.
The temperature settings differ between brands, some have 35 ℃ as lowest
temperature, others 45 ℃. To compensate for the differences, four temperature
settings are assumed: 40 ℃, 50 ℃, 60 ℃ and 70 ℃, both for washing and
hot rinsing. The temperature values are based on the settings distribution
in [47]: 40 ℃is the average of the 35/45 ℃ range, 50 ℃is the lower boundary
of the 50/55 ℃range, 70 ℃remains 70. To make the values equidistant, steps of
10 ℃are used: 65 ℃ is used in stead of 60 ℃, the difference between 65 ℃ and
70 ℃ is not large enough to distinguish amongst them.
Initially, the plate setting is assumed to be 12 because of the large market share.
If the total recalculated electricity consumption is too high compared to the
detected electricity demand, the algorithm is executed again with a lower value.
A relative difference of 20 % is translated in a plate setting of 9, a relative
difference of 40 % results in 8.
The electrical energy needed to heat up the water is calculated similarly as for
the washing machine. However, the efficiency (ηeff ) is only 55 % for dishwashers.
Validation
The cycle detection is validated by comparing the sum of the electricity
consumption of the cycles and the consumption during stand by with the total
consumption, both should be equal. The validation of the settings estimation
algorithm is done by comparing the electricity demand of the individual cycles
with the calculated demand of the settings estimated. The sum of the detected
cycles has to equal the sum of the recalculated cycles. Also the absolute (RMSD)
and the relative difference (CV(RMSD)) between the individual cycles has to
be compared and should be as low as possible.
The validation is done on the project’s dataset 1 (Section 2.5.1). The data
contains measurements of 53 dishwashers. In 50 of those, dishwasher cycles are
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detected. 10 load profiles are randomly selected for validation purposes.
The ‘no data’ column shows the unavailability of the data during the year. The
load profile of dishwasher 23 contains large gaps. However, there are 226 cycles
detected. The profile is checked manually and the customer pulled the plug of
the dishwasher some minutes after each cycle. The total electricity demand of
each load profile can be found in the ‘total’ column. Average fifteen minute
power below 5 W is marked as ‘stand by’ power.
Validation of the cycle detection algorithm is done by comparing the ‘detected’
electricity demand to the ‘total’ minus the ‘stand by’ electricity demand. Both
are not completely the same but very close, as shown in Table 6.4. The
explanation is the same as for washing machines: ‘base load’ is detected at
30 W while ‘stand by’ stops at 5 W.
The recalculation of the cycles allows for a validation of the settings estimation
algorithm. The total electricity demand of the recalculated cycles for the
different dishwashers are shown in Table 6.4. The settings detection algorithm
overestimates the electricity demand in cycles. The largest relative difference
between detected and calculated is 11 % (dishwasher 27), the smallest is 0.3 %
(dishwasher 40).
The root mean square deviation (RMSD) is higher for dishwashers compared to
washing machines and goes up to 214 Wh per cycle (dishwasher 25). The higher
values for RMSD are partly explained by the higher electricity consumption per
cycle: the relative error (CV(RMSD)) is higher for dishwashers as well, but the
relative difference is smaller. To make the relative difference easier to compare
signal to noise ratio (SNR, the inverse of CV(RMSD)) is compared as well. The
highest SNR is found for dishwasher 9 (17.0), the lowest for dishwasher 25 (4.5).
A SNR of 4.5 is only mediocre, the other SNR values are higher than 5 and
considered to be good.
Privacy
The detection of a dishwasher and its number of weekly cycles help to estimate
the number of inhabitants and the total net income of the household.
The relation between household size and dishwasher ownership rate is shown
in Table 6.5 [48]. The more inhabitants, the more likely the household owns
a dishwasher. The frequency of using the dishwasher during the week is
also correlated to the household size. A single person home has on average
2.6 dishwasher cycles per week, while a four person household operates the
dishwasher on average 6.2 times [48].
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Household size 1 2 3 4 ≥ 5
Ownership rate 50 % 66 % 72 % 78 % 80 %
Table 6.5: Relation between household size and dishwasher ownership.
net income owners total ownership rate
[e] [#] [#] [%]
0 - 1000 7 29 24
1001 - 2000 72 150 48
2001 - 3000 61 93 66
3001 - 4000 52 71 72
4001 - 5000 24 26 92
over 5000 11 12 92
Table 6.6: Relation between net household income and dishwasher ownership.
61.1 % of the people participating in the survey (Section 2.4) have a dishwasher.
The survey also polled for the net income of the household. 381 of the 491
households (i.e. 77.6 %) answered this question. 227 of those 381 households
(59.6 %) have a dishwasher. The relation between the net income and dishwasher
ownership is shown in Table 6.6. The higher the income, the more likely the
family owns a dishwasher. A more formal way to describe the probability of
the income given that he or she owns a dishwasher P (income|dishwasher) is,
P (income|dishwasher) = P (income) · P (dishwasher|income)
P (dishwasher) (6.6)
where the probability of an income P (income) is obtained from the Directorate
General for Statistics and Economic Information [12], the probability of owning
a dishwasher given the income is presented in Table 6.5 and the probability of
owning a dishwasher P (dishwasher) is also known, see above.
A single person home is more likely to have a lower net income than a household
with two people. The household size and the net income have some relation.
The combination of the information delivered by owning a dishwasher or not,
the frequency of operation and information from other appliances gives insights
of the household situation.
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6.2.3 Tumble dryer
The load placed into a tumble dryer, together with the residual moisture level
determine a tumble dryer’s electrical load cycle. A small adaptation of the cycle
detection and settings estimation algorithms enable detecting tumble dryers
with a heat pump. Both help to relate the use of a tumble dryer to household
income. The cycle detection and the settings estimation algorithms are the
basis for the tumble dryer model in Section 7.3.3.
Operating principle
Tumble dryers evaporate the residual moisture in laundry. A fan blows air over
the heating resistor and into the tub. The drum motor ensures that the laundry
is swung back and forward so that the air isn’t blown on the same pieces of
clothing. After removing the moisture, the tumble dryer blows cold air over the
laundry to cool it down. Modern tumble dryers use a heat pump instead of
heating resistors.
The power rating of a heating resistor is typically 2 kW. Sometimes heating
resistors of 3 kW or the combination of a 2 kW and a 1 kW resistor which can
be operated individually are encountered as well.
The heating resistor is switched on the moment a cycle is started and operates
until the laundry is dry. Laundry is considered to be dry when the humidity is
at the desired level. Old tumble dryers use a timer.
Cycle detection
The states of a tumble dryer cycle are ‘heating’, ‘base load’ and ‘off’. The
tumble dryer heats when the heating resistor is switched on and ‘base load’
is demanded when cold air is blown. The states are the same as those of a
washing machine cycle. Therefore, the same cycle detection algorithm as the
one for a washing machine (Algorithm 6.2.1) is used. The thresholds for the
different states are also the same.
Settings estimation
Tumble dryers evaporate the latent moisture in the laundry. The heat to
remove the moisture (Qh) depends on the amount of moisture and the initial
temperature of the water. The electrical energy is related to the heat (Qh) and
the efficiency (ηeff ), which is taken to be 90 %.
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To determine the required heat (Qh), the inverse reasoning holds. The electrical
energy for heating (Eh) is the total electrical energy demand of the cycle (Et),
minus the electricity demand due to base load (Eb).
Qh = Eh · ηeff = (Et − Eb) · ηeff (6.7)
The electricity demand because of ‘base load’ (Eb) is the ‘base load’ power
(200 W) times the duration of the cycle tcycle. The cooling of the laundry takes
around 10 minutes.
Eb = Pb · tcycle (6.8)
The maximum power encountered during the cycle and the total electricity
demand are used to find the cycle duration (tcycle) expressed in hours: the total
electricity demand divided by the maximum power. Four powers are considered
as maximum: 2 kW if the maximum power is higher than 1.8 kW, 1.5 kW when
the maximum power is between 1.4 and 1.8 kW, 1 kW if the power is between
1.4 kW and 800 W and 500 W for powers between 400 and 800 W.
The amount of water in the laundry, i.e. the residual moisture, is calculated
from the heat (Qh). First, the water needs to be heated to 100 ℃. The water in
the laundry is assumed to be at 15 ℃, resulting in a temperature increase (∆T )
of 85℃. The specific heat of water (c) is 4200 J/kgK or 1.167 Wh/K. Thereafter,
the water needs to be evaporated. The energy required to evaporate water is
determined by the latent heat of water (L) being 2.26 MJ/kg or 6.278 kWh/kg.
mw =
Qh
c ·∆T + L (6.9)
Estimates about the weight of the laundry placed in the machine are done by
making assumptions about the residual moisture level. The spinning speed of the
washing machine cycle determines the residual moisture level. By combining the
spinning speeds of France and Germany, an estimate about the spinning speed
of Belgium is made. Due to a lack of data for Belgium, data of the neighbouring
countries are used. 41 % of the washing machine cycles have a spinning speed
between 1000 and 1300 rpm [48]. 1200 rpm and the accompanying 55 % residual
moisture level are used to estimate the weight of the laundry (ml).
ml =
mw
0.55 (6.10)
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Validation
Measurements of 69 tumble dryers are available in the project’s dataset 1
(Section 2.5.1). Tumble dryer cycles are found in 63 of them. 10 load profiles
where tumble dryer cycles are detected, are randomly selected to validate the
cycle detection and the settings estimation algorithms (Table 6.7).
The availability of the data per load profile is made clear by the ‘no data’ column.
A high number of measurements are available compared to the randomly selected
profiles of the washing machines and the dishwashers. The total measured
electricity demand and the stand by power are again shown as respectively
‘total’ and ‘stand by’. The upper boundary for stand by power remains 5 W.
The cycle detection algorithm is validated by comparing the cycles’ detected
electricity demand against the total demand minus the stand by electricity
demand. The detection algorithm misses some of the cycles. For example
tumble dryer 25 has 7.22 kWh which cannot be explained by stand by power.
However, the cycle detection algorithm is able to capture most of the cycles: the
largest relative difference between total minus stand by and detected electricity
demand is 3.38 % (tumble dryer 28).
The recalculation of the electricity demand of the cycles is the basis to validate
the settings estimation algorithm. The largest relative difference between
detected and recalculated cycles is low (1.42 % for tumble dryer 19). The total
recalculated electricity demand is higher than the detected demand.
The root mean square deviation (RMSD) of the detected versus the recalculated
cycles is small. The highest value is encountered with tumble dryer 25: 27 Wh
per cycle. The relative error (CV(RMSD)) is low, which results in high signal-
to-noise ratios SNR of 60 to 250, knowing that the threshold for SNR is 5.
Privacy
The ownership rate of a tumble dryer is related to the household size and the
total net income of the household, both are visualised in respectively Table 6.8
and Table 6.9. The source for both tables are data from the survey of Section 2.4.
Owning a tumble dryer hence gives information on household size and the total
net income. The income estimation P (income|dryer) is done in the same way as
for dishwashers (6.6): the ownership of dishwashers is replaced by the ownership
of tumble dryers.
However, to get a clear overview of the household size, the information needs
to be combined with information from other appliances and total electricity
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Household size 1 2 3 4 ≥ 5
Ownership rate 52 % 70 % 76 % 88 % 94 %
Table 6.8: Relation between household size and tumble dryer ownership.
net income owners total ownership rate
[e] [#] [#] [%]
0 - 1000 13 29 45
1001 - 2000 99 150 66
2001 - 3000 70 93 75
3001 - 4000 55 71 77
4001 - 5000 23 26 88
over 5000 10 12 83
Table 6.9: Relation between net household income and tumble dryer ownership.
demand. The average number of cycles per week on the other hand only gives
marginal information about the household, a single person household uses the
tumble dryer on average 2.4 times per week, while a five person household only
operates the tumble dryer once per week more.
Tumble dryers with a heat pump are more expensive. The dryers have a lower
power demand, around 1 kW, compared to 2 kW for a regular tumble dryer.
All households in the field test, see Section 2.5.2, are equipped with a tumble
dryer with a heat pump.
A rule is added to the settings detection algorithm to find the type of tumble
dryer. Tumble dryers operate with a heat pump if the maximum power during
a cycle is lower than 1 kW for 80 % of the cycles. 89 of the 95 tumble dryers
are correctly labelled as heat pump tumble dryers by this rule, an accuracy of
93.7 %. A simple rule makes it thus possible to find out if the tumble dryer is
an expensive one.
6.3 Conclusions
The detection of appliances in the total electricity demand of the household is
possible if the resolution is high enough, for example a 6 second interval. The
detection of appliances becomes harder when the frequency of measurements
goes down. On a fifteen minute scale, it becomes very hard to detect appliances.
A fifteen minute scale is the resolution used in smart meters.
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Providers of home management systems gather, next to measurements of
the electricity demand at the connection point, measurements of individual
appliances. The appliance cycles can easily be detected and the settings of
the appliance during the cycles can be estimated. Cycle detection and settings
estimation algorithms for washing machines, tumble dryers and dishwashers are
described. The algorithms are used further on to model the appliances.
Privacy sensitive information can be estimated from the appliance ownership
and usage. Special washes indicate more expensive clothing. Household sizes are
related to the frequency of operating washing machines and dishwashers. The
estimation of household size can be enhanced by combining estimation based
on total electricity demand, appliance ownership and appliance usage. The net
income of a household and the ownership rate of dishwashers and tumble dryers
are related as well. Tumble dryers with a heat pump are more expensive than
tumble dryers that operate with a heating resistor. Whether the tumble dryer
works with a heat pump is easily detected with a simple rule.
Chapter 7
Electricity demand for
simulations
Residential electricity demand data is well protected in Europe because of
privacy concerns [141, 138] (Chapter 6). The number of residential electricity
monitoring companies are limited and the companies are not keen to share data
and usually provide aggregated electricity demand. Information such as peaks
in individual load profiles, together with load factors are lost because of demand
aggregation. The selection and the generation of load profiles is described in
this chapter.
A set of selected customers itself is considered representative if it represents the
average population of a geographic area, such as Belgium. In some simulations,
demographic properties and attitude towards active demand are important
to draw conclusions, therefore only customers who responded to the survey
(Section 2.4) are considered to sub-sample from. Because of the non-response,
the set is biased. A quota optimisation technique is proposed.
Electricity demand at the connection point of houses is modelled with the use of
Markov models. Distribution fits are the basis for models describing electricity
demand of wet appliances. The models are able to generate load profiles of
respectively the connection point and wet appliances.
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7.1 Profile selection
Smart grid projects need a representative set of customers to draw conclusions
for the whole population. However, people motivated and interested in smart
grids are over-represented. The same problem occurs for the selection of profiles
for simulations. If the sampling frame, i.e. the population to sample from, is
not representative, it is difficult to sample a representative set of profiles with
simple random sampling or systematic sampling. A method to cope with the
selection problem is needed.
Various sampling techniques are compared in Section 7.1.1. An optimisation
algorithm is used to select a set of households (Selection 7.1.3) according to
information of the whole population (Section 7.1.2). The result presented in
Section 7.1.4 is a set which fulfils the selection requirements.
7.1.1 Sampling techniques
The literature describes two classes of sampling techniques: probability and
non-probability sampling (Section 3.4).
Probability sampling
The probability sampling techniques are simple random, systematic, stratified
and cluster sampling. Simple random sampling and systematic sampling are not
suited to fix the non-representativeness. Cluster sampling requires clusters of
individuals to be selected. A possible clustering scheme is grouping households
from the same village and selecting the village. However, this also doesn’t fix
the non-representativeness.
Stratified sampling makes it possible to obtain a sample representative of the
target population. The sampling frame needs to be divided in distinct strata
based on the relevant demographic properties and the total yearly electricity
consumption. The probability of each of the strata has to be calculated.
Individuals can be randomly sampled according to the probability of each
stratum. A stratum is defined by the combination of different demographic
properties and total electricity demand.
However, the Directorate General for Statistics and Economic Information
does not provide information about the combination of demographic properties.
It is for example unknown how many of the households are of size 3 in a
semi-detached house and a surface area for business. The assumption that
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demographic parameters are equally distributed in every combination could be
made. For example, 30 % of the households are single person. Considering an
equal distribution, this would mean that 30 % of the households with a low
consumption as well as 30 % of the households with a high consumption are
single person households. However, the assumptions would be wrong.
Non-probability sampling
The non-probability sampling techniques (Section 3.4) are convenience, modal
instance, snowball, expert and quota sampling. Convenience sampling does not
fix the non-representativeness. In modal instance sampling, only the mode is
selected. Heterogeneity sampling samples diversity rather than in proportion
to the target population. Snowball sampling requires individuals to suggest
other individuals, which will result in similar demographic properties for the
individuals.
Expert sampling requires an expert in the field to assemble the sample
determining the demographic parameters for sampling. Machine learning
processes (Section 5.1.2) are regarded as experts. Age of the respondent,
number of inhabitants, number of inhabitants at home during the evening,
surface area for a business, owning a freezer, owning a dishwasher and the
housing type are hence regarded as the important demographic parameters.
Quota sampling resembles stratified sampling, but without the requirement for
individual strata. The selection of individuals has to be done in proportion to the
quota. The demographic parameters for which quota need to be defined are the
ones found by the expert. The quota themselves are determined by information
from the Directorate General for Statistics and Economic Information.
7.1.2 Quota definitions
The quota are related to the electricity demand itself and to the demographic
parameters influencing demand. Total yearly electricity consumption is used as a
proxy for the electricity demand during the year. The demographic parameters
with quota are number of inhabitants per household and the housing type.
Another requirement is that 63 % of the selected households need to have a
connection for gas. The latter is a requirement from the Linear project.
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Electricity demand
The total yearly electricity demand is described by a Weibull function in
Section 5.1.1. The parameters of the fit are the same parameters for the
cumulative Weibull distribution function. A cumulative distribution describes
the probability that a variable X is smaller than or equal to a value x.
The cumulative Weibull distribution is used to divide the distribution into
eight equally probable classes. However, because of the use of bins, some are
slightly more probable than others. The lower bounds of the classes are shown
in Table 7.2. The upper bound of a class is the lower bound of the following.
The lower bound of class 1 is 0 kWh. Class 8 does not have an upper bound.
Demographic parameters
The demographic parameters that predict total yearly electricity demand,
electricity load factor and variance on power demand well are: age of the
respondent, number of inhabitants and surface area for business [142]. Housing
type is relevant for the total yearly electricity demand and variance (not for the
load factor) and is hence considered as well.
The Directorate General for Statistics and Economic Information describes
distributions over the demographic properties in Belgium and is considered
to be an expert. The distributions of the number of inhabitants and the
housing types are shown in Table 7.3 and 7.4 [12]. The social segmentation
(attitudes) (Section 4.4.3) is also incorporated, however each segment got an
equal probability.
7.1.3 Quota optimisation
The selection of households in proportion to the various quota is done with an
optimisation algorithm. Constraint programming is used in both approaches
to optimise the quota. The first approach uses logic programming, the second
combines constraints with mathematical programming.
Constraint programming itself works in two levels. First, constraints are stated
over the programming variables. Second, a computer program is written
indicating how the variables should be modified in order to find the values of
the variables satisfying the constraints [143].
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Data representation
consumption(total, 1, 5410).
consumption(total, 3, 4567).
...
inhabitants(1, 3).
inhabitants(3, 2).
...
Rules and constraint definitions
get_ids_consumption(R, Min, Max) :-
C $>= Min, C $< Max,
findall(X, consumption(total, X, C), R).
...
housing_constraints(H) :-
get_ids_housing(R1, 1), length(H1, 40), H1 :: R1,
get_ids_housing(R2, 2), length(H2, 25), H2 :: R2,
get_ids_housing(R3, 3), length(H3, 30), H3 :: R3,
get_ids_housing(R4, 4), length(H4, 5), H4 :: R4,
flatten([H1, H2, H3, H4], H),
alldifferent(H).
...
Knowledge query example
housing_constraints(R1), consumption_constraints(R2), labeling(R1), permutation(R1, R2).
Figure 7.1: Constraint logic programming flow of quota optimisation
Constraint programming
Constraint logic programming is a declarative programming approach combining
logic and constraint programming. Logic programming is based on first order
logic. Knowledge and rules are declared in the logic program. The logic
program tries to answer a query based on its facts and rules. In constraint logic
programming, queries are answered based on the stated knowledge, rules and
constraints. The latter speed up queries [144].
The structure of the constraint logic program is shown in Figure 7.1. The
data representation states the facts on the data, household 1 for example has
an electricity consumption of 5410 kWh on yearly basis. Thereafter, rules
and constraints are defined. get_ids_consumption couples the household-
ids with an electricity demand between Min and Max to the variable R.
housing_constraints requires that the distribution of the different housing
types is met. The knowledge query starts the search for a solution.
Branch and bound algorithms are used when a query is requested. The
algorithms may choose any household-id within the defined constraints. The
constraint programming implementation has one large downside: the use of
permutations. The elements cannot be ordered and thus permutations are
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1 1 2 3 4
di
st
r.
1 2 5 6 7 8
3 9 10 11 12
4 13 14 15 16
1 2 3 4
distr. 2
Table 7.1: Mathematical programming: bin numbering
required. Checking permutations increases the calculation time dramatically.
An attempt to place the elements in an ordered form has been made by using
a suspended quick-sort algorithm, but the constraint programming system
orders the domains of the list elements instead of delaying ordering of complete
list [142].
Mathematical programming
Mathematical programming has been extended with constraint programming
as well [143, 145]. A constraint can be converted into a mathematical function
f(x1, x2, . . . , xn) which results into 1 if the constraints c(x1, x2, . . . , xn) are met.
The selection problem is translated into a mixed integer linear programming
problem. Every distribution, i.e. every quotum is a dimension, in the vector
space (Table 7.1). Combinations of bins are numbered and called combined
bins. Combined bin 10 in Table 7.1 is the combination of bin 3 of the first and
bin 2 of the second distribution. The number of combined ncbins bins is hence,
ncbins =
ndists∏
d=1
ndbins (7.1)
The first constraint is the number of households per combined bin. The number
of selected households has to be a natural number (an integer) and the maximum
number of households to select from the combined bin selcb is the number of
households in the combined bin ncbel ,
0 ≤ selcb ≤ ncbel , ∀selcb ∈ N (7.2)
∀cb ∈ cbins
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Table 7.2: Distribution and boundaries quotum classes total yearly consumption
quotum class 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
lower bound [kWh] 0 1277 2043 2809 3575 4342 5363 6896
% required 11.0 11.6 13.1 13.1 12.0 13.4 13.6 12.1
# selected 11 12 13 13 12 13 14 12
The total number of households to be selected nel is the second constraint,
ncbins∑
cb=1
selcb = nel (7.3)
The optimal solution is that each bin quotum per distribution qd,b is met for all
distributions. The number of selected individuals per bin per distribution is
quotum qd,b times number of households to be selected nel. The real number
of selected households per bin per distribution is however the sum over all
combined bins related to the respective bin of the distribution,
min
x
ndists∑
d=1
ndbins∑
b=1
∣∣∣∣∣∣qd,b · ntosel −
cbinsd,b∑
cb
selcb
∣∣∣∣∣∣
 (7.4)
The result of the optimisation is the number of households to be selected per
combined bin selcb, the selection within combined bins is done by uniform
random sampling.
7.1.4 Selected profiles
The mathematical programming approach is executed for the selection of 100
households. The distribution of the number of households with respect to the
total electricity consumption, together with the required percentages are shown
in Table 7.2. The algorithm found a number per class corresponding to the
rounded version of the required number. However, numbers might differ when
an insufficient number of customers is available in a bin. The quota for number
of inhabitants (Table 7.3) and housing types (Table 7.4) are met as well.
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Table 7.3: Distribution of number of inhabitants per household
inhabitants 1 2 3 4 5 ≥ 6
% required 30 34 16 14 5 1
# selected 30 34 16 14 5 1
Table 7.4: Distribution of housing types in selection
housing type detached semi-detached terraced apartment
% required 40 25 30 5
# selected 40 25 30 5
7.2 Profile generation
The selection of load profiles is not always possible. Privacy issues or non
disclosure agreements might prevent the use of original load profiles. A way
to work with load profiles without needing the original ones is by modelling
profiles. Modelling and generation of load profiles of the electricity demand at
the connection of households is described in this section. The approach works
top-down, in contrast to the bottom-up approaches described in the literature
(Section 4.3.2).
The residential load data of Flanders as (Section 2.3) are the basis for the
models. The regenerated load profiles have the same properties, such as power
distribution and autocorrelation, as the original data.
Modelling is done with Markov models. States are defined for each customer
type (Section 5.2.3). A first Markov model describes the behaviour of the
customer type, electricity usage during the various days of the week are namely
correlated, see the autocorrelation plot (Figure 7.3). The second Markov model
adds variation to this behaviour. A profile is generated by first creating a
sequence of states describing the behaviour, then used by the variation model
to create the electricity demand (in states) during multiple days. The states
are converted into electrical power to finish the profile. A behaviour model and
seven variation models (a model for each day of the week) are built for each
quarter of the year.
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7.2.1 States
Markov chains describe transitions between discrete states (Section 3.3).
Transitions are discrete in time. Load profiles are also discrete in time, but
continuous in the electrical power domain. Each state of a Markov chain has
to describe an interval in electrical power in order to model a load profile.
To determine the borders of the states in terms of power, knowledge of its
distribution is required.
The distribution of the electrical power describes how likely an electrical power
value is. A curve fit through the histogram of the electrical power parametrizes
the distribution. A cumulative histogram allows for a cumulative distribution fit.
Cumulative distributions make it possible to divide the distribution in multiple
equally likely parts. Each part has its own boundaries and is considered to be a
state.
The electrical power distribution differs between the various customer types.
An electrical power distribution has to be made for each customer type. The
quality of a histogram depends on the number of observations to create it. The
quality of a histogram can be scaled-up by using fuzzy histograms [146]. The
histograms of a customer type are made fuzzy by using the weights proposed in
Section 5.2.3. The power distribution histogram of one customer is weighted
according to the probability the load profile is part of the customer type. The
normalised sum of the weighted histograms represents the histogram of the
customer type.
Histograms with bin sizes of 0.01 kW are built with both relaxed and corrected
models (Section 5.2.3). The Markov chains are trained for both to make a
comparison possible. Only the distribution fit with the relaxed weights is
explained in the remainder of this section as the principles of fitting are the
same.
Weibull distributions have the best results in power and total electricity demand
curve fits (Section 5.1.1). First, an attempt is made to fit one curve though
the cumulative fuzzy distribution of a customer type. The fit for the average
day-consumer on the relaxed cumulative histogram is represented as ‘single fit’
(Figure 7.2).
The fit is not good enough to work with. To improve parametrisation, a double
curve fit is done on the cumulative distribution. A first curve is fitted onto
the first 65 % of the data, a second one on the tail, i.e. the remaining 35 % of
the data. After 65 %, the slope of the down trend of the probability density
curve flattens, requiring another fit to compensate for the underestimation
of the tail. The parameters from the cumulative distribution fits are used
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Table 7.5: Evaluation of single and joint fit for average day-consumer
data single fit joint fit
average 0.45 kW 0.41 kW 0.44 kW
median 0.26 kW 0.22 kW 0.29 kW
RMSE 0 0.0021 0.00086
to create the non-cumulative distribution of both fits. The first 65 % of the
likelihoods (non-cumulative) of the first fit and the last 35 % of the second
together represent the distribution of the joint fit (after normalisation). The
normalisation is done by dividing the likelihoods by the sum of the likelihoods.
The ‘joint fit’ fits the data better than the ‘single fit’ (Figure 7.2). The difference
for the average day-consumer is presented in Table 7.5. All values are calculated
starting from the second bin as the first value of the ‘single fit’ is infinite. The
average and the median power in the ‘joint fit’ case are closer to the data and
the root mean square error (RMSE) is also lower.
The cumulative distributions of the ‘joint fits’ each are divided into 10 equally
probable states. The state boundaries are set at the electrical power which
coincides with 10 % increases of the cumulative probability. Given the skewness
of the probability distributions, frequently occurring low electrical powers are
modelled with more states, i.e. more detail, while lesser frequent high powers
will have fewer states, i.e. less detail.
The choice for 10 states per customer type is a trade-off between level of detail,
size of the transition matrix and risk of overfitting. More states result in more
detailed models. However, more states also mean fewer data per state and per
transition between states, i.e. a higher risk of overfitting the data. The Markov
chains used to model the load profiles are second order ones, having transition
matrices with size S3, where S is the number of states. A high number of states
would result in large, sparse matrices.
7.2.2 Transitions
The Markov chains to model electricity demand are second order non-
homogeneous ones. Non-homogeneous refers to the transitions changing each
time step. The reasoning behind the non-homogeneousness is that the probability
of a certain electrical power demand changes during the day. For example for
the average day-consumer, it is more likely that a high power is demanded at
noon, compared to 3 am (Figure 7.6, original).
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(a) Single and joint curve fit of cumulative probability
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Figure 7.2: Cumulative and normal probability fit of average power per fifteen
minutes for the average day-consumer using relaxed weights
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Figure 7.3: Autocorrelation of one randomly selected load profile of one year
length
Second order Markov chains have a memory of size one, i.e. one value is stored:
not only the current state is used to determine the next state, but also the
previous one. For a randomly selected profile, the autocorrelation plot over a full
year is calculated (Figure 7.3). The correlation between the current demand and
the demand for the next fifteen minutes is 0.78, between the previous and the
next fifteen minutes 0.58, still being high. The autocorrelation explains the need
for a second order Markov chain: the electricity demand in a household doesn’t
change fast enough between fifteen minute measurements to work without a
memory function.
Two types of Markov chains are trained: to build the behaviour of a customer
and to add variation to the resulting behaviour. Only one Markov chain did not
suffice to recreate load profiles: there isn’t any information about the difference
in electricity demand during the different days of the week and the load profiles
are too smoothed.
The difference between regular Markov chains and the Markov chains here is the
way the transitions are calculated. Instead of counting the number of transitions
and normalising them, the probability of belonging to a certain customer type
is used in the construction of the transition matrices for that customer type. A
customer that is more likely to belong to a given type has a larger impact on
these transition matrices. Also, more data is used to construct the transition
matrices because customers with a low probability of belonging to a customer
type still impact the transition matrix.
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Behaviour chain
The autocorrelation (Figure 7.3) shows that the behaviour of one day is
correlated to that of other days. In this case, the correlation between a day and
the next is 0.167. The correlation stays about the same for other succeeding
days. The behaviour of a customer can thus be built from one day of the week.
Weekdays are very similar, Saturdays and Sundays are slightly different with
respect to electricity demand. Monday is a weekday and hence selected as day
to train upon.
The behaviour Markov chain is built as follows. Xb(t) is a stochastic process
with 96 time steps, a time step t for every fifteen minutes of a day. The behaviour
is modelled by Prb, the probability of going to state i in the current time step
t, given previous state j and the state before k,
Prb{Xb(t) = i|Xb(t− 1) = j,Xb(t− 2) = k} = P bi,j,k(t, t− 1, t− 2) (7.5)
Each time step t has its own transition matrix P bi,j,k(t, t − 1, t − 2). Each
customer type has its own behaviour Markov chain. For each quarter of the
year and each customer type, a behaviour Markov chain is built. The use of
quarters makes it possible to include seasonal effects (Section 2.2).
Variation chain
A variation Markov chain is built for each day of the week of each quarter of
the year for each customer type. The purpose of the variation chains is to
include day-specific information in the sequence of resulting states. Electricity
demand on Sunday for example is different from electricity demand on Mondays,
although there is some relation between them. The difference between the
average week- and the weekend day of the average day-consumers is visualised
in the ‘original’ curves of Figure 7.6.
Again, Xv(t) is a stochastic process with 96 time steps. The variation is modelled
by Prv, which states that the probability of the current state i depends on the
state j at the same time step t of the behaviour model Xb and on the previous
state k. Each time step has its own transition matrix P vi,j,k(t, t, t− 1).
Prv{Xv(t) = i|Xb(t) = j,Xv(t− 1) = k} = P vi,j,k(t, t, t− 1) (7.6)
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7.2.3 Data generation
Load profiles are generated by taking samples of one step of the Markov chains.
First, states are sampled from the behaviour Markov chain, resulting in a
sequence of behaviour states. Secondly, the behaviour states are used as input
for the variation Markov chains. Single step samples are taken to ensure that the
initial state (the behaviour) isn’t forgotten [147]. States representing demand
during a specific day are sampled from the variation Markov chains. The states
are translated into electrical power by taking a random sample of the interval
of the state and passing it to the inverse of the joint distribution fit.
The process is described more formally in 4 steps:
1. Select a cluster to generate a profile for.
2. Create the general behaviour of the customer.
• Randomly select two start states (Xb(t0 − 1) and Xb(t0)) according
to their probability.
• Take one-step samples from the the behaviour Markov chain until
all behaviour states (Xb(t)) are generated.
3. Create the behaviour of the customer on different days.
• Randomly select a start state for the day (Xv(t0)), according to the
probability of the state.
• Use the start state of the day (Xv(t0)) and the start state of the
model (Xb(t0)) to create the next state (Xv(t1)).
• Take one-step samples from the detail Markov model of that day until
the detailed behaviour of the customer during that day is generated.
• Repeat for all days of the week and repeat multiple times if more
than one week is needed.
4. Convert the states into power.
• Randomly sample a value from the power distribution within the
limits of the state.
• Repeat for each state until the load profile is generated.
7.2.4 Validation
The results are validated by comparing generated with measured profiles. The
original clustering weights, not the relaxed or the corrected one, are used for the
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Figure 7.4: A Thursday in the first quarter of two measured and two generated
profiles from the average day consumer group
measured profiles (Section 5.2). The focus of the validation is on four aspects of
the results: average power, power distribution, shape of the cluster centre and
autocorrelation. However, to make sure that the individual profiles are correct
as well, they are compared first.
Individual profiles
Two measured and two generated profiles from the average day consumer
are picked to compare against each other (Figure 7.4). The profiles depicted
show the first Thursday of the first quarter. The trend of the profiles is very
comparable, showing that the model is able to generate individual profiles.
Average power
Average power is considered to be a proxy of the total demand. The
representativeness of the magnitude of the electricity demand is tested with the
average power.
Table 7.6 shows the average power over all generated profiles for every customer
type, calculated from the original profiles using the original cluster centre: the
average of the average week per quarter per customer type is calculated.
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Figure 7.5: Probability mass function of the average power per fifteen minutes
of the generated load profiles for the small day consumers
The average power of the various customer types are closer to the real average
power when the demand of the customer type is lower. The power distribution
is the reason for the lower average power, as explained later.
The corrected model performs slightly better than the relaxed except for the
large business consumer where the average power completely misses the average
power and relatively large business consumer where no load profiles could be
generated.
Power distribution
An electrical power distribution shows how the electrical power is distributed
over all time steps and all profiles of a given customer type. Similar power
distributions means that electrical power values are equally probable between
sets. A comparison of the electrical power distribution of the original data and
the generated data allows for the validation of the electrical power values of the
generated data.
A detailed view on the electrical power distributions is shown in Figure 7.5. The
distribution of the electrical power for the generated load profiles of the small
day consumer is plotted against the measured data. Both the distributions
of the relaxed and the corrected model follow the original distribution well,
because the fuzzy histograms are very similar to the original. The technique is
able to reproduce the fuzzy histograms.
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The fuzzy histograms influenced by other clusters (Figure 5.2) differ from the
original. The comparison is therefore done on boxplots. Boxplots are able to
represent the distribution in a simple and convenient way. The boxplots are
built in the same way as in Section 5.2.3 (Figure 5.3), the middle bar represents
the power distribution of the original data, the left plot shows the results from
the relaxed and the right the corrected model. The minimum and the maximum
value are the 5th and the 95th percentile, the box boundaries are the 25th and
the 75th percentile and the line in the box is the median. The boxplots of the
various customer types are presented in Figure 7.6.
The distributions show the same trend as the average power and in the boxplots
of the weighted cluster data (Figure 5.3). The boxplots of the generated and the
original data of the customer types with low demand are very similar. However,
the higher the demand of a customer type, the more the median and the tail of
the distribution of the generated data differs from the original data. The reason
is the same as for the boxplots of relaxed and the corrected cluster weights
(Section 5.2.3): the distributions tend to regress to the mean. The corrected
model performs in general slightly better than the relaxed model, just as in
Section 5.2.3.
Shape of cluster centres
The load curve of a customer type shows the demand of the average customer
within that cluster. The timing of the demand of the generated load profiles is
checked with the load curve of the customer type.
The load curves of the average week and weekend day of the second quarter of
the year of the average day consumer are shown in Figure 7.7. The shape of the
load curves generated by both the relaxed and the corrected model are similar
to the original load curves, but the power demand is lower. The load curve
of the relaxed model follows the timing of power rise in the morning during
weekends better compared to the corrected. The changing probabilities of the
transitions ensure higher electricity demand during the correct periods of the
day for both.
The load curves of the other customer types give similar results, expect for the
ones where the electrical power distribution and the average power differ from
the original data.
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Figure 7.6: Distribution of electrical power of the original (centre) data and the
generated relaxed (left) and corrected (right) data.
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Figure 7.7: Average week and weekend day of the average day consumer in the
second quarter of the year
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Figure 7.8: 13 week autocorrelation of one randomly selected load profile and
one generated profile
Autocorrelation
Previous top down load data approaches are unable to reproduce the
autocorrelation common to load profiles, as explained in Section 4.3.2. The
autocorrelation plot of a randomly selected profile from the original and
the generated data set using the relaxed model are shown in Figure 7.8.
The autocorrelation is taken from a 13 week profile. The figure shows that
autocorrelation is reproduced. The same results are found with the corrected
model.
7.3 Appliance profile generation
The models describing demand at the connection point give no information
on the impact of shifting appliances. To simulate those, models are required,
describing the use and electricity demand of wet appliances.
The project’s dataset 1 (Section 2.5.1) is the input of the appliance models.
Within the appliances’ measurements, cycles are detected by the algorithms
(Section 6.2). The settings are estimated for each detected cycle with the help
of the slightly modified settings estimation algorithms of Section 6.2.
The detected cycles and the corresponding settings are parametrised with the
help of distributions and start curves, curves presenting the likelihood of starting
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the appliance. An appliance model consists of the distributions and the start
curves. Each customer type has its own model.
By parametrising start curves and settings distributions, electricity demand is
generalised. Sampling results in the reuse of a (large) set of load cycles, while
models are able to generate unseen load cycles, depending on the distribution of
the parameters. The generalisations does not hold for the dishwasher, because
of the limited parametrisation possibilities. Data generation is also privacy
friendly: generated load cycles are not coupled to a household.
7.3.1 Approach
The appliance models consist of start curves and probability distributions over
the settings of the appliance. Each customer type has its own appliance models
and each model is valid for one quarter of the year. The models are built in
four steps,
• Cycles of the appliances are detected from sub-metering data.
• Appliance settings are determined based on the load cycle found.
• Start timings of all appliances are aggregated into a start curve; the impact
of a start on the start curve depends on the cluster membership.
• Settings are aggregated into a histogram; a curve fit ensures settings’
parametrisation.
The considered appliances are washing machines, tumble dryers and dishwashers.
Only a reduced set of settings is taken into account because of the wide variety
of settings for each of these appliances. The goal is to regenerate load profiles,
not to correctly estimate the distribution of settings.
The models are validated by comparing them with load curves of Section 5.3
and by comparing the start curves with those in the literature [47].
7.3.2 Washing machine
Section 6.2.1 describes the operation principle of a washing machine. The cycle
detection algorithm remains the same. However, the detection of the settings is
adjusted to reduce the number of parameters to model washing machine usage.
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Figure 7.9: Distribution of water demand when detecting settings with detailed
and simplified algorithm
Detection of settings
Section 6.2.1 describes an algorithm to detect the settings of a washing machine.
The settings are related to the water demand and the temperature setting. In
this section, the algorithm is simplified: laundry weight in stead of water demand
is used as modelling parameter, i.e. only cottons programmes are considered.
The reasoning behind the simplification is the distribution of the water demand:
there is an uplift in the tail, which makes it harder to fit a distribution. The
downside of the simplification is the loss of programme information. The extra
water demand is however compensated by a higher temperature setting.
Figure 7.9 illustrates the distribution of the water demand for the detailed
settings estimation of Section 6.2.1 and the simplified version for the average day-
consumer. The data source for the plot is the project’s dataset 1 (Section 2.5.1).
The fuzzy histograms are created with the cluster membership weights as
explained in Sections 5.3.
The load profiles of the project’s dataset 1 are used to compare the consequences
of the simplification of the algorithm. The same randomly selected load profiles
of Section 6.2.1 are used. Table 7.7 shows how the original detailed algorithm
compares to the simplified algorithm. Although the performance of the simplified
version in recalculating the total demand is better in some cases, the root mean
square deviation RMSD (6.3) of the simplified algorithm indicates a higher error
for each individual cycle.
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Table 7.7: Consequences of the simple settings algorithm
dw nr. cycles detected calc detail calc simple RMSD RMSD
# # [kWh] [kWh] [kWh] detail simple
5 242 126.28 128.36 125.56 0.0317 0.0465
8 9 8.16 8.20 8.50 0.0382 0.0619
13 60 46.19 46.33 46.18 0.0396 0.0450
25 10 8.01 7.99 7.91 0.0345 0.0466
28 184 131.95 135.79 133.57 0.0471 0.0515
32 596 323.91 321.51 310.26 0.0423 0.0700
42 172 163.29 166.63 165.68 0.0380 0.0468
45 343 223.50 220.40 220.35 0.0302 0.0352
66 526 428.04 442.07 440.16 0.0452 0.0544
67 140 56.49 55.72 52.68 0.0283 0.0505
Settings probabilities
The probabilities of the laundry weight and temperature setting need to be
determined for each customer type, the data upscaling technique (Section 5.3.2)
being the basis for the construction of the distributions. The same limitations
related to the data hold as for the demand description of washing machines
(Table 5.7) holds: there is only sufficient data for the relatively small, the
average, the relatively large and the large day-consumer, together with the large
night and the average business consumer.
The average temperature settings of the considered consumer groups are
comparable: the lowest average temperature is 53.3 ℃ (average day-consumer),
the highest is 56.3 ℃ (relatively small day-consumer). Therefore, the weighted
average of the temperature settings is used for all customer types. The weighing
is done base on the relaxed customer type probabilities (Section 5.2.3). The
probabilities of the various temperature settings are displayed in Table 7.8.
The probabilities described in the literature [48] are shown as well, cold (no
temperature) having a probability of 1.3 %. The detailed model approximates
the probabilities of the literature best. Higher temperatures have, as expected,
higher probabilities in the simplified settings detection algorithm.
The distributions of the laundry weights of the considered customer groups
are also similar, as shown in Figure 7.10. A new distribution is composed
of the weighted average of the weight distributions of the customer types.
Weighing is again done based on the relaxed customer type probabilities. A
Weibull distribution (5.1) is fitted through the composed distribution with shape
parameter k of 2.1504 and scale parameter λ of 4.8576. The χ2-error (5.4) is
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Table 7.8: Distribution of temperature settings detected by the detailed and
the simplified algorithm.
Temperature setting 30 ℃ 40 ℃ 60 ℃ 90 ℃
Simple 17.2 % 28.5 % 29.7 % 24.6 %
Detailed 24.8 % 30.7 % 34.9 % 9.6 %
Literature 23.3 % 40.8 % 30.6 % 4.0 %
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Figure 7.10: Washing machine weight distribution for various customer types
and the fit through the composed distribution
2.66, which coincides with a high confidence.
The cycle starts are aggregated into start curves. The start curves depict
the likelihood of starting an appliance given the time of the day. A washing
machine start curve is created for every household with a washing machine in
the project’s dataset 1. The weighted average of the start curves results in
the start curves of the different customer groups. The washing machine’s start
curve of the average day consumer is depicted in Figure 7.11.
The sum of all likelihood values of a start curve results in the average number of
starts per week. Relatively small day-consumers operate their washing machine
4.4 and average day-consumers 5.2 times per week on average. Relatively large
and large-day consumers start theirs on average respectively 5.4 and 5.5 times
per week. The frequencies for large night and average business-consumers are
5.2 and 5.3 times per week. Except for the relatively small day-consumer, the
operation frequency of the customers is similar.
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Figure 7.11: Washing machine’s start curve of the average day consumer
Validation
The model, consisting of start curves, temperature probabilities and a laundry
weight distribution, is validated by regenerating the appliance load demand
curve. For each customer type, 1000 one week load profiles are generated and
aggregated into a load curve. The measured washing machine load demand
curves are defined in Section 5.3.2.
Figure 7.12 shows the measured and the generated washing machine load curves
of the average day-consumer. The shape of both is highly comparable, but the
peak power demand is lower. The same holds for other the customer types.
Table 7.9 compares the average power during week and weekend days for the
measured and the generated load curves. The lower peak power in the generated
load curves explains the lower average power for all customer types.
7.3.3 Tumble dryer
The operating principle of a tumble dryer is explained in Section 6.2.3. The
cycle and the settings detection algorithms remain the same. However, for
consistency with the washing machine, laundry weight instead of residual
moisture is reported. The laundry weight is calculated from the residual
moisture by assuming a moisture level of 55 %, coinciding with a washing
machine’s dry spinning speed of 1100 rpm.
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Figure 7.12: Measured and calculated washing machine load curves of the
average day-consumer
Table 7.9: Average washing machine’s power during weekdays and weekends for
the measured and the generated load curves of the different customer types
Type Sub-type Measured [W] Generated [W]weekday weekend weekday weekend
Day
relatively small 19.1 28.3 16.0 24.1
average 20.7 38.9 18.1 30.9
relatively large 22.2 43.0 18.1 35.6
large 23.1 42.3 18.3 33.5
Night large 20.1 39.4 16.8 31.8
Business average 22.6 41.2 17.7 31.8
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Table 7.10: Distribution of detected heating resistor powers
Resistor power [kW] 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
Probability [%] 11.1 30.2 28.8 29.9
Settings probabilities
Two settings’ parameters are considered for the tumble dryer model: power
of the heating resistor and laundry weight. The data source for modelling is
the project’s dataset 1 (Section 2.5.1). The distributions and the start curves
are built using the scaling up technique of Section 5.3.2. The limitation of
Table 5.7 holds: only the relatively small, the average, the relatively large and
the large day-consumer groups, together with the large night and the average
business-consumer groups have sufficient data.
The resistor power settings of the various customer types are comparable:
the minimum average power is 1.34 kW (relatively large day-consumer), the
maximum average power is 1.37 kW (large night-consumer). The weighted
probabilities are hence used for all customer types. The weighing is done based
on the the relaxed customer type probabilities (Section 5.2.3). Table 7.10 shows
the distribution.
The distribution of laundry weight placed in the tumble dryers is also similar
amongst the customer groups. Figure 7.13 depicts the weight distributions
of the relatively small, average and relatively large-customers. The composed
distribution is the weighted average of the distributions of the various customer
groups. A Weibull curve is fitted through the composed distribution. The value
of the shape parameter k is found to be 1.3556 and the scale parameter λ has
2.8762 as value. The χ2 error is 0.46.
The cycle starts of the individual users are converted into start curves for the
customer groups in the same way as done for washing machines. The sum of the
likelihoods results again in the average number of starts per week. Relatively
small day-consumers are found to operate their tumble dryer on average 3.22
times per week, average day-consumers 3.64, relatively large 3.68 and large
day-consumers 3.33 times per week. The average number of starts per week for
the large night and average business-consumer are 3.49 and 2.56.
Validation
The start curves, the resistor power probabilities and the laundry weight
distributions jointly represent the tumble dryer model. Models are validated
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Figure 7.13: Tumble dryer weight distribution for various customer types and
the fit through the composed distribution
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Figure 7.14: Measured and calculated tumble dryer load curves of the average
day-consumer
by regenerating the tumble dryer load curve. 1000 one week load profiles are
generated for each customer type. The profiles are aggregated into a load curve
and compared to the original measured tumble dryer load curves (Section 5.3.2).
Measured and generated load curve of the average day-consumer are depicted
in Figure 7.14. The load curve shape is very similar, however the peak demand
is lower. The same pattern is true for the other customer types.
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Table 7.11: Average tumble dryer’s power during weekdays and weekends for
the measured and the generated load curves of the different customer types
Type Sub-type Measured [W] Generated [W]weekday weekend weekday weekend
Day
relatively small 22.1 32.9 19.5 27.4
average 25.0 40.3 21.6 32.1
relatively large 26.6 52.9 21.1 36.4
large 26.5 52.7 19.5 34.2
Night large 20.9 47.5 19.3 37.4
Business average 25.7 51.7 14.4 27.8
The average power demand during weekdays and weekends for the measured
and the generated load curves are shown in Table 7.11. The lower peak demand
is also visible in the lower average power for all customer types.
7.3.4 Dishwasher
Section 6.2.2 describes the operating principle of a dishwasher. The cycle and
the settings detection detection algorithms are the same as the original, except
for the plate settings. Only 1 of the 50 dishwashers has a plate setting different
from 12, namely 9. Plate setting is therefore dropped from the parameters.
Settings probabilities
The temperature settings need to be determined for each customer type. The
project’s dataset 1 (Section 2.5.1) is used in combination with the scaling up
technique (Section 5.3.2). The limitations of Table 5.7 hold: only relatively
small, average, relatively large and large day-consumer groups, together with
large night and the average business-consumer groups have sufficient data.
The temperature settings are comparable for all customer types. The
lowest average temperature amongst the considered customer groups is
46.7℃ (relatively large day-consumer), the highest is 51.6℃. All other customer
groups have an average temperature in between. The weighted average of the
temperature distributions is shown in Table 7.12, together with the temperature
probabilities as found in the literature [48].
The distribution differs from the literature in a preference for higher
temperatures of the detection algorithm. One explanation could be that the
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Table 7.12: Distribution of heating resistor powers detected.
Temperatures [℃] 40 50 60 70
Probabilities [%] 6.4 23.5 39.9 30.2
Literature [%] 13.9 36.3 35.6 14.2
algorithm is developed for dishwashers with a higher efficiency than the ones in
the project’s dataset 1.
Start curves are created from the cycle starts of the dishwashers. A start curve
for each customer type is made by using the weighted average of the individual
start curves. The sum of the likelihoods of a customer type’s start curve results
in the average number of dishwasher starts. Relatively small day-consumers
start their dishwasher on average 3.23 times per week, average day-consumers
4.24, relatively large and large day-consumers respectively 4.16 and 3.93 times
per week on average. For large night and average business-consumers, the
operation frequency is 3.98 and 3.91 times per week on average.
Validation
The dishwasher models, i.e. the start curves and the temperature probabilities,
are validated by regenerating the appliance load curves. 1000 one week load
profiles are generated for each customer type. The load profiles are aggregated
into a load curve and compared to the measured load curves of the original
measured profiles.
Measured and generated load curves of the average day-consumers are depicted
in Figure 7.15. The shape of both are very comparable, but the peak power is
lower. The other customer types have the same problem in their load curve:
shapes are good, peak power is too low.
The lower peak power results into a lower average powers. Table 7.13 shows
the average powers during weekdays and weekends for the various customer
types. The relative difference between measured and generated is highest during
weekends.
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Figure 7.15: Measured and calculated dishwasher load curves of the average
day-consumer
Table 7.13: Average dishwasher’s power during weekdays and weekends for the
measured and the generated load curves of the different customer types
Type Sub-type Measured [W] Generated [W]week weekend week weekend
Day
relatively small 28.9 36.0 23.7 28.3
average 36.8 45.2 31.4 36.24
relatively large 35.0 43.7 29.6 34.3
large 34.7 43.3 27.6 34.4
Night large 32.7 41.7 29.5 35.2
Business average 40.0 45.3 28.2 32.7
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7.4 Conclusions
The selection of a representative set of customers for a field test is best
done by probability sampling, because of the theoretical soundness. However,
simple random sampling often suffers from the over-representation of people
that want to participate. Stratified sampling, also a probability sampling
technique, requires the definitions of strata, i.e. probabilities of combinations of
demographic properties to select upon. The probabilities of those combinations
are mostly not available. Non-probability sampling is cheaper and easier to
implement, but doesn’t rely on random selection.
Quota sampling is a non-probability sampling technique requiring distributions
of demographic properties to sample customers. The technique is related to
stratified sampling, except that only the individual distributions rather than
the combined distributions of demographic properties are needed. Distributions
over demographic properties are described by the government. The government
is hence considered to be an expert in the definitions of the distributions. The
machine learning algorithm, pointing out the demographic properties related to
electricity demand, is considered to be the expert in the field of the combination
of electricity consumption and demographic properties.
Sampling is executed by optimisation algorithms to eliminate the human error
in quota sampling as much as possible. Both constraint programming, an
artificial intelligence approach, and mathematical programming are compared.
Constraint programming works with logics and requires permutations to find
the optimal set. Mathematical programming does not have the permutation
limitation and converges faster. The result is a set of customers or load profiles
representative for the distributions.
Data generation is a solution when external factors limit the use of original
data. Modelling residential load profiles makes it also possible to do Monte
Carlo simulations. Load profiles are modelled using Markov chains. The
distribution of the electricity demand of a customer type is first divided into
states. The behaviour and the variation Markov chains work with the same
states. Transitions are defined between states and transition probabilities change
each time step. The relaxed customer type membership is used to build the
distributions and the transitions.
To create a load profile for a customer type, states need to be sampled from
the customer type’s behaviour Markov chain first. The behaviour states are
the input for the customer type’s variation Markov chains and represent the
electricity demand behaviour pattern of the household. The variation Markov
chains add variation to that general behaviour. Each day of the week has its
own variation chain. The result of sampling from the variation chains is a
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sequence of states corresponds to the electricity demand of a household during
a week, or multiple weeks. The states are converted into electrical power by
passing them through the inverse distribution of the electrical power. Only one
step samples are required to generate load profiles with the Markov chains. The
technique is not related to Markov Chain Monte Carlo.
The profile generator is validated by generating large numbers of load profiles,
aggregating them per customer type and comparing the aggregation with the
aggregation of the original data. Average power, power distributions and shape
of the load curves are compared. The average power of the generated profiles
is lower than the average power of the original data. Correcting the relaxed
customer type membership improves the result, except for one customer type
where profiles could no longer be generated. The power distributions also
indicate that powers are lower compared to the original load profiles. The
autocorrelation of the original load profiles is found in the generated load
profiles, which is a plus compared to other top-down load profile generators
described in the literature. Two measured and two generated load profiles are
depicted to verify that the trends are comparable.
Active demand simulations with appliances are only possible with data or models
that describe the way the appliances are used and the corresponding electricity
demand (Section 7.3). Cycle detection and settings estimation algorithms
for wet appliances described in Chapter 6 are adapted to create start curves
and settings probabilities for each appliance and each customer type. The
electricity demand at the connection point of the sub-metered households (from
measurements in the project’s dataset 1) are used to determine the weight the
corresponding appliance has in the customer type’s start curves and settings
probabilities. The relaxed customer type membership is used as weight.
Load cycles are randomly sampled from the start curves and the setting
probabilities or the settings probability distributions, to generate an appliance’s
load profile. The resulting appliances’ load profiles, i.e. sequence of cycles
of one appliance, are validated by comparing them to the original data. The
average power of the generated load profiles is lower than the average power of
the original load profiles for all appliances and all customer types. The shape
of the customer types’ load curves resembles the original load curves.
Models of appliances are, in contrast to sampling load cycles from the
measurements, better in generalising their and protect privacy better. An
example of generalisation is the distribution of the weight of a washing machine:
by working with a distribution, unseen weights can be sampled. The aggregation
because of distribution fits also ensures privacy: the settings cannot be tracked
to a customer.
Chapter 8
Flexibility
Flexibility is the amount of electrical load shiftable or curtailable (Section 4.4).
The flexibility described in this chapter is related to wet appliances: washing
machines, tumble dryers and dishwashers.
First, the potential for flexibility is estimated. The attitude of customers is
linked to the ownership rate of the appliances and combined with the appliance
electricity demand (Section 5.3). The result is the impact the appliances have
on the total electricity demand, translated into potential, expressed in Wh per
fifteen minutes.
The effect of using flexibility is tested. The question ‘What happens to the
demand of a number of households if appliances’ starts are delayed?’ is answered.
8.1 Potential
The share of power demand of the wet appliances compared to the overall
demand determines the main part of the potential for flexibility and is called
the impact Pimp of the appliances. The impact is found by combining appliance
ownership rates β with the appliance load curves Papp (Section 5.3) for each
customer type cl and each appliance app. By calculating the impact in each
time step t of the appliance load curves, an impact curve is constructed.
Pimp,cl,t =
napp∑
app
βapp,cl · Papp,c,t (8.1)
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Table 8.1: Appliance ownership rates for the various customer types
Type Sub-type Ownership rate [%]wash. mach. dryer dishwasher
Day
small 85.4 46.7 26.3
relatively small 98.1 69.8 57.4
average 98.0 83.9 76.7
relatively large 97.3 86.9 79.5
large 71.9 60.3 54.1
Night average 100. 48.3 7.8large 100. 87.5 62.8
Business average 8.83 8.83 34.2relatively large 54.9 19.3 100.
The residual demand Pres is determined by subtracting the impact of the
appliances Pimp from the total demand Ptot.
Pres,cl,t = Ptot,cl,t − Pimp,cl,t (8.2)
The appliance ownership rates of the various customer types are shown in
Table 8.1. The ownership rates are based on the answers to the survey of the
Linear project (Section 2.4) and the original cluster membership (Section 5.2.2).
Cluster- or customer type-memberships are therefore crisp, no relaxation, i.e.
weights, have been used. There was no need to scale up the data.
The appliances ownership rates raise with the total electricity demand: a higher
electricity demand means a higher probability of owning a device. The drop
in appliance ownership rates from relatively large to large day-consumers is
because of the inclusion of some business-consumers in the large day-consumer
group. Washing machines are more frequently owned than tumble dryers, which
are on their turn more frequently owned that dishwashers.
The load curves of the total electricity demand of the average weekday and
the average weekend day for the fourth quarter of the year of the average
day-consumer as calculated in Section 5.2.2 is depicted in Figure 8.1. The
figure also includes the joint load curves of the appliances for that period. The
joint appliance load curves represent the impact of the appliances on the total
electricity demand. The residue is the load curve of the total demand minus
the appliance load curve.
Figure 8.1 shows the relatively modest impact of the wet appliances on the
total electricity demand. The impact is almost flat during weekdays, except for
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(a) week
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Figure 8.1: Load curves of the total demand, the demand of the appliances and
the residual demand for an average day-consumer in the fourth quarter
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Table 8.2: Average power of white good appliances per household in Belgium
Type Subtype Impact [W]mean median max
Day
relatively small 56.6 55.1 225.8
average 80.1 80.6 294.1
relatively large 86.8 78.6 340.8
large 61.1 51.7 275.6
Night large 72.6 62.5 263.8
Business average 27.9 15.4 256.4
the period between 1 a.m. and 8 a.m and the uplift in power from 10 p.m. to
1 a.m. where the influence of the tariff schemes in Belgium (Section 2.2) are
visible. The impact is higher during the weekend compared to the week.
Joint appliance load curves of the average week- and weekends days for each
quarter of the year have been created for the various customer types. The mean,
median and the maximum value of the load curves are shown in Table 8.2. Only
the customer types with sufficient appliance data are considered (Table 5.7).
The mean values are a proxy for the total yearly power. A median value divides
the distribution of the powers in two: the powers are higher/lower than the
median value for 50 % of the time. The maximum value indicates the upper
boundary. The appliance power impact is highest for average and relatively
large day-consumers.
The possible attitudes of people towards the direct load control of appliances
are described in Section 4.4.3. They are the basis to estimate the number
of households participate in active demand. The probabilities of the various
attitudes for each customer type are shown in Table 8.3. The percentages
are calculated with the original cluster membership, based on the survey data
(Section 2.4).
Customer types with a higher demand have in general a more positive attitude
towards active demand participation. Relatively large day-consumers, night-
consumers and average business-consumers have the most positive attitude.
The combination of attitude of the households and electricity demand of their
appliances is the potential for active demand. Only the households with the
most positive attitude are assumed to participating in active demand. The
percentage of advocates per considered customer type are multiplied by the
impact to find the potential of active demand per household. The numbers are
also translated into energy to give insight in the energy that can be shifted on
average per household (Table 8.4).
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Table 8.3: Attitude of the various customer types towards active demand
Type Sub-type Attitude [%]advocate supporter sceptic refuser
Day
small 27.8 16.7 26.6 29.0
relatively small 28.2 21.6 36.2 14.0
average 33.9 25.5 21.8 18.9
relatively large 50.8 35.4 9.7 4.1
large 18.5 48.0 21.5 12.0
Night average 48.3 43.2 8.6 0.0large 57.9 29.6 12.5 0.0
Business average 57.9 13.5 17.9 10.7relatively large 0.0 36.6 63.4 0.0
Table 8.4: Potential for active demand of white good appliances per household
in Belgium
Type Subtype Potential [W] Potential [Wh/15min]mean med. max mean med. max
Day
relatively small 16.0 15.5 63.7 4.0 3.9 15.9
average 27.3 27.3 99.7 6.8 6.8 24.9
relatively large 44.1 39.9 173.1 11.0 10.0 43.3
large 11.3 9.6 51.0 2.8 2.4 12.8
Night large 42.0 36.2 152.7 10.5 9.0 38.1
Business average 16.2 8.9 148.5 4.0 2.2 37.1
The customer types with sufficient appliance data represent 82 % of all
households, the remaining 18 % are assumed not to participate in active demand.
The non-normalised weighted sum of the load curves from the customer types
with sufficient data results in the potential per household in Belgium. The
potential is obtained by multiplying the potential per household with the
number of households in Belgium being 4.6 million. 29 % of the households
(1.3 million) participate in active demand actively (every appliance start has
flexibility enabled) by these assumptions, which might be an overestimation
given that [47] expects 5 % of tumble dryer, 10 % of washing machine and
20 % of dishwasher cycles to be flexible. The average potential is estimated
at 24 MWh per fifteen minutes, which corresponds to 96 MW. The median is
92 MW and the maximum is estimated to be 353 MW.
The 96 MW potential is low compared to the installed capacity of 19.6 GW
(2011) [148], peak demand of 13.1 GW or average demand of 9.3 GW, and also
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Figure 8.2: Estimated average day potential for demand response of wet
appliances in Belgium
when only the residential sector is taken into account (2.3 GW) [149]. However,
compared to the power reserves, the potential is not negligible. Primary
reserves are 100 MW, the secondary are 137 MW. The tertiary power reserves
in Belgium amount to 660 MW of which 240 MW down- and 420 MW upward.
Requirements for tertiary reserves are 90 % availability for up- and 80 % for
downward control [150]. The wet appliances cannot be used for primary reserves
because of the response time of 30 seconds. Although a response time of less
than fifteen minutes is achievable, the required availability for secondary reserves
makes it hard to use appliances. The best option for the appliances seems to
be operating as a last resort for balancing.
8.2 Effect of using flexibility
The effect on demand of using the flexibility depends on the way the flexibility
is used. Various scheduling and optimisation algorithms exist (Section 4.4.4).
However, algorithms that decide on the best moment to start appliances are out
of the scope of the thesis. The effect of using flexibility is shown by preventing
appliances from starting a new cycle until the moment they are allowed to start
again.
Shifting the operation of an appliance in time is more common than splitting
cycles of appliances. The prevention of starting a new cycle shows how long it
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takes before flexibility takes effect. The delayed cycles are thereafter started at
the same time. The joint starts illustrate the power demand of starting large
numbers of appliances at once. Both give insight about potential effects of
certain scheduling and optimisation algorithms.
The setup for the simulation of the effect of using flexibility consist of 100 000
participating households. The number of participating households depends
the probability of the customer type and the customer type’s attitudes. This
probability is multiplied by the percentage of ‘advocates’ for the customer
type. The resulting probabilities are normalised. Only the customer types with
sufficient appliance data are considered (Table 5.7).
25.2 % of the 100 000 participating households are relatively small day-consumers.
Average, relatively large and large day-consumers are represented by respectively
32.5 %, 27.0 % 4.9 % of the participating households. Only a small part of the
households are regarded large night or average business consumers: 5.8 % and
4.6 %.
The models to simulate the wet appliances are described in Section 7.3 and are
used for a weekday (a Tuesday). The appliances aren’t allowed to start until
19h15. Multiple durations of preventing starts are being tested. The prevention
time ranges from nil up to two hours with a step of 30 minutes. After 19h15, the
appliances are allowed to start again, resulting in a large electricity demand at
once. The purpose is to demonstrate the effect, not to operate a goal, therefore
the exact timing and duration is not of importance.
8.2.1 Per appliance
The effect of using flexibility of washing machines, tumble dryers and dishwashers
is simulated, using appliance models (Section 7.3) and ownership rates
(Table 8.1). Keep in mind that only participating customers, i.e. advocates, are
simulated to see the effect.
Washing machines
In total, 92 566 washing machines are simulated. The effect of delaying starts is
clearly visible in the load profile (Figure 8.3). The electricity demand at release
almost doubles (1.9 times) compared to the initial demand for one hour of not
allowing washing machines to start. For the two hour period, the demand is
almost four times (3.7 times) as high. It takes half an hour of not allowing
washing machines to start before any effect is clearly visible: not every washing
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Figure 8.3: The effect on the total washing machine demand of 92566 households
due to using flexibility
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Figure 8.4: The impact of using washing machines’ flexibility
machine is started at the beginning of the quarter hour and it takes about five
minutes before the heating resistor is started.
Figure 8.4 shows clearer overview of the effect of using flexibility. The peak
demand when washing machines are allowed to start again is relatively low
(338 MW in the first fifteen minutes) when the delay is only half an hour. The
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Table 8.5: Peak before and after delay of washing machines
delay participating power before power after
[#] [kW] [kW]
30’ 999 -875 338
60’ 1975 -1258 1355
90’ 2898 -1341 2383
120’ 4276 -1410 3982
Table 8.6: Peak before and after delay of tumble dryers
delay participating power before power after
[#] [kW] [kW]
30’ 1540 -1582 507
60’ 2625 -2339 1276
90’ 3691 -2743 2470
120’ 4786 -2924 3734
power demand of the delayed cycles is responsible for the relatively low demand:
washing machines take time to finish, the demand in the second and the third
fifteen minutes isn’t demanded but postponed. Washing machines do not often
operate their heating resistor longer than half an hour, explaining why the
power demand is much higher for one hour and more of delay time.
The number of washing machines taking part in 30, 60, 90 and 120 minute
delays are shown in Table 8.5 together with the impact before and after the
delay.
Tumble dryers
The ownership rate of tumble dryers is lower compared to washing machines:
76 747 tumble dryers are simulated in total. The impact of using the flexibility
is depicted in Figure 8.5. It takes longer, compared to washing machines, before
the full electricity demand of tumble dryers is gone when new tumble dryers
aren’t allowed to start: the difference in negative power just before 19h15 is
relatively high between the various delay durations. It also takes longer before
the effect of starting tumble dryers together is completely worn out.
The peak demand is relatively low (507 kW in the first fifteen minutes) when
the delay is half an hour. The reason again is the power demand of the delayed
cycles: cycles take longer to finish than fifteen minutes or half an hour.
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Figure 8.5: The impact of using tumble dryers’ flexibility
Table 8.7: Peak before and after delay of dishwashers
delay participating power before power after
[#] [kW] [kW]
30’ 1460 -1519 878
60’ 2558 -1945 1509
90’ 3577 -3227 2688
120’ 4008 -3238 3356
The number of tumble dryers taking part in 30, 60, 90 and 120 minute delays
are shown in Table 8.6 together with the impact before and after the delay.
Dishwashers
The number of simulated dishwashers is 68 717, reflecting the lower ownership
rates of dishwashers compared to washing machines and tumble dryers.
Figure 8.6 shows the effect of delaying dishwashers. Dishwashers operate
their heating resistors two times per cycle, explaining the two peaks and the
negative low in between, power that would have been demanded from cycles
that are delayed. This also explains why the power is relatively low when
the dishwashers are allowed to start again and that the second peak is higher
compared to the first one.
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Figure 8.6: The impact of using dishwashers’ flexibility
The number of dishwashers taking part in 30, 60, 90 and 120 minute delays are
shown in Table 8.7 together with the impact before and after the delay.
8.2.2 Joint effect
The joint electricity demand of washing machines, tumble dryers and dishwashers
is shown in Figure 8.7. The effect of delaying the starts on the joint demand is
visible. Not allowing starts reduces the electricity demand drastically after half
an hour. However, it takes long before the electricity demand of the appliances
is gone.
At the moment the appliances are allowed to start again, power demand goes
up. For a delay of one hour, the total power demand is 53.3 % higher. A longer
delay (two hours) results in an increase by 142.5 %. One hour after the first
peak, the power drops again. Dishwashers are responsible for this drop. The
second peak is also caused by dishwashers.
A more detailed view on the effect of using the flexibility is depicted in Figure 8.8.
For a delay of half an hour, the peak demand is relatively low because of the
cycles that would have operated. The power demand before 19h15 is negative
(Table 8.8). After 19h15 the power rises and remains about the same the next
fifteen minutes. Half an hour after allowing starts, the power drops to slightly
negative (412 kW), most dishwashers only require base load power after half
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Figure 8.7: The effect of using flexibility on the total demand of wet appliances
Table 8.8: Peak before and after delay of wet appliances
delay participating power before power after
[#] [kW] [kW]
30’ 3999 -3977 1723
60’ 7158 -5543 4141
90’ 10166 -7311 7542
120’ 13070 -7573 11073
an hour. The base load combined with no power demand of cycles that would
have operated explain the negative power.
A delay of one hour resulted in a higher negative just before and a more positive
power just after 19h15 (Table 8.8). The double peaks are visible as well. The
negative power is restricted to the avoided electricity demand, hence the same
magnitude of negative power for one and a half hour and two hours (Table 8.8).
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Figure 8.8: The impact of using wet appliances’ flexibility
8.3 Conclusions
The impact of wet appliances on the total electricity demand is limited and
ranges from 28 W (average business-consumers) to 87 W (relatively large
day-consumers) on average. The wet appliances’ electricity demand of the
various customer groups is combined with the attitude towards active demand
participation of the groups to estimate the potential. Only the most positive
attitude is assumed to be willing to participate. The potential is found to
be ranging from 11 W (large day-consumers) up to 44 W (relatively large
day-consumers) on average.
The potential for active demand, i.e. flexibility, in Belgium is estimated by
combining the probability of each customer group with the potential per group
and multiplying this with the number of households. 29 % of the households
are considered to be participating in active demand based on the most positive
attitude.
The average potential for flexibility is expected to be 92 MW, with peaks up
to 353 MW and is not negligible compared to the power reserves. However, it
seems likely that the flexibility will only be used as a last resort for balancing
because of the reserves’ requirements regarding availability and response time.
The effect of using flexibility of wet appliances is tested by simulating 100 000
households for a Tuesday. The appliances are not allowed to start until 19h15,
the disallowance varies from half an hour up to two hours with steps of a half
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hour. The effect in terms of power reduction when the devices are delayed and
the effect when the appliances are allowed to start again is described.
The peak demand when the appliances are allowed to start again is influenced
by the delayed cycles, resulting in a relative lower peak for a small (fifteen
minute) delay. The lower peak is encountered for every wet appliance. The
power demand of dishwashers has an extra effect. Because of the two heating
cycles during a dishwasher cycle, there is a peak first, followed by a drop in
power, to end with a peak.
Longer delays involve more appliances. The negative power before starts are
allowed again is however limited to the power demanded by the appliances
which would have been started. The positive power on the other hand, scales
up with an increasing delay and the increasing number of appliances.
The potential for active demand and the results of the simulations are based
on multiple assumptions. The dimensions to cluster upon are assumed to be
correct. The cluster membership is relaxed to spread the data over multiple
customer groups, introducing errors. The customer group membership weight
is used to scale up measurements of appliances. The number of appliances is
limited, impacting the estimations based on measurements. Models are created
to represent appliances and again assumptions are made. The results presented
in this chapter are thus not exact, but the magnitude of the numbers is correct
and give insights about the possibilities for active demand.
Chapter 9
Toolset
The Linear project, the major data source for the thesis, gathers data from
different sources. Making data mining possible for multiple partners requires
a specific software infrastructure, especially because of the confidentiality
requirements of the parties providing data providing [151].
The requirements are listed in Section 9.1, the major ones being are related
to security and functionality. Thereafter, an overview of the infrastructure is
given (Section 9.2). How security and functionality are tackled, is described
in Section 9.3. Some aspects of the work recently got improved by Strobbe et
al. [14].
9.1 Requirements
The data in the Linear project is provided by various partners: two distribution
system operators, two industrial partners, two research organisations and one
(sub)metering company. Amongst the data are residential data of (Section 2.3),
measurement data of wind farms and photovoltaic installations. The survey data
(Section 2.4) are coupled with customers of the distribution system operators.
The measurements and other data are gathered for the project. However,
initially, multiple project partners provided measurement equipment. The
partners aren’t allowed to access each others data.
The industrial partners’ main interest is the protection of their own data. Only
the research institutions with a non-disclosure agreement are allowed to access
the data or parts of the data. The researchers want availability and functionality.
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9.1.1 Security
The security properties that need to be assessed are confidentiality, integrity,
availability and accountability [122]. All are related to the asset to be protected:
the data. Industrial partners and research institutions have a different view
on the protection. The industrial partners are interested in confidentiality and
accountability while the research institutions are focused on availability and
integrity.
Confidentiality makes sure that only authorised people or software are allowed to
access the content of the data. Certain parts of the source code of the software
for the infrastructure need to be made inaccessible as well. The software
code might provide information about the data structure to a competitor.
Accountability is keeping track of who is responsible for which action. Holding
someone accountable for leaking data is thus possible if the data is not kept
confidential.
Integrity means that the data remains unaltered. Altering the data might
result in invalid research conclusions. Availability refers to the time the data is
accessible and the response time of the system.
9.1.2 Functionality
The functionality of the software in the infrastructure is important for the
researchers. The infrastructure is used for data analysis, which means that it
has to meet the requirements for ‘knowledge discovery and data mining’ (KDD)
(Section 3.1).
Online analytical mining (OLAM) combines online analytical processing (OLAP)
with data mining. The online analytical processing is used for the data
transformation before data mining itself takes place. It should be possible
to query the data with online analytical processing automatically.
The researchers should be able to adjust the data analysis tool, allowing them
to implement their own data transformations and their own output format. The
source code needs to be shared amongst researchers to improve productivity,
i.e. no double implementations.
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9.2 Overview
An overview of the infrastructure for data analysis is presented in Figure 9.1.
The knowledge discovery and data mining process is divided in three stages:
• data cleaning and preprocessing,
• data storage and
• data transformation, analysis and interpretation.
SSH
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SQL
https
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cleaning
SVN client
central storage
httpd
subversion
transformation, analysis & interpretation
ware-
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partner
data
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SQL db
data
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Figure 9.1: Data analysis infrastructure
Data cleaning and preprocessing is done locally at the site of an industrial
partner. Each industrial partner is thus responsible for data cleaning and
converting data into the project format (preprocessing). The data is placed
directly into the central database. The distribution system operators provide
3 GiB of measurements. Renewable decentralized generation accounts for an
additional 2 GiB of measurements. Linear dataset 1 is 3 GiB large. The raw
data is formatted in comma separated value files.
All data is stored centrally, including the source code of the software. The
database has restrictions: only authorised people are allowed to access predefined
parts of the data. The same goes for the source code: not all source code is
available to everyone.
The functionality for researchers is situated at the right hand side in Figure 9.1.
A direct link with the central server ensures that they have access to the data and
the source code repository. The software tool allows for data transformation in
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Figure 9.2: Software package overview
the form of query generation (warehousing) and numerical methods (processing).
The results of the data transformation are stored locally. The processing
functionality is also able to convert the data into the format of data mining
tools. These tools are not developed in-house, but are the preferred data mining
tools of the researchers.
The in-house developed software tool supporting cleaning, warehousing, scripting
and processing is marked in grey (Figure 9.1). The package diagram of the
software is shown in Figure 9.2. Two large packages can be distinguished: ‘libs’
and ‘linear’. The ‘libs’ package contains all generic functionalities. The ‘linear’
package inherits from the ‘libs’ packages and implements the functionalities
specific to the project. The generic package makes it possible to reuse the
software in other projects, without giving away the specific implementations of
the Linear project.
9.3 Implementation
Security requirements are implemented in the data analysis’ infrastructure,
functionalities on the other hand are mainly implemented in the software tool.
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9.3.1 Security
The repository of Yskout et al. [126] is used to implement the security patterns
in the infrastructure. The considered patterns are firewall, secure pipe, full view
with errors and storing data at the client.
Firewall
A firewall protects the internal network from the exterior [152]. The pattern
works at system level. Incoming and outgoing connections are restricted based
on authorisations [126]: only connections from authorised IP-addresses are
allowed.
The firewall is indicated in dark grey in Figure 9.1. Only IP-addresses from
the research institutions and the industrial partners are regarded as authorised.
Some institutions use dynamic IP-addresses. For them, IP-address ranges are
defined.
The firewall also blocks ports: only secure shell (SSH, see secure pipe) and
hypertext transfer protocol secure (HTTPS, see secure pipe) connections are
allowed. Those are the only protocols needed in the infrastructure (Figure 9.1).
Network address blacklist [120] is a pattern related to the firewall pattern, but
it operates in the opposite direction. With the firewall pattern, connections
are restricted by default, while network address blacklist requires adding IP-
addresses once suspicious behaviour is detected.
Secure pipe
Secure pipe operates at system level. Transport Layer Security (TLS) and Secure
Sockets Layers (SSL) are considered to be secure pipes [126, 124]. A secure
shell tunnel (SSH) [153] is not started from the application, but also creates a
secure connection. Secure pipes protect against eavesdropping (confidentiality)
and message tampering (integrity).
The SQL-queries (Structured Query Language) are tunnelled through a secure
shell tunnel (Figure 9.1): the arrow represents the queries and the light grey
pipes indicates the secure tunnel.
The use of SSH has extra advantages: the SQL-server only needs to listen
to localhost (the server itself), increasing security. The SQL-server on the
central server believes the requests come from the central server because of the
SSH-tunnelling. The disadvantage of using secure shell is the requirement of an
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account for each user. The users can thus place files on the server and execute
code. To prevent users from trying to get administrative privileges, the root
account must be disabled.
Asymmetric host keys are used in the implementation. The client stores the
public RSA-key (Rivest, Shamir and Adleman) of the central server locally. The
public key of the server is checked by the client for each connection. The client
is notified if the key is invalid, which prevents man-in-the-middle attacks.
The version control system for the infrastructure is Apache Subversion. Apache
Subversion operates centralised: there is only one repository, which makes it
easier to track the source code. The version control system works together with
the Apache web-server, allowing the use of Web Distributed Authoring and
Versioning (WebDAV), operating with the hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP).
Transport Layer Security (TLS) and Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) provide security
for HTTP indicated by an arrow in Figure 9.1, while TLS/SSL are marked in
light grey.
Hypertext transfer protocol secure (HTTPS) consists of TLS/SSL as a layer
below HTTP. The communication cannot be eavesdropped nor tempered in
this way. Man-in-the-middle attacks are prevented by working with a public
key certificate of the central server, issued by a certification authority.
Full view with errors
Full view with errors is a security pattern at application design: user are allowed
a global view, but the system generates error messages once the user tries to
perform an illegal action [124, 126]. The pattern helps to increase confidentiality.
The counterpart of this pattern is limited view, where the user is only able to
see the operations he or she is authorised to do.
The pattern, full view with errors, is used in the database. Each researcher has
been allowed access to the relevant part of the data. The SQL-server generates
an error message when the researcher tries to access data without have the
permission. Researchers are only allowed to read out data, not to write data
into the database.
The industrial partners only have access to their own data. However, because
competing companies have to place data in the same tables, someone is appointed
to place the data in the database. A better way to tackle this problem is by
using web services, as implemented in the new version of the central server [14].
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Storing data at the client
Storing data at the client increases its availability and reduces the server load.
However, in general, it is preferred to store data at the server side as data from
clients cannot always be trusted [120]. The client data storage pattern requires
that the data is encrypted at the client side, but this would prevent researchers
from doing their work.
The distinction in database access rights between industrial partners and
researchers prevents data tampering: industrial partners are only allowed
to change their own data and researchers have read-only access. Researchers
are unable to alter data at the server, but they are free to work on the data
locally. The availability increases: if the server goes down, the researchers
are still able to work on the local data. The data is transformed (aggregated)
before it is stored locally, as explained later. The data transformation increases
confidentiality, as the original data is not stored.
The source code for the software tool is also copied locally. Researchers have
write-access on the source code versioning system. The system keeps track of
the committed changes to the source code. Changes can therefore be tracked
back to a person, ensuring accountability.
Local data storage is indicated by ‘partner data’ and ‘data store’ in Figure 9.1.
The source code is marked in grey in Figure 9.1 and is also copied locally.
Industrial partners are able to keep specific cleaning routines local, i.e. not
synchronising with the subversion repository. Competitors are thus unable to
derive the internal data structure from the source code.
9.3.2 Functionality
The focus of the functionality is on the ‘knowledge discovery and data mining’-
process and automation. The functionality is mainly implemented in the
software tool and written in Python. Python has good database support, a
mathematical environment and is a scripting language which helps to automate.
Cleaning
The cleaning block in Figure 9.1 represents data cleaning and pre-processing
in the knowledge discovery and data mining process. The data selection is
done beforehand. Consensus between the industrial partners and the research
institutions determined the data needed to be placed in the central server.
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The ‘database’ package in Figure 9.2 provides generic functions to load data into
a database. The ‘dbin’ package contains the database scheme of the ‘Linear’-
project, together with routines to handle missing data and different time steps
in the data. The data providing parties implement their own data cleaning and
pre-processing routines, often specific to the data provider. They can be kept
offline or can be submitted to the subversion repository.
Warehousing
Data warehouses are databases used for analysis and reporting. Warehouses
aggregate data by manipulating the dimensions of the data or by combining
multiple sources of data. The same functionality is implemented in the
‘warehousing’-package (Figure 9.2), but data is stored locally (Figure 9.1)
at the side of the researcher. Because of the local storage, the implementation
is called warehousing and not data warehouse.
The warehousing module works as online analytical process (OLAP). Both
relational and multidimensional OLAP are supported. Queries are used to
process relational data in relational databases [154, 155]. In the multidimensional
case, the queries are used to reduce the dimensionality of the data. Data is
stored in special data structures (arrays and matrices) in multidimensional
databases [154, 155]. Here, the multidimensional database is the local data
store where comma separated value files are used to store arrays and matrices.
Large parts of the multidimensional processing are also done by the processing
module.
The purpose of the warehousing module is generating queries and storing the
results in the local data store. The queries are mainly used to aggregate data.
Structured Query Language (SQL) supports multiple aggregation functions:
minimum, average, maximum, standard deviation, variance, etc. Date and
time are stored in an standardised way. Various functions are available to work
with data and time. An example of an automatically generated SQL-query is
presented in Figure 9.3: the load curve of the average day of each month during
the defined period is requested from all metering data.
The aggregation and the time handling by SQL was the reason to choose
SQL. NoSQL databases also support SQL-like languages (e.g. Hive [156], Pig
Latin [157] and HadoopDB [158]), but their focus larger datasets. The project
has insufficient amount of data, i.e. terrabytes, to justify NoSQL technologies.
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SELECT
AVG(power) as p,
month(ts) as mont, hour(ts) as hou, minute(ts) as minut
FROM
metering
WHERE
ts BETWEEN %s AND %s
GROUP BY
mont, hou, minut
ORDER BY
mont, hou, minut
Figure 9.3: An SQL-query to retrieve the load curve of the average day of each
month for all metered profiles in the specified period
Processing
The processing module handles the multidimensional online analytical processing
that cannot be done by the warehousing library. The warehousing library is
limited to relational processing and data aggregation in the time domain. The
processing library includes functionality for statistics, algebraic transformations,
plotting and extra date and time transformations. Figure 9.1 shows that the
processing module is able to access the data store. Data is read from the local
data store, processed and then stored back. The use of a the data store makes
it possible to iterate over warehousing, processing, mining and processing again
(visualisation).
From a package point of view, the processing module at library level is composed
of a ‘process’, an ‘ai’ and a ‘statistics’ package (Figure 9.2). The ‘process’
package at project level implements data transformations and visualisations
based on the various libraries. The routines and classes are implemented in the
SciPy (Scientific Python) and NumPy (Numerical Python).
Scripting
Designing and implementing a graphical user interface that supports automation
is time consuming and complex. A scripting environment is more flexible as it
gives the researchers a way to automate data retrieval and transformation. The
transformations can easily be adapted to new insights. A scripting environment
is thus more flexible. Another plus is that the scripts are exchangeable. The
disadvantage for the researchers is having to know the scripting functions.
An example of a script is shown in Figure 9.4. Answers to a survey questions
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hQuest = QuestionRange1()
hQuest.select = ["H_ID"]
hQuest.question1_1 = [1,2]
ids = hQuest.execute()
duration = {"from": datetime(2008,1,1),
"to": datetime(2009,1,1) - timedelta(seconds=1)}
intervals = ["quarter","weekday","hour","minute"]
eMeasure = Measurements()
eMeasure.selection = ["E"]
eMeasure.duration = duration
eMeasure.aggregator = "avg"
eMeasure.intervals = intervals
eMeasure.h_ids = ids
eMeasure.getdata("output/measurements.csv")
readin = CSVReader("output/measurements.csv")
p = TimeSequencePlot(readin)
p.format = "png"
p.outputdir = "images/"
p.output = map(str, ids)
p.duration = duration
p.newgraphon = "weekday"
p.intervals = intervals
p.execute()
Figure 9.4: Scripting example
are the basis to select households. The electricity consumption measurements
of 2008 from the selected households are converted into load curves. The load
curves represent the average days of the week for the four quarters of the year.
The result is stored in the data store. The saved load curves are loaded again
and plotted as portable network graphics (PNGs) in the data store.
9.4 Conclusions
Allowing multiple researchers to work jointly on a project’s dataset requires an
a specific software infrastructure. The requirements for the infrastructure are
related to security and functionality.
The data providing partners from industry are mainly concerned about
confidentiality and accountability, while researchers value availability and data
integrity. The security requirements are implemented with the help of security
patterns, i.e. solutions to recurring information security problems [120].
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The implemented patterns are ‘firewall’, ‘secure pipe’, ‘full view with errors’ and
‘storing data at the client’. The firewall protects the server from the outside:
only a limited range of addresses is authorised to connect through a limited
range of ports. The secure pipe ensures that the communication between
the researcher or the data providing partner and the central server cannot be
eavesdropped or tampered. Full view with errors gives a full overview of the
data and the functionality, but generates errors when someone tries to access a
function or data without having the authorisation. Storing data at the client
is a modification of client data store. No encryption is applied, but the use of
aggregated data improves confidentiality. Storing data at the client improves
availability.
From a functionality point of view, the ‘knowledge discovery and data mining’-
process needed to be supported by the infrastructure and the software tool.
The source code of the software tool is shared on a central repository to make
the exchange and the development of the framework easier. The software tool
facilitates the ‘knowledge discovery and data mining’-process.
Data cleaning and preprocessing are done locally at the site of the data providing
partners. The cleaned data is stored in a central database. Data transformation
is performed by a warehousing and a processing module. The warehousing
module generates queries to retrieve aggregated data from the database, while
the processing module adds extra functionality to manipulate the data. The
retrieved data is stored locally on the computer of the researcher. The preferred
data mining tool of the researcher is able to read in the data and to store the
data back after performing the analyses. Visualising the results is possible
through functions in the processing module. No graphical user interface is
designed, instead a scripting environment is used, being is more flexible: it
makes automation easier and research scripts exchangeable. The cost of working
with a scripting environment is the need to know the classes and the functions
of the libraries.

Chapter 10
Conclusions and future work
The dissertation deals with description, selection and modelling of residential
electricity demand, both at the connection point and of wet appliances. An
infrastructure to perform data analyses has been designed and possible privacy
issues are addressed. The conclusions of each chapter are compiled in this
chapter, the contributions of this thesis are listed and suggestions are given for
future research.
10.1 Conclusions
Simulations of smart grid cases, such as active demand response and impact of
electrical vehicles on the grid, require representative data to draw conclusions.
Residential data for smart grids consists of measurements and household
information. Residential data is well protected by privacy laws: it is not
always possible to obtain data and aggregation is often used to remove privacy
sensitive information. Aggregation removes detailed information about the data,
such as peaks, making it impossible to execute detailed simulations.
The first way to deliver data is by selection. To execute random sampling, the
sampling frame (the set to sample from) needs to be representative to the whole
population. However, due to non-response in surveys, the sampling frame is
often biased. A technique to select customers or data is required.
To fix the bias, both information about demographic properties as well as
electricity consumption of the population are required. The annual electricity
consumption in Belgium is best represented by a skewed (Weibull) distribution
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with a mean of 4.9 MWh, a mode of 2.8 MWh and a median of 3.6 MWh,
the latter being the value the regulator uses for the average consumer. The
demographic properties describing electricity demand best are age of the
respondent, number of inhabitants, number of inhabitants being at home
during the evening, surface area for business, owning a freezer or not, owning
a dishwasher or not and housing type. The relations between demographic
properties and electricity demand are found by a decision tree, performing
better than an artificial neural network and a support vector machine.
Data selection is done by combining quota sampling with optimisation:
automated quota sampling. Before selection, the data is made anonymous
by removing direct links, i.e. name, address, to the customer. The quota
domains are the found demographic parameters and the annual electricity
demand. The optimisation algorithm ensures that uota requirements are met,
mathematical programming performed better (i.e. faster, no permutations) in
the task compared to constraint programming. The downside of quota sampling
is the inability to examine the properties of the sampling estimators.
The second way for data delivery is by generation. Data selection might still be
hampered by privacy problems and lack of data, data generation on the other
hand generalises the data in models, removing privacy sensitive information and
allowing for generating ‘unlimited’ data. To control output of data generation,
e.g. customers with a low annual electricity demand behave differently from
those with a high demand, groups of customers need to be defined.
A clustering algorithm (Expectation Maximisation) is applied to a set of
customers (on average) representative of Flanders/Belgium. The clustering is
based on timing and amount of electricity consumption, expressed by load curves.
Ten clusters are found and named after their properties (timing, magnitude
and having a business), each having a representative, consisting of a load curve
representing the average demand of the group and the standard deviations
over the load curve. The shape of the load curves resemble the synthetic load
profiles of the regulator, who used the same data. The cluster membership can
be relaxed, making it possible to spread customer data over various clusters,
scaling up the data. The downside is the change in the distribution of the data
and the changes of the probabilities of the clusters.
Appliance measurements of only a small set of customers are available. The
relaxed cluster membership is used to spread the data of those customers over
the various customer groups, creating a load curve of the appliance usage in the
cluster. The shape of the load curves of washing machines and tumble dryers is
comparable to the load curves described in the literature. However, mainly the
load curves of dishwashers are influenced by the tariff structures in Belgium
and hence differ from the literature. The scaled up small set of measurements
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is thus able to represent the electricity demand of wet appliances.
Markov chains provide ways to model autocorrelated data such as residential
load profiles: measurement data are split up in states and probabilities between
those states are calculated. The state boundaries are based on the electrical
power distributions of the relaxed clusters, the probabilities of the transitions on
frequency of occurring and the relaxed cluster membership. Behaviour Markov
chains keep the behaviour consistent, variation Markov chains add variation to
the daily behaviour.
Load profiles are generated by taking single step samples from the Markov chains.
Load curves created from the generated profiles have, compared to the original
cluster load curves, a similar shape, ensured by the behaviour Markov chain,
and a lower average power, because of the Markov property. Autocorrelation
could be reproduced, because of the combination of behaviour and variation
to behaviour. In simulations using the generated profiles, electricity demand
will be lower and peaks will be somewhat lower and less frequent. However, the
overall electricity demand will be similar to the original data for most clusters.
The relaxed model is corrected with the original cluster probabilities and Markov
models are trained with those corrected cluster memberships: electricity demand
is closer to the original and peaks are higher compared to the relaxed.
Wet appliances are modelled by two properties: starts and settings. Starts
are aggregated into start curves per cluster. Probability distributions model
appliances’ settings per cluster. In both cases, the relaxed model is applied to
spread the limited number of appliances over the various clusters.
Load cycles generated from the clusters’ start curves and distributions are
aggregated into load curves and compared to the clusters’ load curves of the
measured load cycles. The average power of the generated is lower than the
average power of the original load profiles of the wet appliances. The shape of
the generated is comparable to the original load curve, but with lower peaks.
Again, in simulations, appliance electricity demand will be lower and peaks will
be somewhat lower and less frequent. The appliance overall electricity demand
will be similar to the original appliance data. No correction is applied: the
relaxed cluster membership implies that the cluster models are correct (the
assumption made by making the appliance models), while the corrected cluster
memberships push the data closer to the original cluster data.
Most simulations with the selected or generated data described above are related
to (active) demand response. To indicate what to expect, estimations about the
impact of appliances on the total demand as well as the potential and the effect
of using flexibility are explored. The average impact of wet appliances is limited
and ranges from 28 W up to 87 W per household, depending on the cluster
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(i.e. customer group). Combining the impact with the attitude towards active
demand response results in the potential: ranging from 11 W up to 44 W on
average per household, again depending on the cluster. In terms of the whole
Belgian population (4.6 million households), the potential is expected to be
92 MW on average with peaks up to 353 MW. The numbers require 29 % of
the households or 1.3 million households to participate. The magnitude is in
the order of the power reserves, but doesn’t fully meet the requirements for
availability and response time.
The effect of using active demand is tested by simulating appliances of 100 000
participating households. Negative power can be created by delaying appliances:
it will take at least fifteen minutes before the negative power is established, the
corresponding power increase afterwards will be lower if the delay is smaller than
one and a half hour. To create power peaks, long delays are required: longer
delays involve more appliances, negative power is limited by the appliances that
would have been started at that time, positive power scales with an increasing
delay.
The possible privacy issues related to the detection and monitoring of appliances
have been assessed as well: ‘How much extra information, e.g. income, can be
derived from monitoring systems?’ Distribution system operators will monitor
the electricity demand at the point of common coupling of houses with smart
meters. Detecting appliances in those measurements is only possible if the
resolution is high enough, for example 6 seconds. Appliances are hard to
detect on a fifteen minute time scale, the resolution of the smart meters.
Hence, distribution system operators will have difficulty in detecting appliances.
Providers of home management systems, on the other hand, monitor the
electricity demand of individual appliances as well as the electricity demand at
the connection point on a fifteen minute scale. The cycle detection and settings
estimation algorithms for washing machines, tumble dryers and dishwashers
presented allow for the estimation of privacy sensitive information, such as
income and family expansion.
A software infrastructure has been designed and implemented to facilitate the
above analyses. Security patterns are used to ensure confidentiality, availability,
integrity and accountability. The functionality is designed around the ‘knowledge
discovery and data mining’-process.
The main contributions can be summarised as follows:
• A description residential electricity demand is presented by the distribution
of annual electricity demand and the related demographic parameters.
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• Quota optimisation is proposed as a method to select customers from a
set, biased due to non-response.
• Customers are grouped based on timing and magnitude of electricity
demand. Cluster representatives can be used for fuzzy clustering, allowing
to scale data up.
• Markov chains are used to model residential load profiles.
• Wet appliance usage is modelled by start curves and settings distributions.
• Possible privacy issues related to the detection of appliances are explained.
• A framework for data-analysis is implemented.
10.2 Future work
The thesis deals with the description, the selection and the modelling of
residential electricity demand at the connection point of a house and of wet
appliances. The models to select or generate electrical load profiles are intended
to be be used in simulations and to gain insights in electricity demand in
Belgium. The generation of load profiles of households can be coupled to a
distribution net to, for example, estimate the impact of electrical vehicles on
the grid.
The models of the wet appliances allow for the simulation of shifting wet
appliances for a range of technical and/or economical objectives. The economical
feasibility of implementing active demand with wet appliances is one of the
most important questions.
The data-analyses infrastructure is written in a generic way and can be applied
to other projects. Improvements of the infrastructure are already implemented
and used in the field-test of the ‘Linear’-project. The software for the analyses
itself however, is still used.
Next to applications of the results, improvements can be researched as well.
The clustering of electrical load profiles is described extensively in the literature:
various clustering algorithms algorithms and data transformations are used.
Load curves as data transformation and Expectation Maximisation clustering
as algorithms are the basis for this work. However, other transformations and
clustering techniques might generate better results.
The number of dimensions to cluster upon is chosen in order to include the
influence of the seasons and the days of the week. The relaxation reduces the
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dimensionality afterwards, but introduces an error. A clustering technique
that is able to perform fuzzy clustering, where the weights are better able to
spread the data over the clusters, without having to reduce the dimensionality
afterwards is an interesting follow-up topic.
The description of electricity demand of wet appliances is based on a small set of
measurements. More measurements will improve the description. The inclusion
of other appliances should be considered as well. A better clustering algorithm,
as mentioned above, could also improve the description of the electricity demand
by appliances.
The detection and settings estimation of the wet appliances is done based on the
manuals of the corresponding appliances. Measuring each appliance in detail
will give more insights into the working principle of the appliances and will
result a better detection and settings estimation. Better settings detections will
allow for a better estimation of privacy related information and better models
for the appliances.
The security of the data-analyses infrastructure makes use of external programs.
Security can also be built in into the software by defining interfaces to retrieve
data from the central server. The software has to be placed on the central server
to support this and requires that the software is mature.
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